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ABSTRACT

CURRICULUM DECISION MAKING*
THE PUERTO RICAN FAMILY AND
THE BILINGUAL CHILD
September 1979
Sonia M. Nieto, B.A., St. John's
University; M.A.
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts,

,

New York University
Amherst

Despite the gains of bilingual
education in recent years, Puerto
Rican parents are still largely
uninvolved in any meaningful way in
school decision-making.

This fact is

a

direct contradiction of the

very reason why so many parents and
other community people fought for
and won the right to have their
children educated in

a

bilingual

setting; that is, they felt that, being
closest to their children not

only physically and emotionally', but culturally
as well, they could
best determine the objectives of their children's
schooling.

This

close interaction between home and school, however,
has for the most
part not occurred.

The purpose of this study was therefore to design

selected procedures through which the school could involve
Puerto
Ri«-an

school

parents in decision-making for bilingual curriculum for elementary
children.
The purpose of the review of literature was to provide

a

strong

rationale for the involvement of Puerto Rican parents in curriculum

decision-making in bilingual programs.
centered on three areas:

Consequently, the review

the influence of the family environment on

achievement and intelligence; the role of Puerto Rican parents in childrearing; and the past involvement of Puerto Rican and other bilingual

parents in school decision-making.

The specific research objectives

ix

of the study were:
sd*-'

-to describe the influence of family/
family environment on
achi evement and Intel! igence
-to identify the role of Puerto
Rican parents in

child-rearing

-to identify cultural characteristics
that the school
should consider in relating to the
Puerto Rican

^

family
-to identify past involvement of
Puerto Rican parents
in school decision-making
-to design selected procedures for obtaining
information of two types from parents:
1.
perceived ways the school curriculum is responsive
or unresponsive to the needs of Puerto
Rican children
c.
specific information about the learning needs
of
particular children
-to design selected procedures for involving
parents in
curriculum decision-making for bilingual classrooms
-to field-test one procedure for obtaining
information from
parents.
The procedures designed for helping elementary schools
relate to
Puerto Rican parents were of two types.

First,

a

questionnaire was

developed for determining the perceptions of parents toward the
responsiveness or unresponsiveness of the school curriculum to their
children.

The second procedure designed for obtaining information from

parents was an interview.

The interview is to be used for gathering

specific information about the learning needs of particular children,
thus ensuring that the curriculum developed in the school reflect these
needs.

The procedures suggested for involving Puerto Rican parents in

curriculum decision-making were developed in two stages.

The first

centered on ways of disseminating information to parents so that
their work could be more effective.

Curriculum Collective.

The second stage focused on the

This mechanism was described in terms of

participation, tasks, roles, and division of labor.

x

The first procedure, that
is, the questionnaire,
was fieldtested in two settings, both of
them towns in Western
Massachusetts
with a growing Puerto Rican
population. The field-testing
took place
in the summer of 1978.
Two general types of results
were reported out.
The first was the actual data
collected through the questionnaire.
The
second centered on ways of perfecting
the instrument as well as the

procedures used in administering it.
Both communities, although quite
different in composition, were

remarkably homogeneous in their perceptions
of the school systems as

virtually unresponsive to the needs of their
children.

The only major

difference was in the fifth variable, responsiveness
to parents.
this case, the score

of one school

other, it was quite high.

In

system was dismally low while in the

In spite of this difference,

the scores

for all other variables were very low, thus suggesting
that responsiveness to parents is not the final

step, but only the first.

Other

mechanisms for involving parents in concrete and meaningful ways

would probably go much further in developing responsiveness to children
on the part of the school.

school

The major recommendation is that the

itself must be held accountable and must be pressured to respond

to the needs of children if any long-lasting and consistent changes

are to take place.
on three fundamental

The parents from both communities seem to agree
points:

the schools are not dealing effectively

with the linguistic and cultural needs of their children, they are
not making any meaningful attempts to modify the curriculum to reflect
the reality of their children's lives; and, they are not providing

many resources which would help their children fulfill their needs.

.

Several types of recommendations
based on the findings are made.

First, indications of further
needed research are made.

recommendations were highlighted.
all

Four such

These concerned field-testing of

the procedures; field-testing
of the revised questionnaire;
field-

testing the procedures in other settings,
particularly in large urban

centers and in school systems which
have

a

history of cooperation

with the Puerto Rican community; and
using Puerto Rican parents themselves as

a

to cultural

data base for determining instances of
unresponsiveness
values.

Second, recommendations on how schools can
best use the information were suggested.

As

a

first step, it was suggested that schools

come to grips with the problems and attempt to solve
them in some

mutually acceptable ways with the community.

A second step would

involve providing for the dissemination of information to the
staff.
Finally, the way in which to operationalize the information from
this

study would seem to be in carrying out the procedures.
could then be used as

a

The results

basis for reformul ating curriculum priorities

for the school
The third type of recommendation focused on the responsibilities
of parents for communicating with schools about the needs of their

children.

Here, there were two general

recommendations.

The first

concerns the responsibility of parents to establish contacts with
specific school personnel

.

The second general recommendation was the

establishment of parent advocacy groups

in

order for parents to deal

effectively with schools.
This study attempted to develop procedures for involving

Puerto Rican parents meaningfully
in curriculum decision-making.
As
was clear from the field-testing
of just one of these
procedures, the
schools of two small Massachusetts
towns are almost completely
un-

responsive to the needs of Puerto
Rican children. Assuredly, no
set
of procedures can reverse this
stifling
condition for it is rooted
in not only the school but
also in the economic, social, and
political
systems of this country as

a

whole.

Procedures such as these can,

however, begin to expose some of the
most blatant problems in

a

more

public way so that parents become aware
of their role in combatting
the system.
is

Whether individual schools choose to join in
this venture

up to them.

They should know, however, that there is

a

constant

ebb and flow in history and that parents
will soon be either knocking
on or knocking down the doors of schools
and other alienating and

unresponsive institutions.

The way in which this action takes place

depends in no small way on the schools themselves.

xi
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School

systems that don't care, no matter
their expertise, are hardly school
systems
at all, because very little "schooling"
teaching and learning— occurs within them.
Things will get no better until the schools
face up to their obligation and decide
that
what needs improvement is not their image
but their performance.
Meanwhile, they
forefeit their responsibilities, just as the
children forfeit their hopes and the nation
forefeits its future.
We are all the losers.
-Richard Margolis
"The Losers," p. 15

—

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Bilingual education is an accepted part of the total curriculum
in

many school systems throughout the United States.

Whereas bilingual

education was nonexistent several years ago, it is now even mandated
in several

states, either by the legislatures or by the courts.^

In

examining the history of the movement for bilingual education, it
becomes clear that it came about primarily as

a

result of

a

determined

struggle by oppressed minorities, particularly Latino groups, in this
country.

2

Neither individual school districts nor any government

agency initiated bilingual education on its own.
keep these social and political

It

is

necessary to

roots in mind in order to understand

the original objectives of bilingual education.

Oppressed minorities*

viewed bilingual education as an

aggressive cultural statement on the part of people whose cultural
identity had previously been ignored by school curricula.

Minorities

*"Minorities" in this context refers to people who speak a
it does not
language other than English as their primary language;
"lhird
case
refer simply to ethnic and racial minorities, in which
World" would have been used.
1

3

2

maintained that they themselves could best
serve as models for their
children's education.

These parents were determined to control
the

educational experiences of their children.

Although bilingual education is now

a

reality in many schools

and school systems, the original aims of parents
are today largely

unfulfilled. 4
in

Not only are parents uninvolved in any meaningful way

-

decision-making, but schools are also either unwilling or
unaware

of how to involve them.

This is true of decision-making in educational

policy, in curriculum development, and in supervisory and administrative

matters.

The thought that minority parents could provide effective

models for making improvements in school systems is not seriously
considered.

Thus, although

a

larger number of

enrolled in bilingual programs, their education

children each year are
is

often as meaning-

less as that of their peers who are not in bilingual classrooms.

The reason is apparent:
a

neither their parents nor the community

as

whole has been able to make inroads into the educational program.

The role of the school, instead of being

a

defensive or resistent one,

should be that of an initiator and facilitator in this process of
parental
as

involvement.

This study focuses on parental decision-making

it might affect matters of curriculum change.

As

.

\

o

j

j

f ( l
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study is to design selected procedures
through which the school can involve Puerto Rican parents in decision-

making for bilingual curriculum for elementary school children.

The

3

first inquiry of selected literature concerns
the influence of the

family environment on achievement and intelligence.

In the second

review, the role of Puerto Rican parents in
child-rearing is identified.

Based on this review, cultural characteristics that
the school should

consider in relating to Puerto Rican parents are identified.

The

third review centers directly on the past involvement of
Puerto Rican

parents in curriculum decision-making and, to

a

lesser degree, on the

efforts of Chicano and Native American parents.
The cultural characteristics identified through the second

review form the basis for designing procedures for collecting in-

formation from parents and for fostering parent involvement in

curriculum decision-making.
two types:

The information from parents centers on

perceived ways the school curriculum is responsive to

the needs of Puerto Rican children; and specific information about the

learning needs of particular children.

Furthermore, procedures for

involving parents in decision-making were also developed.

procedures were field-tested with selected families.

All

The results of

the field test were used to further perfect the procedures.

The specific research objectives that guide the investigation
are:

-to describe the influence of family environment on

achievement and intelligence
-to identify the role of Puerto Rican parents in child-rearing
-to identify cultural characteristics that the school should

consider in relating to the Puerto Rican family

4

-to identify past involvement of Puerto Rican
parents in
school decision-making

-to design selected procedures for obtaining information

of two types from parents:
!•

perceived ways the school curriculum is
responsive or unresponsive to the needs of
Puerto Rican children

2.

specific information about the learning needs
of particular children

-to design selected procedures for involving parents in

curriculum decision-makir.g for bilingual classrooms
-to field test one procedure for obtaining information

from parents
Finally, recommendations are made for further research, for
how schools can best use the findings of the study, and for the

responsibilities of parents to communicate with schools about the
needs of their children.

DEFINITION OF TERMS

For the purpose of this study, the following definitions are
used:

Curricul

urn

means the totality of educational experiences which

are provided for children in schools.

Aims, outcomes, instructional

materials, learning activities, and the instructional environment are
all

included under this heading.

curriculum are included

in

Both expressed and emerging

this definition.

In addition, the

"hidden

curriculum," those aspects of the curriculum which are unknown or not

5

directly expressed, form part of the definition.

Decision-making here includes not only an involvement
but also
a

control of

particular process.

a

Thus, if parents are involved in

curricular decision-making, their role would not be to advise
another
group such as

a

curriculum committee; rather, it would be to work with

that group on an equal basis.

could include:

Types of decision-making in curriculum

development of program objectives; development of

materials; development of curriculum; data collection; selection of

materials; implementation of curriculum; and an on-going evaluation
of curricular objectives.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The major importance of this study lies in the direction it
gives to parents for becoming involved in making the school curriculum

more tailor-made to the needs of their children and for insuring that
the curriculum includes relevant information about Puerto Rican

history and culture.
In practical

terms, one significance of this study is its

possible influence on schools which have bilingual programs.

Schools

are often hesitant or unwilling to cooperate with Puerto Rican families
in any important and serious way.

By providing the schools with a

framework in which parents are instrumental in curriculum decisionmaking, it will become more feasible for schools to relate to outside

interests and concerns of the Puerto Rican child in
c

and constructive way.

a

more positive

6

Politically, increased decision-making may result in the role
of an oppressed group being enhanced and valued within the
school

environment.

If Puerto Rican parents take the decision-making power

in their hands,

cultural

the initial

goals of bilingual education (namely,

identity and self-direction) are more likely to be realized.

In addition,

the future directions of bilingual education may be

directly influenced.

In

other words, if program objectives are

decided upon by parents in conjunction with others closest to the
children, they will probably be very different from those imposed by

administrators, boards of education, the federal government, and
society as

a

whole.

Another significance of this study is the historical perspective it provides for Puerto Rican parental involvement to date.
This information not only identifies what has and has not been

accomplished, but it also provides data for influencing future parental

involvement in school curriculum decision-making.
Finally, the set of designed procedures provides specific ways
in which schools

can proceed to involve Puerto Rican parents in

meaningful decision-making.

The existence of these procedures is

significant because they can represent
involvement.

the initiation of parental

procedures can be used as

a

a

shift in responsibility for
The very existence of the

means to mount an argument for why schools

should take action for involving Puerto Rican parents in the school
life of their children.

7

DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The delimitations of the study are three-fold:
1

.

Emphasis of Study
Emphasis is on developing initial, exploratory
procedures,

not on testing the effectiveness of these procedures
in demographical ly

different Puerto Rican communities.

The testing of all the procedures

resulting from the present study will be done at

a

later time in

varying communities as another research effort.
2.

Nature of the Community
The Puerto Rican communities in two selected towns in

Western Massachusetts may not be representative of all Puerto Rican

communities in the United States.
practical

Although these sites are used as

a

base to assist in the development of procedures, no

generalizations are intended beyond this sample population.

However,

the resulting procedures will have some implications for parental

involvement in developing Puerto Rican communities.
3.

Nature of Decision-Making
This study focused on decision-making only as it affects

matters of curriculum.

Because parental decision-making can range

from general policy matters to hiring and firing of specific personnel
to curriculum development, the study is limited for purposes of both

effectiveness and manageability.

8

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

This study is designed in three general stages.

centers on

a

review of existing research findings.

In

Stage

I

Stage II, the

procedures for obtaining information from parents as well as for
involving parents in decision-making are developed.

Stage III is the

field-testing of the procedures.
Specifically, the design of the study looks like this:
Stage

Investigation

I:

A.

Review of the Literature Centering on the Influence of
Family Environment on Achievement and Intelligence

B.

Review and Analysis of the Literature Describing the Role
of Puerto Rican Parents in Child-Rearing in Order to

Determine the Cultural Characteristics that the School

Should Consider
C.

in Relating to Puerto Rican Parents

Review of the Literature Describing Past Involvement
of Puerto Rican Parents in School Decision-making

Stage II:

Development

Development of Selected Procedures for Obtaining Information
of Two Types from Parents:
A.

Perceived ways the school curriculum is responsive to the
needs of Puerto Rican children

B.

Specific information about the learning needs of particular
chi

Development

of

Decision-Making

1

dren

Procedures for Involving Parents in Curriculum

9

Stage III:

Field Test

A.

Field-testing of One Selected Procedure

B.

Perfection of Procedures and Cultural Characteristics

Each step in the design will now be described briefly.

Stage

Investigation

I:

The purpose of the review of literature is two-fold:

provide

a

rationale for parental involvement; and to serve as

to
a

basis

for designing procedures for involving Puerto Rican parents in

curriculum decision-making.
A.

This review has three distinct parts.

Review of the Influence of Family Environment
The first review of literature focuses on the influence

of home environment on achievement and intelligence.

necessary to provide
school

a

This review is

rationale for parental decision-making in the

and reasons why the school needs to be knowledgeable of the

home environment.
B.

Review of the Role of the Puerto Rican Family in ChildRearin g
The second review centers on the role of the Puerto Rican

family in chi Id-rearing.
identified.

Important cultural characteristics are

A search of the educational

literature used the following

headings or descriptors:
Puerto Rican Family

Cultural Characteristi cs

Puerto Rican Culture

Cultural

Children-rearing

Family Influence

Child-care

Environment

10

Using the second review of literature, the researcher
described

Puerto Rican cultural characteristics related to child-rearing.

characteristics were ones that the school should be aware of

in

These

order

to involve Puerto Rican parents in decision-making.

Review of Past Involvement of Puerto Rican Parents in
School Decision-Making

C.

This review describes the kinds of involvement which

Puerto Rican parents have had with schools in the past.

The effort

of Chicano and Native American parents were also considered.

review suggests ways in which parents can be involved.
the educational

This

A search of

literature focuses on:

School/Community (Puerto Rican) Relationship
School /Community (Puerto Rican) Conflict
School /Community (Puerto Rican) Cooperation

Parent (Puerto Rican) Involvement

Development

Stage II:

Development of Selected Procedures for Relating to Puerto
Rican Parents
1

.

Procedures for obtaining information from parents were

developed for two reasons:

first, so that the school

be aware of the perceptions of the parents toward the

responsiveness of the school curriculum to the needs of
their children; and second, for gathering specific in-

formation about the learning needs of particular children.
2.

Selected proced ures for involving Puerto Rican parents
in curriculum decision-making in bilingual

suggested.

programs were

11

The development of both sets of procedures were guided
by

particular criteria:
-the cultural characteristics identified in the research

stage of the study
-the relevance of these procedures to direct decision-making
-the practicality of actually undertaking these procedures
by the schools

-the importance of these procedures for initiating curriculum

improvement.

Stage III:
A.

Field Test

Field-testing of Procedure with Selected Parents
The researcher field-tested one of the recommended

procedures with selected Puerto Rican parents in two selected towns in

Western Massachusetts.

At the time of the field testing, the parents

in the two selected field sites were in the beginning stages of setting

up procedures for school-home relationships.
B.

Perfection of Cultural Characteristics and Procedures
The purpose of field-testing is to provide information for

perfecting the procedures and the cultural characteristics.
parents’

The

response to the tested procedure provided feedback on its

appropriateness and applicability.

In

addition, the researcher

shared the cultural characteristics with the parents for analysis
and review.

The study, then, has two major products:

a

set of cultural

characteristics that schools should be aware of in relating to Puerto

12

Rican families; and

a

set of procedures for involving Puerto Rican

parents in curriculum decision-making in bilingual programs,
one of

which has been field-tested.

13

FOOTNOTES— CHAPTER

I

Title VII of the E.S.E.A., passed in 1968, provides
federal
support for bilingual programs.
Furthermore, according to
BILINGUAL-BICULTURAL EDUCATION: A HANDBOOK FOR ATTORNEYS AND
COMMUNITY WORKERS (Cambridge:
Center for Law and Education, 1975)
twenty-five states now either permit or sanction bilingual
education,
of these, eight mandate it (pp. 273-280).
These figures are from 1975.
Since that time. New York and a number of other states have
joined
the states mandating bilingual education.
.

2

Although this struggle has not been well documented, there is
some reference to it in Maurice R. Berube and Marilyn Gittell
eds.,
1975)
CONFRONTATION AT OCEAN-HILL (New York:
Frederick A. Praeger, 1969);
Hernan La Fontaine, "Bilingual Education for Puerto Ricans: cSf o No?"
(Paper Presented at the National Conference on the Educational Needs
of the Puerto Rican in the United States.
Cleveland, Ohio, April 4-6,
Adalberto Lopez and James Petras, eds., PUERTO RICO AND PUERTO
;
RICANS:
STUDIES IN HISTORY AND SOCIETY (New York: John Wiley & Sons,
1974);
Language
Policy Task Force of the Puerto Rican Studies
1976)
Research Center, C.U.N.Y., LANGUAGE POLICY AND THE PUERTO RICAN
COMMUNITY (THE BILINGUAL REVIEW, V. 5, No. 1 & 2, January-August,
1978, pp. 1-39); Joshua Fishman, "Bilingual Education and the Future
of Language Teaching and Language Learning in the United States" in
THE BILINGUAL CHILD by Antonio Simoes, Jr. (New York:
Academic Press,
and in Franceso Cordasco, BILINGUAL SCHOOLING IN THE UNITED
;
STATES (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1976).
,

3

Cf
for example Maurice R. Berube and Marilyn Gittell, eds.,
CONFRONTATION AT OCEAN-HILL (N.Y.:
Frederick A Praeger, 1969);
Fantini, Mario D., Gittell, Marylyn, and Magar, Richard, COMMUNITY
Frederick A. Praeger, 1970);
CONTROL AND THE URBAN SCHOOL (New York:
Innovations at
Fuchs, Estelle, "Learning to be Navaho-Americans
Rough Rock," SATURDAY REVIEW (September 16, 1968), 82-88, 98-99;
Shin, Ya Ono and Gabriner, Vickie, "Community Control at Two Bridges:
LEVIATHAN, June, 1969; Henry M. Levin, COMMUNITY
What Went Wrong?"
CONTROL OF SCHOOLS (Wash., D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1970); and
Marcus, Sheldon and Rivlin, Harry N., CONFLICTS IN URBAN EDUCATION
Basic Books, Inc., 1970).
(New York:
.

,

:

4

The aims of bilingual education are indeed fuzzy and depend
Thus, the legislation may stress one aim
on one’s vantage point.
while administrators stress another, and parents yet another. However,
the findings of a recent study conducted by Sally D. Tilley ("An
Analysis of Q-Sort Ranking of Goals and Objectives in Bilingual Education,"
Ill, #3, Sept. - Dec., 1976) are consistent
BILINGUAL REVIEW, Vol
.
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with the assumptions of the present study. Ms. Tilley
asked a random
sample of the directors of the 220 bilingual project
centers in the
country to rank 57 objectives of bilingual education. The
two which
were ranked highest were:
"To develop and maintain child's self-esteem
in both cultures,
and To establish cooperation between home and
school of bilingual child."
(p. 224)
^Ri chard J. Margolis, in his article, "The Losers," refers to
the effect of parental pressure in creating a "new spirit."
He goes
on to say, "The new spirit, tentative as it is, has already started to
pay off.
It is hardly a coincidence that school systems like Chicago
and Philadelphia have recently included Puerto Rican children in their
ethnic enrollment totals. Their awakened interest in Puerto Rican
pupils is a direct result of pressure from an awakening Puerto Rican
community, and if counting the children remains a far cry from
teaching them, it is nevertheless the first essential step on the path
of reform." p. 14.

CHAPTER

II

Introduction
In

attempting to develop procedures for involving parents in

school decision-making, it is first necessary to provide

basis for parental

involvement.

a

sound

After proposing this rationale, it is

important to review the role of the family in its particular cultural

context in order to describe cultural characteristics that the school
should know in order to involve parents.

Finally, it is necessary to

review the past involvement of this particular cultural group in school

decision-making in order to suggest ways in which parents can be involved in the future.
This chapter will

review literature to provide

a

strong rationale

for the involvement of Puerto Rican parents in curriculum decision-

making in bilingual programs.

The steps to be followed in this in-

vestigation are as follows:
A.

Review of the literature centering on the influence of
family environment on achievement and intelligence

B.

Review of the literature describing the role of Puerto
Rican parents in child-rearing

C.

Analysis of above review to determine the cultural

characteristics that the school should consider in relating
to Puerto Rican parents.
D.

Review of the literature describing past involvement of
Puerto Rican and other bilingual parents in school decisionmaki ng.

15
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A.

Influence of Family Environment
Since both the home and the school
are settings in which learning
occurs, it seems odd that one setting
should be considered so effective
while the other is considered so
ineffective.
In fact, what is
being suggested, if we push the
conventional wisdom to an extreme,
is that I can be an amazingly
competent teacher at home with my
children, but as soon as I enter a
classroom, I am transformed into an
incompetent teacher.

Edward Kifer, "The Relationship
Between the Home and School in
Influencing the Learning of
Children," p. 2.

Although it has been generally agreed by psychologists and
educators alike that the family environment plays

a

key role in the

intellectual development and in the academic progress of the child,
the definition of environment has varied considerably.

(Mercer, 1967; Peterson, 1977) have used it to mean

economic status, others have given it

a

a

Whereas some
socio-

general

far different meaning.

Thus,

White (1973) has defined environment not as socioeconomic status,
culture, or family structures, but rather "a set of human and nonhuman elements in the external world that are directly and observably

connected with the child's experience and that may affect his development of competence either through participating in

a

developmental ly

less
pertinent experience, or by making such an experience more or

likely to occur, or more or less pleasurable for the child."
in more succinct terms,

1

Bloom,

says, "By environment, we mean the conditions,
m2

individual."
forces, and external stimuli which impinge upon the

In both

than

these definitions, it is evident that environment is more

simply the economic conditions under which families live,

although these are, of course, part of the environment.

environment is defined as

a

Rather,

particular set of experiences, only some

of which may relate to socioeconomic status.

According to Kifer (1976), there are two fundamental ways of
looking at the environment.

In one,

the "content variables" (that

is, the socioeconomic status, years of schooling of parents, number

of resources at hand, etc.) are used as the basis for determining

environment as either effective or ineffective.

In the other,

"process variables" (that is, the nature of interactions within

families, the aspirations of parents for their children, the overall

support of the work of the child, etc.) are thought most important.
Process variables, in Kifer's view, are

a

basis for action, whereas

content or status variables are simply descriptive.
have been instrumental

Dave and Wolf

in defining these differences.

Dave (1963) hypothesized that the home environment relevant to

educational achievement might be studied

in

terms of the following

variables:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Achievement press
Language models in the home
Academic guidance provided in the home
The stimulation provided in the home to explore
various aspects of the larger environment
The intellectual interests and activity in the home
The work habits emphasized in the home

two proces
These six variables were broken down further into twentyto an intervariables which were used in rating mothers' responses

view schedule.

The overall

index of the home environment had

a
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correlations of +.80 with the total score of
their children on
battery of achievement tests.

a

This correlation is much higher than

the results of most such studies in which
correlation between school

achievement and content variables is measured (usually
less than
+.50).
In a

related study, Wolf (1964) attempted to measure rather than

surface manifestations of the environment, those variables that
would
be likely to directly influence both general

achievement.

intelligence and academic

He identified the following environmental variables

as likely to be related to academic achievement:
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

Climate created for achievement motivation
Opportunities provided for verbal development
Nature and amount of assistance provided in overcoming
academic difficulties
Activity level of the significant individuals in the
environment
Level of intellectuality in the environment
Kinds of work habits expected of the individual

In addition,

he identified another set of environmental

likely to be related to general
1.

2.

3.

variables as

intelligence:

The stimulation provided for intellectual growth
The opportunities provided for, and emphasis on,
verbal development
The provision for general types of learning in a
variety of situations.

Each of the environmental variables was further defined in an

operational form in order to facilitate measurement.

In

a

stratified

random sample of sixty homes of fifth graders, the parents were

interviewed concerning these process variables.

In

addition, the

children were tested in both achievement and I.Q. tests.

The results

revealed that this new approach to the measurement of environment
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(1)

accounts for three times as much of the variance in
general

intelligence than previous cruder measures of social
status; and
(2)

accounts for two and

total

a

half times as much of the variance in

academic achievement than previous cruder measures of social

status.

These results, and those reported by Dave, seem to indicate

that it is more significant what parents do with their children and
in their homes than simply what their socioeconomic status is.

wise,

a

study by Marjoribanks (1971) confirmed that the environment

counted more than

a

set of social

mental ability tests.

ment

Like-

status indicators in the results of

The work of Wolf and Dave has taken the measure-

of the environment from crude variables to more sophisticated

and meaningful ones.

Thus, the research reported here will be

concerned primarily with environment as defined by process variables.
In

discussing the exact role that environment plays in the de-

velopment of general intelligence. Bloom says:
We take the view that intelligence is a developmental
characteristic in that the mental age or I.Q. compares
the general learning of an individual with the progress
in the learning of selected samples of behavior made
by representative samples of individuals at different
It would seem that with such an operational
ages.
concept of intelligence, the environment could clearly
block and retard certain developments in an individual,
whereas it is likely (but less clear) that the environ- 3
ment could facilitate and accelerate their development.
If we accept this view of intelligence,

ment plays
is

a

it is clear that the environ-

key role in cognitive development.

However,

a

problem

presented when we attempt to identify the aforementioned "selected

samples of behavior" because of their class origin as well as bei.e.,
cause of the traditional measures used to assess intelligence,
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I.Q.

tests.

More will be said on this particular point
later.

We proceed with the general view, then, that
intelligence is

developmental characteristic in which the environment
plays
role.

a

a

key

Following the lead of Dave and Wolf, Freeburg and Payne
(1967)

undertook the construction of an appropriate questionnaire for
assessing those parental practices for which prior research had
indicated reasonable validity in their influence upon the child's

cognitive development.

The results of their questionnaire indicated

that six factors were believed to influence cognitive development.
As is evident, almost all
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

are concerned with parent/child interactions

Willingness to devote time to the child
Parental guidance
Parental aspiration for achievement
Rejection vs. acceptance of the child's behavior
Provision for the child's intellectual needs
Dependence upon external resources

These results are strengthened in

a

study by Thompson (1972) in which

he attempted to explore the difference in intelligence among children

from large families in relation to parent-child interaction patterns.
His results indicated that, irrespective of family size, the most

important variable in facilitating the development of children's

cognitive skills was the quality of parent-child

interactions.

Once again, the environment involves not only physical and human
resources, but more important, the way in which they are manipulated.
In a

monumental study conducted by White and Watts (1973),

the researchers sought to answer the question:

how do the environ-

ments of highly competent and less competent children differ in early

childhood?

As a result of tnis investigation, they hoped to learn how
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to structure the experiences of the first six years of life so that

child might be optimally prepared for schooling.

a

At the beginning of

the study, they selected thirty-one subjects (from ten to eighteen

months) whom they classified as "A" (predicted as highly competent)
or "C"

(predicted as low competence children).

These ratings were

based on siblings' success in school and other observations.

researchers used

a

The

time-sampling technique.

After months of visiting and observing the toddlers in their
home environment, the following were some of the findings reported.

The differences between the "A" and "C" children were"
1.

2.

3.

"A" children experience much more interaction with
their mothers (or other caretaker)
The quality of interaction differs: mothers of "A"
children spend more time on activities that are perceived as "highly intellectual"
Mothers of "A" children use either teaching or
facilitative techniques of interaction more often.

The results seem to confirm the previous studies cited in which the

quality of interaction is indeed

a

key component of the environment.

Nevertheless, the study is also riddled with weaknesses.

In

the

first place, their identification of "A" and "C" children seems at
best subjective.

In

addition, the activities which they identify as

"highly intellectual" probably also are based on
or on class considerations.

And, further

,

a

subjective analysis

they claim that the care-

of the environtaker's main function is both consultant and designer

ment.

often refer to
The environment which the researchers most

person-oriented.
therefore object-oriented rather than

is

This clearly
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reflects

a

class as well as

a

cultural bias.

All

of these short-

comings reflect the class perspective of
the researchers themselves.
In fact,

a

severe limitation that the researchers
themselves point out

is that their study is clearly culture-bound.

Thus, for example, all

the children in the "C" group are from the
middle and lower classes,

while 2/3 of the children in the "A" group are from
the upper and

middle classes.

After reporting this finding, the researchers note:

the reader may legitimately question whether
the differences in mother-child interaction that
we describe are reflections of class differences
rather than pointing to necessary environmental
antecedents of intellectual and social competence.
.

.

.

The study is useful, however, in pointing out the relationship

between intelligence and experience:
The most important implication of these findings is
that children who later grow up to be exceptionally
competent intellectually do not seem to become so
because of innate capabilities only.
Starting as
early as one year of age, these children have daily
experiences in their homes that systematically promote
their intellectual development much as if they were in
nursery school.
The curriculum of the home is not
hidden or unsystemmatic; it is observable and focused
on intellectual development as an important goal for the
young child.

Because of the cultural and class limitations of the previous
study, it is important to stop at this point and return to

a

con-

cern stated earlier relating to the class perspective of some of the

studies reported here:

What samples of behavior constitute intelligence

and how are they measured?

Although Bloom (1964) states that it is

impossible to describe in detail precisely what constitutes an

effective environment for the development of intelligence, he goes

7
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on to say that some guesses can be ventured:

Since verbal ability represents a very important
part of most general intelligence tests, it is
likely that environments which include good models
of language usage and which encourage the development of language will stimulate the development of
general intelligence, whereas environments in which
the models of language usage are poor and which
discourage language development will retard or block
the development of general intelligence.

There are several problems inherent in this view of what Bloom calls
"abundant" vs.

"deprived" environments.

In

the fist place, should an

environment attempt to develop intelligence itself or simply the
skill

of taking intelligence tests, as is implied in the above quote?

These are not necessarily the same (Ginzburg, 1972).

constitutes "good models of language usage"?

Secondly, what

The definitions of usage

have changed markedly in the past decade due to the work of such

linguists as Labov (1970, 1972), Baratz and Baratz (1970), and Day
(1974).

Further, the verbal environment in the home may reflect, more

than anything else, cultural values.
the intel lectual

Thomas (1967), in his study of

development of Puerto Rican children in New York City,

analyzed one of his findings by stating:
Although the amount of conversation and verbal exchange
was at least as great in the homes of the Puerto Rican
children as in the middle class group, the use of language
In contrast
appeared to differ in at least two respects.
to the middle class mothers who verbally described tasks to
be done, in the Puerto Rican group there was a greater
tendency for verbalization to be social in character
Further, while the middlerather than task-directed.
class mothers tended to make sure that verbal instructions
were understood and carried out when verbalizations were
task-directed, in the Puerto Rican group, there was a
tendency on the part of these mothers to exhibit little
insistence that the instructions or directions be acted
upon.

^
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In their discussions of Black children,
Baratz and Baratz

(1970) concur

with this view, indicating that it is the school,
not the home, which
is failing to recognize these
differences.

Bloom likewise maintains that problem-solving skills
are measured
by general

intelligence.

Therefore, he concludes that it is the

responsibility of the family to provide problem-solving opportunities,

encouragement to think clearly, and to attack problems.

Again,

Thomas addresses this ethnocentric perspectives:
It may be that the Puerto Rican children derive
from a person-oriented rather than a problemoriented culture and lack sufficient opportunity
for the exercise of independence in advance of
task mastery to permit the development of
successful problem-solving behavior under conventional educational conditions.
The style of
the culture may be one in which verbalizations
are used to communicate affective and social
contents rather than task-oriented ones, with the
result that the ability to engage in verbal
behavior in the service of a cognitive demand
fails to develop adequately.

It seems that Bloom is operating from a particular cultural

class perspective.

This perspective cannot advance the. specific

concerns of the present study, in which
involved.

In

and

a

cultural minority group is

countering the assumptions which are based on the idea

that poor children are "culturally deprived" and are the very backbone of compensatory education, Ginzburg (1972) says:

There is virtually no evidence showing that the
poor environment contains a deficit or a surfeit
Indeed, anecdotal accounts
of stimulation.
support the conjecture that the poor environment,
while often depressing and degrading, does not lack
It would
for stimulation or opportunities to learn.
appear as if the restraints of a middle-class perspective have prevented many researchers from noticing
the richness and challenge of the lower-class world.
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A concrete example of his contention can be found
in a 1953 study

conducted by Anastasia.

The language development of pre-school

Puerto Rican children was compared with that of both Black and

Caucasian youngsters.

The results showed that the language develop-

ment of the Puerto Rican group was superior to either of the other
two.

In

advancing some hypotheses for this outcome, the author

considers the environment to be

a

possible factor:

Although unfavorabl e from many points of view and
often characterized by extreme poverty and squalor,
such an environment usually involves close
proximity with many adults. The single small
apartment unit often houses an "extended family"
of close and distant relatives and perhaps a boarder
or two.l°
Kenneth Clark, in explaining the basis for the resurgence

of the

"cultural deprivation" theory maintains:

Just as those who proposed the earlier racial
inferiority theories were invariably members of
the dominant racial groups who presumed themselves
and their groups to be superior, those who at
present propose the cultural deprivation theory are,
in fact, members of the privilege^ group who inevitably
associate their privileged status with their own
innate intellect and its related educational success.
It is thus clear that

considerations of class and cultural

perspective will be important in guiding us to assess not only those
studies which reported the influence of the family environment on

intelligence, but also those which will now be cited concerning
environmental

influence on academic achievement.

achievement?
Hew does the home environment influence academic

achievement among
Bloom (1964) maintains that differences in school
factors:
individuals are likely to be related to the following
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1.
2

.

3.

The meaning which education has for one s personal
advancement and role in society.
The level of education of parents as well as the
value they place on educaton.
The extent to which parents motivate and reinforce
school achievement.
:

These factors include both content and process variables and will be

analyzed in the following studies.
There is some disagreement as to which factor is the most crucial
in predicting school

achievement.

Again, the delineation may be

based on particular class perspectives.

For example, Garber and Ware

1972 ) in attempting to highlight the one most important environmental

(

variable in determining academic achievement, produced
version of Wolf's questionnaire.

a

shortened

The subjects in this study were

Chicano and Black poverty-level children in Head Start.

The results

indicated that the variable "Materials in the Home" was the single most

important factor in predicting school success.

Crawford and Eason

1970 ) in a six-year longitudinal study in Canada which encompassed

(

over eight thousand children, came to the conclusion that the number of
books in the home suitable for children was the variable which best

predicted school achievement.

Both these outcomes would surely relegate

most Third World and poor white children to total failure in school,
on
for not only are their homes most often without many materials but,
a

cultural

as
level, materials are not even perceived as so important

interaction with people.
between

a

We are again faced with the difference

person-oriented and an object-oriented world.

if
Somerville (1970), on the other hand, in investigating

tests have
children who score higher on academic achievement

a

signifi-
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cantly different home environment from
those who score low, came to
very different conclusion.

After testing the children and using

a

a

questionnaire to determine the differences in home
environment, he
concluded that the most important factor in the
environment was the
interpersonal relationship in the family and further
stated:
The most highly significant differences between
the
responses [of high and low achievers] were noted in
questions relating to experiences which required
time and patience of the parents.
The results of
personal

a

study by Pauk (1972) also indicated that inter-

relationships among parents and children, particularly evident

in supportive attitudes, are most important in influencing academic

achievement.
Henderson, Bergan, and Hurt (1972) also based their analysis on
the behavior of parents which is related to academic achievement.
in their

Items

interview were generated to elicit responses relating to the

following variables:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Aspiration level
Environmental stimulation
Models
Guidance
Reinforcement

Their results indicated

a

significant relationship between achievement

tests given to children and two items:
school -rel ated behavior; and 2.

valuing language and

1.

providing

a

supportive environment

for school learning.
Finally, looking at some studies that focus specifically on the

Puerto Rican population, Thomas (1967, 1969), studied the home

environment of the Puerto Rican child

in New York City as

it reiated to
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the child's academic achievement.

He used an open-ended interviewing

procedure which covered nine process variables:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

Parental aspirations for the child
Parental aspirations of life chances for the child
Family press for academic achievement
Opportunities for verbal development
Family support and stimulation of educational
achi evement
Parental attitudes toward extra-familial socialization
of the child
Parental attitudes toward independence training
Parental level of task orientation.

Some of his results have been cited earlier

(p.

23).

In

addition, he

reported that Puerto Rican parents were greatly interested in multiple
aspects of their children's education; this interest was manifested
in the results of the interview:
It may be noted that the consistently high score for
the parents occur in those areas where the parents
can,, as a result of motivation and concern, do
something specific to assist the child in his
educational achievement. 13

Examples are helping the child with homework, having

a

detailed know-

ledge of the child's school status, taking corrective steps when

poor report card is brought home, and so on.

scores

a

Predictably, the lower

were those over which parents had little control and which

reflect their lower socioeconomic status (i.e., quality of parental
English; reading materials available in the home; games and other

leisure-time activities for the child).
also cited by Sheldon, et

al

.

This particular finding was

(1972) in a study designed to investi-

their
gate the predictive validity of parents' ability to attend to

children (ATA) on intelligence.

According to Sheldon, the variables

are those
which explain discrepancies in I.Q. of different children
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which are amenable to change by social
action.

Returning to Thomas,

further finding was that, over

a

a

three-

year period, the I.Q. of both Puerto Rican
and white middle-class
children remained

stable.

Nevertheless, the Puerto Rican children

were generally below the norm in reading ability.

This disparity

suggests to Thomas that the school is not doing enough
to educate

Puerto Rican children:
The findings of the study, as analyzed to date,
suggest that the basic causes of the reading
deficit found in most of the Puerto Rican children
must be sought outside the home. The parents
manifest a high degree of interest and involvement
in their children's school careers.
They are
concerned about academic achievement. Yet even
those children in the normal range of I.Q. and
higher are reading below grade level.
It would appear that the main source of the
reading deficit is not the home but the school. A
school system that undertakes to teach 250,000
children from a bi cultural, bilingual background has
a special responsibil ity.
It must devise educational
procedures that will enable each child to learn up to
his own capacity.
The individual parents in this
sample cannot be considered responsible for such
measures.

Thus, academic achievement, in all the cases cited, was greatly inThis was seen to be true for

fluenced by the home environment.

Puerto Ricans as well as for all segments of the population.
Thomas'

study adds is not only

a

cooperation in general, but also

What

strong case for close home and school
a

countering of misconceptions of

Puerto Rican parents' attitudes towards education and child-rearing
practices.

These attitudes can be seen in their press for achieve-

ment and aspirations for their children.
example,

two- thirds of all

In Thomas'

study, for

Puerto Rican parents wanted their children

to go to college.
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This is comparable to parents of
middle-class

children.
Ir.

a

similar survey of Puerto Rican parents done
by Zirkel

the same basic conclusion was reached.

(1973),

Thus, 53% of the parents,

although themselves relatively uneducated, aspired for
their children
to complete at least four years of college;
however, only

minority (16.1%) expected them

to actual ly

finish college.

small

a

Zirkel

explains the apparent discrepancy by concluding:
In short, it seemed that Puerto Rican parents want
the best and most education for their children but
recognize that there are real obstacles blocking the
realization of their hopes.
The children may share
this sense of frustration and disillusionment. 15

There is congruence between these findings by Thomas and Zirkel concerning the Puerto Rican community and those of the Black community
in a study by St.

John (1972).

She found that Black mothers tend to

have higher educational estimations and aspirations for their children
than do white middle-class mothers.

In all

these cases, there seems

to be no lack of press for achievement or support in the homes of the

poor.

What is missing is the consistency between these aspirations

and the reality of the school life of the children.

What, then, are the reasons for fostering parental
and decision-making in the schools?

It

is clear from all

cited that the home environment is crucial

development of children.
a

involvement

in

the studies

shaping the intellectual

Where this intellectual development takes

different path from that of the dominant society, there is

match between home and school expectations and aspirations.

a

mis-

Never-
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the less, close home and school cooperation can
go

determining the academic success of all children.

a

long way in

Based on this

conclusion in their study of public assistance students,
Allen and
Robinson (1969) made the following recommendation:
Means should be sought to increase the involvement of
parents in many activities and decision-making
situations involving their children.
Parents should
offer constructive help for solving students' problems.
The study revealed that such family roles seemed to
stimulate high levels of educational aspirations and
greatly influenced achievement of higher levels of
academic performance.^

Echoing this sentiment, Keeves (1972) stated, in his findings of

a

multivariate study of the contributions of the home, the school, and
the peer group:

The educational environments of the home, the classroom and the peer group are interrelated and form a
complex pattern to influence educational achievement.

These studies provide

a

strong rationale for parental involvement

and decision-making in general.

In the

specific case of the Puerto

Rican community, it is clear that the incongruence between the values
and aspirations of the school and the heme may foster poor academic

achievement.

In the few cases

where the school has attempted to

establish ties with the Puerto Rican community, there has tended to be
an air of paternalism surrounding the intention:

The recent historyof parent education, especially in
the last ten years under the impetus of the poverty
programs, has been based upon global assumptions, often
untested, of what parents know and can do. These were:
(1) that, at least in early childhood, what parents
did influenced the development of children, (2) lowincome parents lacked knowledge or skills in teaching,
and (3) one could intervene in the home to change
parents' behavior and therefore improve the development

8
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snd achievement of children.
To some deQree it was
missionary work now couched in a more professional
scientific framework.!

Thus, communication has often been

a

one-way street in which the

schools informed, educated, or even attempted to change the
behavior
of parents.

Clearly, this approach has not worked for many children,

particularly for those whose culture and economic conditions differ
from the majority.

What seems to be emerging from all the research

is a need for the parents,

in turn,

to inform, educate, and even

change the behavior of schools if schools are to become responsive
to the individual

and group differences which the children represent.

This point is one of the conclusions reached by Chess, et
in a longitudinal

al

.

(1967)

study of white middle-class and Puerto Rican

children:
It should be clear that the behavioral pattern of
the Puerto Rican children does not derive in any
way from parental indifference or rejection. Nor
does it indicate any inferiority or deficiency in
the children.
Rather it represents a learned
pattern which might be optimal for some other
environment in our task-oriented society. Such
a disadvantage can, however, be minimized or even
eliminated if the school develops an orientation to
its teaching responsibilities which takes into
account the specific task performance responses of
these chil drenJ 9

Needless to say, such an orientation would also depend upon close
interaction of the home and school as well as parental decision-

making and involvement in the key area of curriculum.
This first review of literature has sought to demonstrate the
crucial

role played by the environment in the intelligence and
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academic achievement of children.

The literature makes it clear

that this is so for the general
population.

In

addition, specific

case studies of Puerto Rican children and
parents were cited.
vvill

be the basis for suggesting

a

Both

more direct involvement of Puerto

Rican parents in the education of their children.

B

-

The Role of the Puerto Rican Family in Child-Rearing

The argument here is not about the
high achievement, excellence, or
glorious tradition of Puerto Rican
culture.
The argument is simply that
the Puerto Rican identity is a vital
and enduring organizing principle in
the lives of many of the city's poor.
Any program of action that seriously
undertakes to mobilize these individuals to fight against conditions
that presently limit their lives
must work on and through this
ethnically determined system.

Frank Bonilla, "Rationale for a
Culturally Based Program of Action
Against Poverty Among New York Puerto
Ricans." Paper Prepared for the
Puerto Rican Forum, October, 1964.
In order to identify cultural

characteristics which the school

must be aware of in order to involve Puerto Rican parents in decisionmaking, it is first of all necessary to review the general childrearing practices of the family.
several factors.

This review will be limited by

First of all, only those characteristics which

directly rebate to chi 1 d-rearing as they may interface with the school
will be discussed.

This means, for example, that religious traditions

and other family customs which do not directly or immediately involve
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the child will not be included.
In

addition, the review is limited in the same
way any review of

culture is limited:

it will

which, although valid for

a

center on generalizations of the culture
large percentage of the people, will not

apply to all.
general

A word of caution is therefore advised
in using these
on
characteristics.
No culture is static, much less one which

is going through the sometimes wrenching
changes of a Puerto Rican

community which has been colonized, transplanted, and sometimes

assimilated into an alien environment.

The CENTRO (Puerto Rican

Studies Research Center in New York), in

a

monograph on culture,

explains this dynamic quality of culture by stating:

Concentration of Puerto Ricans under differing
conditions--labor contract farms, smaller cities
and towns, suburban settings--gi ve rise to particular
cultural phenomena that must be given particular
consideration.
Because of this diversity of circumstances, Puerto Rican cultural manifestations in the
United States tend to elude any monolithic qeneral
analysis. 21
Likewise, the Puerto Rican culture in the United States

is

undergoing

changes simoly by the fact that it is in another cultural context.
The Puerto Rican community despite the multiple cultural shocks and

invasions it has been exposed to, has retained many island cultural
values, as attested to by Bram (1969), Hoffman (1 971 )
(1977).

,

and Christenson

The CENTRO concurs with this analysis, but adds an important

dimension of class:
Puerto Ricans migrate to the United States as workers.
Within the United States, Puerto Rican workers
constitute a nationally oppressed sector of the
North American proletariat and a significant force
within the reserve army of labor. This class
situation lies at the heart of the Puerto Rican
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cultural experience.
It implies two sources and
complexes of conditions acting on the Puerto
Ricans' cultural formation:
the historical roots
in and continuing ties to Puerto Rico, and
the
present context of a multinational advanced capitalist
setting in the United States. 22

Because it is clear that the vast majority of Puerto Ricans
in the
United States are from the working class, the cultural
characteristics
included here will focus only on this class.

Keeping the foregoing

limitations in mind, the purpose of the review of child-rearing
practices will be to propose

a

solid foundation upon which to involve

Puerto Rican parents in school decision-making.
To understand Puerto Rican child-rearing practices, it first

becomes necessary to define the concept "culture."

Marxist analysis of culture, simply states that
like productive

1

abor,

is

".

The CENTRO, in its
.

.

all

culture,

essentially the concrete expression of man's

purposive interaction with labor."
Rican anthropologist, says that

a

23

Seda Bonilla,

a

noted Puerto

culture must include crucial aspects

such as "a self-concept, identify formation, community and ways of

life and sense to people."

24

These are global and general definitions

of culture and are of course necessary in explaining the values and

ways of life of all

people of all classes.

relationship between culture and class?

What, however, is the

Again, the CENTRO provides

clarification:
society based on class division, all cutlure bears
Directly or indirectly,
the mark of a social class.
every articulation of
unconsciously
or
consciously
and concrete, sensuous
expression
human culture gives
fantasies,
aspirations,
form to the ideals, values,
and
cognitive
illusions and, in general, the
of
class
perceptual self-definition of a given
^
2
society.
In
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Because the present study is concerned
primarily with one class, that
is, the Puerto Rican working class,
our definition of culture will

have to be more concise.
will be defined as

a

Culture, for the purposes of this study,

dialectic process within

a

given class:

The point of departure for a progressive
view of
culture must be the interests of the working
class, the experiences of the working class and
the way in which the working class shapes itself
culturally through its everyday struggles.
If we
approach reality from this point of view, we will
see that the experience of the migration, the
patterns of cultural creation and transmission of
Puerto Ricans in the United States, and the linguistic
diversity of our working class are all driving
elements of contradiction, growth and new forms of
unity among Puerto Ricans. 26

These contradictions and spurts of growth are further defined by Rafael
Ramirez (1974) as two cultural subsystems:
and the culture of liberation.

the culture of survival

The former is manifested by those

attitudes, values, mental processes, and so on that allow us tc survive
as

a

people.

These can, according to Ramirez, either limit (for

example, distrust, circumventing problems, etc.) or expand us (for
example, mutual cooperation, generosity, etc., among the people).
Further, he goes on to say:
the culture of survival is characterized mainly
by the contradiction that it sustains, affirms, and
provides certain power but, at the same time, does not
confront or alter the oppressive elements and
institutions nor affect the structure of political and
economic power that controls the system. 2/
.

.

.

The culture of liberation, on the other hand, provides people with

another cultural perspective.
1

Iteration,

As defined by Ramirez, the culture of
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..comprises those elements that promote

social

a

new

order in which the democratization of
the
sociopolitical institutions, economic equality
and
cooperation and solidarity in interpersonal
relations
predominate.
The culture of liberation is part of
the process of decolonization, of the
questioning of
structures and values, and it is manifested in
collective and individual levels and in the
interaction
between the commitment with a new Puerto Rican
collectivity and with a personal growth in ideological,
valuative, and affective terms. 28
Thus, Ramirez says, authoritarianism is contrasted
with democracy,

racism with consciousness of racial and ethnic identity,
and machismo
with equality of the sexes.

It is important to point out that, because

culture has dynamic and dialectic elements, all of these contradictory
values have been present in the Puerto Rican experience at one time
or another.

Ramirez' model of two subsystems of culture goes

a

long

way in explaining the seemingly contradictory manifestations of Puerto
Rican culture.
is crucial.

In terms of parental

involvement, this understanding

How else, for example, could we explain the apparent

submi ssi vness and docility of some Puerto Rican parents to the schools

and the militancy and determination of others in struggling against

injustices?

It is not enough to say that different individuals are

involved; on the contrary, the same individuals may manifest both
sets of behavior at different points in time.
is that each individual

Thus, what is clear
both manifesta-

has within herself or himself

tions of the culture.
To sum up, it is necessary to view culture as

a

constantly

changing and dialectic expression of the experiences of

a

people.

In

cur definition of Puerto Rican child-rearing practices, for example,
the point of departure may well

be idealized values.

Nevertheless,
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the manifestations of these values
may be contradictory in nature,

reflecting the everyday experiences and
struggles of the people, and,
indeed, the two cultures so well articulated
by Ramirez.
What, then, are the basic child-rearing
practices of Puerto

Rican parents?

In

order to get at the practices, we will first
look

at the values upon which the practices are built.

several examples will

Where appropriate,

be given of each.

Mutual obligation is

a

paramount value in the Puerto Rican family.

This sense of responsibility takes many forms.

It is,

for example,

the family that provides the unifying element to the lives of Puerto

Ricans.

However, the family for Puerto Ricans is quite expansively

defined and may include grandparents

,

aunts, uncles, even friends

of the family so close that they are considered family (Seda Bonilla,
1958).

In

addition, it is not uncommon for families to raise children

who are not their own.

This practice is consistent within the frame-

work of mutual cooperation and survival and, many times, provides

relief for oppressed people with limited resources (Bonilla, 1964;
Bram, 1969; Soy, 1975).

Likewise, the sense of responsibility extends

into the role of each member within the family (Bucchioni, 1965;

Thus, responsibl i ty is taught at an early age to

Hidalgo, 1970).

Puerto Rican children.

They are expected to not only contribute their

time and labor to the family, but especially their commitment.

obligation, in chi 1 d-rearing
and respcnsi bi

1

i

,

is

manifested through collective work

ty of the family as a unit.

in which tne woman

Mutual

Unlike many other cultures

is expected to do virtually all

the housework, the

Puerto Rican family divides the work, particularly among the mother

.
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and children.
is

Other ways in which this mutual
obligation can be seen
in the hospitality, generosity,
and openness
of Puerto Ricans to

others.

Mi

casa es tu casa'

1

(my home is your home)

is, in fact, one of
the most common expressions among
Puerto Ricans (Seda Bonilla,
1958).
It becomes apparent,

then, that the Puerto Rican family
is not only

supportive unit but also

a

working one.

As we shall

a

later see, this

division of labor has several consequences
when viewed in the context
of the school

Respeto

is

another pillar upon which the Puerto Rican family

built.

"Respeto" can be defined not only as what we call

also as

a

is

"respect" but

strict sense of loyalty and devotion, particularly to
elders.

As Seda Bonilla says, "The 'honor thy father' for the
Puerto Rican child

implies to

a

large extent, respeto

respeto" (it is

a

." 29

Terms such as "es una falta de

lack of respect) and "me falto

el

respeto" (he showed

me disrespect) are common in Puerto Rican vocabularly and denote
insult.

a

grave

When admonishing children, parents often motion with their

hands, as if to hit, and say warningly,

respect!).

"

iMa^s

respeto!" (show more

Respect for others is generally manifested through

obedience; respect for oneself is generally manifested through
sense of morality and honesty.

a

strong

Transgressions of these forms of

respect are quickly punished:
The harshest forms of discipline are generally reserved
for teaching obedience and personal honesty.
The child
is taught to obey promptly the commands and requests of
his elders. 30

Closely intertwined with respect is the value "dignidad" in the
Puerto Rican community.

"Dignidad" denotes the virtue of dignity as
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we know it (that is, an inner
integrity and security), along
with

respeto" from the outside community.

picture of

"el

Seda Bonilla gives

a

vivid

hombre de dignidad" (the man of
dignity) in this

description:
T his is the man of courage and
integrity,

the complete
man (hombre c ompleto ) whose word is
never doubted the
respected man ( deTispeto)
the model citizen, stern
father and husband, the man who "walks with
his head
up,
with almost fanatic convictions of his self
value.
He is a man of few but forceful words
and
these carry a command. 31
,

Frank Bonilla,

a

respected sociologist, echoes these sentiments, adding

the important dimension of social

status:

The idea of dignidad is often explained as the display
of a decent regard for the dignity of the individual
regardless of his social position.
The notion is more
graphically conveyed for those used to thinking about
social status in U.S. terms as a fanatic, individual
conviction of self-worth that simply overrides the
realities of social discrimination and disadvantage.*^
As we can see, "respeto" is most often viewed as

a

manifestation of

obedience within the family, while "dignidad" measures the respect and
even reverence inspired in the community at large.

demanded as

a

right of all Puerto Rican people.

"Dignidad" is

Tumin (1950) makes

the point that Puerto Ricans expect respect and dignity as

a

human

right, not one associated with money or social class:

•

"he poor people of Puerto Rico seem to be unquestionably aware of their disadvantaged positions as
measured by education, occupation, and income. They
act. however, as if these objective indices of social
position had little or nothing to do with social
worthiness. 33

Puerto Rican children, from infancy, are taught to exhibit and demand

respect and dignity.

Thus, although children may be boisterous and
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playful out of doors and when in the company
of friends, when in
the presence of adults they are expected to be
serious and quiet.

If

parents feel that either they or their children are
being treated

flippantly or indifferently, there may be grave
consequences.
"Respeto" and "dignidad" are the natural outgrowths in
adult-

hood of what is called "capacidad" in childhood.

This virtue can be

defined as responsibility, responsiveness, maturity, and the mutual

obligation to family mentioned earlier.

Again turning to Seda Bonilla,

we find an apt description:
The socialization of the child is oriented towards
a sort of letting the child acquire capaci dad
capacidad ) and a serious, trustworthy,
( coaer
and capable child is highly appreciated.
He is a
child of capacidad , a precocious responsible
person, given to the duties of the home, and on
the road towards acquiring dignidad
.

How are children raised to show "capacidad?"

things that parents would expect.

For example, if

There are several
a

child has

"capacidad," (s)he helps with household or outside chores, and takes
upon his/her shoulders a great deal of responsibility for
child.

It is

a

young

not unusual, for example, to see a nine year old

prepare dinner every evening, or an eight year-old contribute to the

family by packing groceries at the local

"bodega" for two or three

hours every afternoon. These manifestations of "capacidad" often

appear to make Puerto Rican children more serious and shyer than
North American peers.

"Capacidad" is

a

virtue highly praised in

Puerto Rican culture and one which has helped the family survive as
a

unit.
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Another value in Puerto Rican culture which is in
effect the
basis for many ethers is authority

.

In the

Puerto Rican family,

the

authority over most matters rests with the father, although
the

final

>

mother

is

in reality the

decision-maker many times and especially in

the absence of the father.

Battle (1972) gives

a

description of

authority interwoven with "respeto" and "dignidad" which accurately
captures the reality of the culture:
The authority of the parents is not questioned by the
children.
A respect for one's elders is implanted
almost from birth. The child soon learns to lower his
head and listen respectfully to advice or reprimand
from his elders.
This respect for parents and older
people develops almost into reverence of the elderly,
who are cherished and cared for and always treated
with dignity because of their experience with living.

These values of authority, respect, dignity, "capacidad," and
mutual

responsibility and obligation are the cornerstones of Puerto

Rican chi 1 d-reari ng practices.

probably with quite

a

Through them, children are raised,

few more restrictions than North American children,

to view the family, not the individual, as the most important unit.

From infancy, children are taught to respect elders, to expect dignity

from others, and to develop

a

strong commitment to family and

community. Evidently, some of these values clash sharply with those
of middle-class America. Where they do, cultural misunderstandings

between the home and school often occur which, in turn, lead to

further alienation of Puerto R-ican parents from the education of their
children.

The next part of this review will focus on this mismatch

of the expectations of home and school.

In

doing so, cultural

will be
characteristics that the school should take into consideration
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highlighted.
if parental

This awareness on the part of the
school

involvement is indeed sought.

The way in which the school

is defined

itself, an area of misunderstanding.
the school

is necessary

is a

in two cultures

is,

in

For the Puerto Rican parent,

continuation of the home environment.

Not only are

the same values emphasized in both environments
in Puerto Rico, but
the roles of parent and teacher are almost
identical.

Thus, teachers

are expected to discipline and teach children
as if they were their
own; children are expected to respect and learn from
teachers as

surrogate parents (Bonilla,
Ogletree, 1975).

1968; Dulay and Schultz, 1972; and

Puerto Rican parents in the United States also expect

teachers to take on the additional responsibilities of parents
(discipline, affection, and being aware of the general well-being of
the child) while the child is in school. North America teachers, how-

ever, view the role of teachers in more professional

example, they believe that if

a

terms.

For

child misbehaves, it is the parent‘s

responsibility to discipline; consequently, parents are asked to
come to the school when children misbehave. Puerto Rican parents,

unaccustomed to going to school for this reason, often view it as an
insult to them and
children.

In a

a

reflection of their ineffectiveness with their

study in Newark which was conducted to provide

a

profile of the Puerto Rican in New Jersey, Hidalgo (1970) found that
80% of the parents had visited their children's school during the school
year; fully 70% of these had done so because of

a

problem with their

children while only 24% had visited to attend school functions.
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Consequently, 68% of the parents had negative reactions
to visiting
schools in Newark; the words they most often used
were "afraid" and
bad.

On the other hand, 70% of the parents had positive
reactions

to visiting schools in Puerto Rico; the words they most
often used

were "welcomed," "important," and "happy."

It is clear,

then, that in

Puerto Rico parents are often in school, usually on an informal basis
and most often for situations not involving poor behavior on the part
of their children.

In

usually in school on

a

the United States, Puerto Rican parents are

more formal basis, quite often in tension-filled

situations involving the behavior of their children.

In the

Hidalgo

study, for example, an overwhelming 92% of the respondents felt that

parents got asked to school only when their children were failing,

misbehaving, or sick.

Clearly, the mismatch in expectations of home

and school concerning the role of the school

is often the greatest

cause for miscommunication.

Another example of differing expectations of home and school
concerns the primary responsibilities of children.

According to

North American teachers, the main responsibility of the child is to
school and studies.

Puerto Rican people, on the other hand, view the

child's responsibilities to family as parimary (Bucchioni, 1965; Dulay
and Schultz, 1972).

Children are often late to school because of early

morning errands; quite often, they are kept home to fulfill an
important obligation there.

This emphasis on family responsibility

should not be surprising when we reca

1

!

the importance of mutual

obligation in the Puerto Rican family discussed earlier.
describes this interdependence:

Buchhioni
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In a Puerto Rican household there is a division of
labor according to age and sex. All adults are
expected to contribute in some way to the support
and maintenance of the family.
Children also have
their responsibilities, with girls helping the
mothers with the work of the household such as
cooking, cleaning and caring for younger children,
and with boys running errands of various types.
This contribution of labor by children to the work
of the household is a factor affecting school work
and attendance 36
.

Interestingly, when an adult approvingly says of
is

a

child that (s)he

"educado," this has nothing to do with school, but with the manners,

respect, and the general upbringing of the child.

Educaton is, in its

important sense, not something that happens in school, but

a

major

responsibility of the parents.
The learning environment in the Puerto Rican home is also quite

likely

a

contradiction of the one in school.

Dulay and Schultz explain

this difference in values:
the Puerto Rican home the learning atmosphere is
Older
one of cooperation rather than competition.
in the
siblings
younger
help
to
expected
children are
are
children
the
all
wrong,
goes
home; if something
other.
each
help
to
encouraged
blamed and therefore
This style is carried over into the classroom where
it is often misinterpreted by the teacher as cheating
6/
or not allowing others to learn for themsel ves
In

.

Thus, the emphasis on individual work and progress in the school is

actually

a

barrier to the achievement of Puerto Rican children who are

accustomed to other ways of learning.

These differences in values can

of the two
probably be explained by the differences in family structure

cultures, one extended, and the other, nuclear:

Anthropologists know of no other family system which
In
few.
places such heavy responsibilities upon so
..o
obligations
other times and places, the burden of
tensions
the
succor and protect, to share and alleviate
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which arise from internal difficulties
or external
threat are diffused through kin
and the institutions
of community
In contrast, the American
family in
and actual state stands nearly
alone
a
And it this imperative, rooted
in historical
continuity and contemporary conditions,
applies to
the family as a unity, it also
applies to the
individuals who comprise the unity.
They, too have
been taught the necessity of standing
alone. 38

—

It is therefore apparent that
the child-rearing practices of parents,

which in turn reflect their culture, form
the future learning patterns
of children.
passim).

This has been documented elsewhere (c.f.,
Thomas,

23

p.

The point here is that, because child-rearing
practices and

cultural values differ, the outcomes will of necessity
be different.
Thus, because Puerto Rican children are taught to
respond to the family
as their primary obligation, it is likely that the
outcome will

be an

emphasis on cooperation rather than competition and on collectivity

rather than individualism.

Likewise, Puerto Rican children are kept

dependent on their parents longer than North American children (Mintz,
1966).

The result is that Puerto Rican children tend to be shyer

and look for more guidance and direction from adults than their non-

Puerto Rican peers (Chess, 1967).
A closely related cultural misunderstanding between the Puerto

Rican and North American cultures concerns the issue of privacy.

Privacy is

a

much-valued right in the North American experience.

In

Puerto Rican culture, however, privacy is contrasted negatively to the
values of hospitality, openness, and sharing:

Personalization and sharing in human relations was
reinforced from early childhood, when a child had
always been expected to share his candy and
possessions with other members of the family.
.

.
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Even a concept such as 'privacy,' so much
appreciated
in the United States, was incongruent
with the cultural
ethos of the community.
A person who had something
to hide from his neighbors and friends did
not trust
them or else was not sharing with them. 39

This openness in terms of space and resources
contrasts sharply with the

values taught in most schools and therefore provides another
example of
mi scommuni cation between home and school.

The value of respect for legitimate authority is taught to Puerto

Rican children early in life (Seda Bonilla, 1958).

Children are

expected to show this respect in many ways: obedience, responsibility
to family, proper behavior, deference to elders, and so on.

Yet, this

value is hardly emphasized at all in North American children, who,
in school

are expected to be inquisitive, outgoing, curious, and

independent.

Puerto Rican children are thus faced with

a

very real

dilemma: whether to follow the culture of the home or the culture of
the school.

If they follow the culture of the home,

and almost assured that their academic progress will

it is very likely

suffer; if, on

the other hand, they follow the culture of the school, their parents'

authority is being questioned.

When this situation arises, there is

further misunderstanding between the home and the school, as documented
by Bram:

Another source of anxieties among mainland Puerto
Ricans is constituted by their gradual loss of
In the natural
influence over their children.
learn
children
Rican
Puerto
events,
course of
With
parents.
their
than
faster
and
English better
values,
of
world
whole
acquire
a
they
the language,
attitudes and rules of adolescent etiquette which
Before
remain incomprenehsible to their elders.
as an
serve
may
long, the English-speaking child
with
dealings
interpreter in his mother's or father's
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the outside world and may come
to feel that his
parents are unsuited or even
"inferior " to the
American way of life 41
.

It seems,

then, that the very role which
American schools view as

primary (that is, socialization which

in

turn leads to assimilation)

is

the one most resented by Puerto Rican
parents, for it negates the
42
culture of the home
Schools are in effect saying that parents
are
.

either unaware of how to raise their
children or incapable of doing so
Sometimes this message is quite direct; at
other times, it is tinged
with paternalism.

This is a major bone of contention between the

Puerto Rican home and the North American school.
A review of the literature has shown that
the following values are

emphasized in bringing up Puerto Rican children:
and responsibility, respect, dignity, "capacidad",

mutual obligation
and authority.

These

values are not often emphasized in the North American culture.
Therefore, schools, which transmit the culture of society, either

willingly or unknowingly omit these cultural manifestations in their
social

relations.

The result is

a

mismatch betwen the expecatations

of Puerto Rican parents and the requirements of schools.

match causes
schools.

a

This mis-

further alienation between Puerto Rican parents and the

If the schools keep in mind the previously mentioned cultural

characteristics of Puerto Rican people and use them as

a

basis for

relating to the parents, the involvement of Puerto Ricans in schools
can become truly meaningful.

4

Past Involvement of Puerto Bir an
Parents in Decision-Makinn

c.

Community control, if it is really
to work, means the dispersal
of power.
It means allowing parents,
mothers on
welfare, laborers, and a whole range
of people with values different
from
those of middle-class whites, to sit
on boards which have the authority
to
tell a district superintendent or
a
principal what kinds of results they
want.
It means creating whole new
mechanisms for bringing parents and
teachers together, for allowing people
with little formal education to work
in classrooms and offices, and as
liaison workers with the community.
Wallace Roberts, "The Battle for Urban
Schools," Education in America
The
Educational Supplement of Satur day
Review Nov. 16, 1968, p. 543.
:

,

Up to now, we have been concerned with developing a theoretical

base for parental

involvement and decision-making in the schools.

We

must also, however, take into account actual cases of Puerto Rican
involvement in schools.
the strengths as well

Through selected case studies, we can determine

as the weaknesses of previous involvement and

draw implications for future involvement in the schools.
This review will

begin with

a

rationale for parental

and decision-making in the schools.

involvement

Because of the confusing

terminology found in the literature, several key terms will be defined.
In

addition,

a

number of models for community participation will be

discussed and critiqued.

Following this will be

of citizen participation in the schools.

a

historical analysis

Case studies of not only

Puerto Rican involvement, but Chicano and Native American as well,
will

be presented.

Finally, several

implications will be drawn from
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the case studies which will guide
this investigation in determining

the most effective procedures for
involving Puerto Rican parents in

decision-making.
The theoretical rationale for parental

involvement and decision-

making has been developed in the first two
sections of this chapter.
Nevertheless, an analysis of the literature makes it
clear that

a

great many other valid reasons exist for advocating
strong parental

involvement in the schools.

A number of these will

be included here

in order to strengthen the case for the involvement
of Puerto Rican

parents in the education of their children.

The rationale established

here will center on descriptions of only six desired effects of
parental /community participation and decision-making:
1.

Quality education

2.

Participatory democracy

3.

Responsiveness to community

4.

Innovation

5.

Redistribution of power

6.

Outreach

Quality education, is of course, the goal of all parents for their
children.

This goal

advocating parental

is often perceived as the most important one in

involvement.

Gittell

("Decentralization and

Citizen Participation in Education," 1972) signals this out as the
prime reason for demands for community control
City.

Fantini

(in Levin,

in

I.S.

201

in New York

1970), devotes an entire article to an

analysis of the relationship between community control and quality
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education.

Further, in collaboration with
Gittell and Magat (1970),

he credits community involvement
with establishing

a

more positive

environment in the schools, which then
leads to improvement in academic
achievement:
Under community-directed schools, the
educational
environment is far less likely to be hostile or
intimidating to the minority child.
He will thus
have a sense of being able to function in the
school environment and, in turn, a greater
sense
of internal control - the prime prerequisite
to
effective learning, according to a growing body
of educational evidence as well as psychological
insight. 44

These perceptions are grounded in observations of community-controlled
schools in urban settings.

Thus, they conclude:

"We believe that

quality public education without parental participation

...
diction

is a

contra-

in terms."

Mann (1975), in an extensive review of community control, looks

closely at the issue of quality education.

Although he too states

that most proponents of community involvement perceive quality

education as

a

major goal, he feels that no broad claims can yet be

made because of the limited nature of parental involvement to date:
We should have known better than to expect very
dramatic, quick or widespread results from the
sorts of changes in community involvement which
have been in place too short a time for their
effects to be manifest.
The problems are too
complex to yield to mere management reform.
Serious attempts at improving urban schools may
require quantum jumps in political and material
resources. 46

What all of these educators have in common is their sense that quality

education

is

a

natural outgrowth of parental

involvement.
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Participatory democracy is another goal
often cited by those in
favor of parental

involvement in the schools.

Basically, the

reasoning here is that people should
control the institutions that

presumably serve them, not vice-versa.

Public institutions should

therefore belong to all publics, not only
to the elite, the rich, and
the powerful, as is most often the case.

This goal

is further

clarified by Bortner:
It means that in a free society the people
retain
control of public policy, including public educational
policy.
It means that the people are "stockholders"
owning the schools, not spectators looking on from the
outside.
It means, further, that there should be a
clear understanding between professional educators and
the public concerning their respective roles in policy
making and policy implementation, an understanding
essential for good education and the avoidance of
confl ict.^'
.

.

This emphasis on parental

involvement as

a

means of increasing

participatory democracy is also supported by Fantini, Gittell, and
Maget (1970), Lisser (1970), and Davies (1976).

Responsiveness to the community
an effect of parental

the school

is

perceived as both

a

goal

involvement in school decision-making.

and

Because

has its own highly developed and structured culture

(Sarason, 1971), it usually responds to the needs of the ruling class
in the society and not to those of a particular community.

usually these interests are diametrical ly opposed.

In fact,

The schools end

up by imposing certain values on the children which are often anti-

thetical

to their own values or limiting in terms of their potential.

A revealing anecdote is supplied by Lopez:
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... I listened as an experienced teacher.
who had
been teaching in a ghetto school for a couple of
years spoke
about instilling "middle-class values" in the kids. When
I
asked her what she meant by middle-class values, she
told me, "Thrift, morality, and motivation.".
It was
when I asked what morality was and where it was practiced
among middle-class people or what motivation was lacking
in our people and how she had discovered this, or finally,
how the hell a person could be thrifty on eighty-four
dollars a week, that she began to do some thinking. 48
.

.

.

.

Often, then, oppressed communities view responsiveness as

a

strong

commitment on the part of the schools to value their culture, their
history, and their contribution to the life of the community.

Datta

(1973) presents this rationale as it applies to early childhood

education:
Some educators believe that parent control of early
childhood education is a non-negotiabl e requirement
for programs for children which are not racist,
elitist, or paternalistic.
Parents feel that since
they have the basic responsibility for their children,
they should have the unilateral right to make all
decisions affecting their lives. 49

Responsiveness also means developing, on the part of the school,

a

sensitivity to the children's needs as well as to their strengths.
Rubinstein (1970) describes how the first bilingual program was
-Brownsvil 1 e, without federal or state

established in Ocean

Hi

support, solely as

result of community control.

a

1

1

In

conclusion, she

says:

That the New York public school system, with the
largest Spanish-speaking student population on the
continent, should never even have considered such
special measures to meet those children's needs is
a damning evidence of bureaucratic indifference and
class contempt. 50

Basically the same lack of responsiveness was found in the Black
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community (Wilcox, 1968), in the Native American
community (Fuchs, 1967),
and in minority communities in general

(Fantini, Gittell, and Magat,

1970; Mann, 1975). Responsiveness to the values and
needs of diverse

communities thus provides another important reason for
parental
invol vement.

Innovation is another goal of parent participation.

Maintaining

the status quo has most often been the role of most school
systems

(Sarason, 1971).

The reasons for this have been many, including the

major one of self-preservation, especially in larger school systems
(Averch, et al

.

1972).

interest in mind:

Parents, on the other hand, have only one

the education of their children.

Thus, the

argument goes, only through true parental participation and decisionmaking will new and experimental programs be developed to increase
the efficacy of the schools (Gittell and Hevesi
by Kirchner Associates

,

1969).

A study

(1970) further states that where parents are

involved as decision-makers, there seems to be evidence of institutional
change.

Specifically, they found that the greater the amount of

parent participation in the Head Start Center, the more extensively
the center was involved in institutional change.

Finally, Gittell and

Hollander (1968), in studying the propensity to innovate in six large
cities, came to the conclusion that public participation seemed to be
the most direct cause of innovation.

All

of these studies provide

evidence that parental participation and decision-making are generally
prerequi

si

tes for true innovations in schools.

Of those who have analyzed the role of schooling carefully, few

would expect changes in schools alone to bring about major changes

in
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society.

Nevertheless, many would agree that the schools may
serve

as a first arena for developing consciousness, for
preparation for

further struggles, and for demands for
resources in society.

a

redistribution of power and

Bowles, for example, in speaking specifically

about the Black community, analyzed the situation in this way:
Many of our policy decisions in education can have little
effect on the distribution of political power. But I
believe that many options open to us could have the effect
of mobilizing poor communities, particularly of mobilizing
Negro communities to exert their interests more effectively
in the making of educational policy.
For example, greater
parental involvement in school decisions could have the
effect of developing political and organizational skills
in the ghetto, and building a political base which may
allow the Negro community to make felt its claims for a
larger share of educational and other social resources. 51

These ideas are echoed by Wilcox (1968), Lisser (1970), and Davies
(1976

in Journal

of Education ).

in the schools will

Although parental decision-making

in no way lead to a redistribution of power,

it

can certainly aid in providing poor and oppressed communities with the

tools needed to attack the system that perpetuates their oppression.

Charles Wilson,

a

participant in the I.S. 201 struggle in New York,

put it aptly when he said:

What has been learned at 201 in this first year is as
We have learned that
great as what has been done.
"struggle is the highest form of 1 earni ng.
This role of educating the community and preparing it for future

struggles provides another rationale for parental decision-making in
the schools.

The final
is

reason to be cited here for parental decision-making

what Davies (1976) terms "outreach."

By this he means

a

genuine

school
effort on the part of the "insiders" (school personnel and
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boards) to involve the "outsiders"
(parents and community) in

meaningful decision-making.

This particular reason is of prime

importance in the present study, for here we
are specifically concerned
with developing procedures (by the "insiders")
to involve parents.

As

correctly analyzed by Davies, this impetus has usually
come from the
outside.

The schools have rarely faced this responsibility
squarely

and have, on the contrary, thwarted attempts from both
the inside

and the outside to involve parents.

In

order for schools to do out-

reach, they must also, to use Davies word, "nurture."

That is,

parents cannot be expected to take on new and awesome responsibilities

without some orientation to the new environment:
Citizens asked to perform new roles need help beyond
information.
They need training for specific skills,
including communication and planning and gathering and
analyzing data. They also need orientation to specific
settings and tasks.
In short, citizen perticipation,
if it is to lead to less rather than more frustration
and alienation, needs nurture.
Specific resources and
mechanisms must be created to provide the needed help. 53
.

.

At this point, it seems appropriate to clear up confusion re-

garding the terms used in this review.
there is

a

As is clear from the literature,

plethora of terms which are used interchangeably:

participation, parental

citizen

involvement, parental decision-making,

community control, community participation, decentralization, shared
control, and so on.

The confusion is due, in part, to the history of

community control in the '60s which was often concerned with other
related issues.

For example, in establishing the link between

decentralization and community control, Davies says:
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The rationale for decentralization and community
control assumed that a change in who controlled
the
schools was necessary before real changes in the
content and nature of schooling would be permitted. 54

There is certainly no argument here with these aims.
is a

difference in terms of emphasis.

However, there

The present study focuses on

the role of parents in changing the aforementioned content and
nature
of schooling.

That is, parents are viewed as having the primary

responsibility for developing policy and making other important
educational decisions in the schools.

This is certainly not to negate

the importance of other community members in this process or to down-

play the role of parents in school boards and other larger political

entities.

Thus, although terms such as community control, community

involvement, and citizen participation will be used interchangeably,
our concern here will be the role of parental decision-making and
control

in the individual

school.

Another confusion which may arise concerns the actual meaning of
community participation as manifested in the schools.

For example,

some may say that when parents help their children with homework, that
is

parental

involvement.

of the educational

involvement.

Others maintain that only complete control

process can be viewed as legitimate parental

Because of this confusion, the next segment of this

chapter will outline and discuss different models of parental
participation in the schools.
Many different models of parental

forward by those in the field.

parti ci pati on have been put

Arnstein (1969) has identified seven
CC

levels from manipulation to complete control

;

Gordon and Breivogel
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(1976) have identified five roles, each equally
important.

For

purposes of convenience, the model developed by
Davies (1976 in National

EJementary Principal
from others.

)

will

be used, along with appropriate analyses

Davies himself bases his model on

a

combination and

blending of those developed by Fantini, Arnstein, and others,
and

classifies different kinds of parental participation according to
inten t.

The first level of participation identified by Davies is "window-

dressing."

By this he means activities that are designed to give the

appearance of an open and responsive school.

Mann (1973) terms this

"public-relations" type of manipulation in which there

communication,

a

is a

one-way

concentation of support for the status quo, and

definition of the citizen as

a

dependent consumer.

a

a

Carrying this

analogy with the consumer further, Mann says:
In the economic marketplace, the consumer must be
"sold" or motivated about the virtues of the
product; the analogy to education is painfully
apparent. However, while the competition among
various suppliers provides a slight degree of
protection to consumers in the marketplace, the
There, selection
same is not the case in education.
brand
may not be
is not preceded by comparison; one
replaced by another; there is only support or nonsupport.

The problem in classifying parental participation in this framework,

according to Mann, is twofold:

first, it solidifies the passive and

dependent nature of parents; and second, it leads to an intolerance
for legitimately differing opinions and interests.
several examples of this type of participation:

Davies identifies

individual

parental

involvement which is meaningless or transitory; advisory committees
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whose advice is seldom if ever heeded; studies
set up to conceal
controversy; and school councils or other groups
manipulated by
principals.

According to both Davies and Mann, this is the most

common type of parental participation and is the one usually
established
by principals who often interpret parental

participation as meaning

their responsibility to inform the community.

For the purposes of this

study, the "window-dressing" classification will not be considered

parental

participation.

Davies'

second classification is that of "co-optation."

According

to him, the intent here is to co-opt dissatisfied parents or to soothe

controversy by seemingly dealing with the problem.

Examples are, hiring

an obviously displeased parent as a teacher aid or appointing dissident

community members to

a

committee which will ultimately have no power.

Although community people working within the schools is obviously
goal

a

of most community control groups, when the intent is to

manipulate,

participation will not be

this classification of parental

considered valid in this study.
Davies

third classification is "collaboration."

He defines this

classification as:
where there is motivation to achieve some form
of shared decision-making, two-way communication, and
real access by citizens to important policy and
program questions; or where the intent is to find new
ways for the school and the community to exchange
58
resources in a mutually helpful manner
.

.

.

.

Collaboration is then

a

form of shared decision-making between the

parents and the professionals.
Davies'

final

level of parental

Authority or Transferring Control."

participation is "Delegating
Under this classification, parents

,
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are the major decision-makers in a
variety of situations ranging from
personnel to policy and budget considerations.

Using this classification

parents would become the primary change
agents within the institution
(Datta, 1973).

For the purposes of this study, the final two
classifications

established by Davies will be the only ones considered
powerful
contributors to parental participation.
well,

".

.

.

As Gittell

has stated so

participation without control over policy

of the concept."
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not

is

a

test

This does not mean, of course, that parents should

not be classroom volunteers or paid aides; that parents should be

insulted when asked to accompany the class on

councils are all bad.

a

trip; or that advisory

On the contrary, all of these are probably

worthwhile activities in which parents can be involved.

Neverethel ess

they are simply not the test of true parent participation.

Marcus and

Rivlin make this distinction:

Despite the potential values of parent conferences,
parent education classes, parent association
meetings, invitations to serve as resource visitors,
and adult education and recreation programs, it would
be naive to assume that parents and citizens of the
depressed urban community will respond with
enthusiasm and unainimity. Their participation will
likely depend upon their involvement in planning and
As previously emphasized, this
evaluation stages.
participation, to be significant, must relate to the
development of basic educational policies, not simply
to the planning of matters of marginal importance.® 0
.

.

Now that the different levels of parent participation have been

analyzed and discussed, it becomes necessary to present

a

historical

analysis of citizen participation in schools through selected case
studies.

Because the oresent study is concerned with the participation

of Puerto Rican parents in bilingual

programs, only examples of
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bilingual communities will be used.

Nevertheless, these will not be

restricted to the Puerto Rican community.
for this.

First, although there were quite

There are several reasons
a

number of community

control experiments in the sixties, particularly in urban
areas, only
the most controversial or far-reaching were documented.

Because of

this, there is a dearth of information specifically concerning Puerto

Rican involvement in schools.

Thus, case studies of Chicanos and

Native Americans will also be analyzed as relevant to this study.

Both

groups are linguistic minorities; both groups are bilingual; both groups
are politically and economically oppressed within the American

experience; and, lastly, both of these groups have been colonized by
the United States government, whether internally or externally.

Puerto

Ricans share all of these characteristics with Chicanos and Native

Americans.
will

provide

Finally, these groups are included in the hope that they
a

broader base of experience upon which this study can

build procedures for involving Puerto Rican parents in school decisionmaking.

Historically, Native Americans have not only been purposely

ghettoized, but have, in addition, been denied any voice in the

education of their children.

As Peterson explains:

...

it was hoped that by a combination of English
speaking instruction, lectures on the work ethic,

hair cuts and Bible instruction that Indian children
would grow up to be brown-skinned versions of the
In short, Indian students were taught the
white man.
hopeless inferiority of their culture and showered
with the superiority of white children.
In

order to accomplish these aims, children were frequently forceably
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taken from their parents to boarding
schools sponsored by the Bureau
for Indian Affairs (BIA).

As cited in Citizen Action in
Education

(1974), this practice had not changed drastically
since 1760, when

a

spokesman of the Onondogas said to the English
colonizers:
Brothers, we thank you for educating our children
in your. school s
but we have observed that for a
long time after our children return home they
are not good for anything. 62
,

Peterson goes on to describe the abhorrent conditions in
these BIA
boarding schools.

In fact, one study by the Brookings

Institution

found that children were being fed maggot-infested meat and were
sub-

jected to beatings and even the use of
children who had attempted to run away.

a

ball

and chain to punish

The object, of course, was to

separate children forcibly from their Nations and emotionally from their
culture.

By the 1950s, the federal government changed its policy and

instead tried to buy off Native Americans and relocate them in urban
areas.

The person in charge of this policy was Dillon Meyer, who had

previously served as Director of the internment camps which held
100,000 Japanese-Americans during World War

II

(Peterson, 1977).

The sixties brought new demands from Native American communities.

Control of the education of their children was the rallying cry.

were several reasons for this.

There

First of all, as previously mentioned.

Native American children were not only miseducated in the alien setting,
they were also denied the traditional education of their ancestors.
In

addition, Native Americans correctly perceived that schooling in the

American context was based on different assumptions and cultural values
than education in the traditional

context.

Ramos (1973) cites several
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clashing values of Natives and non-Natives of
Canada and Alaska:

cooperative group interaction vs. individual
excellence; education and
life as inseparable vs. education as preparation
for life, etc.

These

cultural differences have produced both poor self-images
and poor

academic achievement among Native American children.
The Rough Rock Demonstration School was one of the first community

schools which resulted from this new militancy (Fuchs, 1967).

Although

the school was at first funded by the BIA and the Office of Education
in 1966 it was turned over to the Navajos who organized DINE,

(Demonstration

jin

Inc.

Navajo Education). This newly formed corporation

then handed control over to

a

popularly elected board.

were elected; only one had more than

a

Five Navajos

few years of formal schooling.

Immediately, the presence of the board was felt in the school,

which provides education for 250 children from Head Start to sixth
grade.

The curriculum was the first area affected:

the culture,

history, and language of the Navajo people were incorporated into all
areas of study.
school.

The staff is also affected by the nature of the

First, they must all be screened and hired by the board.

Secondly, they must be conversant with Navajo history and culture.
Fuchs describes the professionals in this school

in a

way which is in

sharp contrast to most other settings:

The role of the professional in this school is
clearly one of service to the community rather
than one of the master, and patronizing attitudes
are severely frowned upon.®

Another manifestation of parental involvement

is

the way in which

school.
parents are not only welcomed, but also encouraged to visit the
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Many can be seen in the corridors and
classrooms, often wearing
traditional clothing.
Not all has been smooth sailing, of course.

For example, the

Board of Directors, representing the interests of
the parents and
the community, has several times disagreed with the
school administration.

Astonishingly, each of these disagreements has been resolved
in favor
of the board.

What has been the result of this vigorous involvement

on the part of parents and community in the Rough Rock School?

Fuchs

sums it up by saying:

The enthusiastic response of the community to the
school is impressive, particularly when understood
in terms of the traditional Navaho's fear and
distrust of schools, which he viewed as stealing his
children away from "The Trail of Beauty," the Navaho
way of life.
The Ramah Navajo School provides another example of parent involve-

ment in Native American education.

Here, the parents were very clear

about the objectives they had in mind when demanding the power to
control

the education of their children:

Ramah people wanted their school to retain the best
elements of Navajo tradition melded with the best of
the Anglo world; a school founded on the humanism
of traditional ways; a school to prepare all Navajo
to move with confidence in the social, economic, and
political circles of any societv*. a school to develop
individual self confidence, tolerance of others, and
the capacity to live self-sufficiently; a school
responsive to the range of students' social, educational,
and physical needs, and those of their families; an
institution to strengthen the human resources in the
community; a prototype for other Indian educational
efforts and a resource for them; a school committed
to excellence in all endeavors; and a school atmosphere
conducive to learning, with innovation and flexibility,
to attain "as rapidly as possible, the dreams of Ramah
people to lead the creation of a new and great Navajo
society. "65
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None of these objectives were being met before
parents demanded
a

community school.

Because power over the school was held by both the

BIA and the local, mostly white, Gallup-McKinley School Board,
Navajo

parents previously had no decision-making power.
local

after much

In 1969,

pressure, the BIA gave in to demands for local control.

school then served 450 Navajo high school youngsters.

Today, it is

fully accredited private school and even bigger than before.
the school was to be

a

The
a

Because

nucleus for community development and change,

there were immediate effects seen.

The design of curriculum, for

example, grew out of the objectives expressed by the community.

One of

their first wishes was that children be taught to speak and read
Navajo.

Staffing patterns were also developed by the community.

fourths of the staff is Navajo.

In

addition, there is

School Board, all of whom are Navajo (CAE, 1974).

a

Three

seven-member

Even instructional

methods are influenced by parents:
To make the school work and keep young people
interested in it, parents often suggested that
students be treated kindly and in traditional
ways. 6'

Thus, parents have profundly influenced several aspects of their

chilren's education.

Aside from quantum leaps in the self-image

of youngsters as reported by staff and parents, more students have

gone on to college since the schools' opening than in the community's

entire history (CAE, 1974).
A final

case study of Native American parental

involvement is the

Cass Lake Alternative public school set up by the Local

Indian

Education Committee (LIEC) in Minnesota (Peterson, 1977).

This
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school

too was established after

students staged
children.

It

a

a

struggle:

parents and high school

boycott protesting the miseducation of Chippewa

within

is a school

a

school

serving thirty children and

was renamed Bug-O-Nay-Ge-Shig in honor of an early Chippewa leader.

Other changes included

a

curriculum emphasizing basic skills. Native

American culture and Ojibway language instruction.

As in the Ramah

School, methods were also affected in the change in control:

learning is in

a

all

non-competitive setting.

Since 1975, the drop-out rate of Chippewa students has been sub-

stantially reduced.

In

addition, some Native American teachers have

been hired, for the first time ever.

Unfortunately, some major problems

Because the parents and other community members are

have developed.

the primary decision-makers, there has been adverse reaction from other

Presently, the State Commission of Education

sectors of the community.

claims that the school violates

a

desegregation statute because of

the limited number of non-Natives in the school and because the

curriculum is taught from
the majority culture.

a

Chippewa perspective instead of that of

It is clear that the parents will

again have to

fight to even maintain the little that they now have.
These three case studies, although brief, provide powerful examples
of the benefits of parental
will

now take

a

involvement for oppressed communities.

close look at

ment and control in

a

a

We

classic example of parental involve-

Chicano community in Texas.

Both Native American

bilingual
communities and Spanish-speaking communities have used

education as an organizing tool.
to emphasize cultural

Native-American communities have tended

while
factors in establishing community schools,
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Chicano and Puerto Rican communities have
tended to emphasize linguistic
factors.

That bilingual education has been

a

primary goal of Spanish-

speaking communities in this country will be clear
from the next case
study to be presented.
Crystal City,

a

small

town in southern Texas, has recently become

synonymous with community liberation and the militant pride
of "La
Raza."

Although the majority of residents are Chicano, control of all

the institutions was in the hands of the white minority. 68

In an

astounding and well -organized struggle, the town is now governed by the
Chicano majority.

It is important to keep in mind that, although we

will concentrate only on education, all
in this struggle.

institutions were challenged

The objective was to make all institutions in Crystal

City responsive to the majority of its residents, not simply to the
town elite.

Although the City Council had been primarily Mexican American since
1965, the real

power lay with the elite Anglo community until 1970

when La Raza Uni da Party was established (Hardgrave and Hinojosa,
1975).

Nevertheless, the large majority of students (87%) were Chicano.

Seventy-one percent of all Chicano students were drop-outs.
Interestingly enough, these grim educational realities were not
the basis for the militant struggle which was to lead to Chicano

control of Crystal City.

It all

started in 1969 when two Anglo cheer-

leaders were chosen by the School Board to replace two who had left.

Because the vast majority of students were Chicano, they demanded that

/

one of the cheerleaders chosen be
to acquiesce to this demand,

a

Chicana.

The School Board refused

having always followed

a

quota-like system

68
in which the

majority of the cheerleaders were white.

organized themselves and staged
to protest the School

a

Students

boycott, together with their parents,

Board's actions.

The boycott spread to the

elementary school and soon there were 1,800
students on strike.
students
In

demands then broadened to include educational

The

issues as well.

the face of such determination on the part of
the students, the

School Board had no recourse but to give in to these
demands.

In

January 1970, they agreed to all seventeen of the students'
demands.
These included: looking into allegations of discrimination against
Chi canos by Anglo teachers; employing a qualified bilingual

counselor;

and, most importantly, exploring with the Texas Education Agency the

possibility of developing
school

a

bilingual program for the Crystal City

s.

It was in this atmosphere that La Raza Unida Party was launched.
In the

forthcoming School Board and City Council elections, the new

party swept the contested seats. These victories were not without

violent opposition by those who had lost power.
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In

spite of this

opposition, however, the new City Council and School Board launched
bilingual
the start.

program in 1971.

a

Parents were involved in this endeavor from

This involvement included curriculum planning and materials

development, as well as jobs in the schools as aides and monitors.

commendations from the superintendent included the following:
"The increased recognition by the total community
(parents, teachers, administrators, students) of
the importance of bilingualism, both the process
and the product through community involvement."

"That the Crystal City Independent School District
(CCISD) accept Spanish and Enalish on an equal
basis as the official languages of the district."

Re-
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Thus, the school district established
built-in mechanisms for
parental

decision-making as well as for maintenance of
bilingual

education.
The results, for the Chi ca no majority, have been
overwhelmingly
positive.

Drop-out rates have dropped substantially; Mexican culture

and the Spanish language are both valued within the
curriculum; the

vast majority of graduates (80-90%) express the intention of
going
to college, something virtually unheard of before this (Hardgrave
and

Hinojosa, 1975).

And community support of and involvement in the

schools is at an all-time high.

However, the repurcussions of this

movement do not stop at the boundaries of Crystal City.

Hirsch,

Gutierrez, and Hinojosa (1976), in alluding to the legend of the lion
(dominant power) and the cricket (the oppressed), sum upthe results
of this struggle in the following way:
In the long run, then, what began as a rather modest
task, centering around the question of whether
Chicanos had good enough legs to be cheerleaders,
might have consequences far beyond those anticipated
by the local organizers.
To focus attentionon lack
of control of resources of production as the primary
cause of Chicano powerl essl ess is to focus on the
roots of United States society and its rigid system
of stratification.
The consciousness that such a
focus might eventually foster, not only among
Chicanos but also among other powerless peoples,
might be more irritation than the lion could bear!
The beast could well fall.' 1

Admittendly, Crystal City is not

a

control over decision-making in schools.

provide

a

typical

example of parental

Nevertheless, it can

sound basis for future struggles of parents for bilingual

education and for control of curriculum content and process.

We
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must also, however, look at other
examples of community militancy
which, although crushed by other
interests,

pi

anted the seeds for

future actions.
Demands for community control began in
urban ghettos in the late
sixties as

result of several factors. 72

a

been inactive prior to this.
goals.

Community groups had not

Rather they had emphasized different

Integration, for example, had often been the
rallying cry

for activists
in Education,

(Gittell, "Decentralization and Citizen Participation
1972).

However, after confronting failure so often

with this issue while at the same time seeing their
neighborhood
schools deteriorate further. Third World parents and other community

people chose to instead demand quality education within their own
schools.

Their rationale was that the only way to ensure quality

education was to control the educational experiences of their children.
In

addressing the question, "Why do Black people seek control over

their local

schools?" Preston Wilcox says:

Indeed, it has been established fairly conclusively
on the basis of ethnic composition, performance
scores, per capita expenditures, teacher turnover
and assignments, and the figures on upgrading of
minority-group staff, that many large urban
complexes have, in fact, dual school systems--one
white and one Black, but both controlled by whites.
It is also important to note here that Puerto Ricans were not

newcomers to the urban public school system in the 1960s..

matter of fact,

a

As a

massive study concerning Puerto Rican children in

New York City public schools had been conducted more than

before demands for community control were ever heard.

a

decade

Called THE

_
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PUERTO RICAN STUDY (1953-1957), it

is'

still

the most complete study

ever made of the Puerto Rican educational experience
in the United
States.

Basically, the study sought three objectives:

to find

the most effective methods and materials for teaching
English as
a

second language; to promote the adjustment of Puerto Rican
people

on the mainland; and to provide a profile of the Puerto
Rican child
in New York.

One aspect of the study was

attitudes and

a

a

survey of parental

related study of school attitudes.

In the former,

it was found that the great majority of parents affirmed high

ambitions for theif children; however, most also manifested signs
of fear and distrust of the school.

revealing.

School attitudes were similarly

One principal, in responding to

a

question concerning

how schools can help Puerto Rican children adjust to their new

surroundings

,

was quoted as saying:

We should not single out Puerto Ricans for special
treatment.
We view all our children and parents
alike.
A few years more or less and they'll catch
up like everybody else. 74

Needless to say, this has not happened.

Puerto Ricans are, if any-

thing, worse off today than before in the public schools.

even as far back as 1953, school

75

However,

peopl e had negative attitudes about

the involvement of Puerto Rican parents in school decision-making.
As reported in the study:

...

majority of the schools not only replied
that Puerto Rican parents participate in school
affairs less than other groups, but went on to
offer spontaneous comments as to their "general
apathy" and the passive role they play in school
And yet the same 34 schools,
affairs.
answering the same questionnaire, unbl ushingly
a

.

.
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reported that, in a seven-day period no less than
4,000 Puerto Rican parents came into the schools to
consult about problems with 121 school staff
members other than their children's classroom
teachers.
Thus, although there may have been some within the school
willing to

work with and accept the contributions of the Puerto Rican community,
it is cl ear that this was never an established policy of the Board

of Education.

Although THE PUERTO RICAN STUDY cost,

over

a

million dollars

and spanned four years, few, if any of its many recommendations were

ever carried out.

Puerto Ricans, as

a

group, were never welcomed

into the schools nor was the adjustment of Puerto Rican children

advanced to any great extent as
It is

a

result of this study.

in this context that we move on to the first full-fledged

struggled of Puerto Ricans and Blacks for community control in the

Although the present study concerns the Puerto Rican

1960's.

community, it is impossible to isolate cases where only this community
was involved.

Because of the nature :of housing and discrimination in

the urban setting, it was usually the case that Blacks and Puerto

Ricans struggled together, although each group may have had different

priorities based upon their experiences and backgrounds.

Inter-

mediate School 201 in New York City was the first manifestation of
this struggle.

Intermediate School 201 is located in Harlem.
school

in

It was a new

to
1966, a huge, windowless building which was supposed

have been the stage for two-way integration.

That is, white children
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were to be bussed into the school to achieve true
integration
(Gittell, "Decentralization and Citizen Participation
in Education,"
1972).

The efforts of the community, however, were once again

blocked, both by the Board of Education, and by Lindsay, then
mayor
of New York, who feared

a

white exodus (Wilcox, 1968).

Thus, having

failed to achieve integration, I.S. 201 parents demanded control of
the school

in order to ensure quality education.

and a prolonged community struggle.

There were boycotts

This first step served as the

major impetus for the establishment of three experimental school
districts in New York City in which parents and other community
members were to have

a

major voice in educational decisions affecting

their children.
At this point, McGeorge Bundy of the Ford Foundation developed

what was later to be known as the Bundy Plan.

It had four main

recommendations which centered on the nature of the role of the

community in establishing education policy, the composition and
selection of community boards of education, the relations between

community boards and higher authorities, and the reform of the
personnel

system (Gittell, 1972).

With

a

grant from Ford, negotiations

were held with the Board of Education to set up three experimental
districts:

I.S.

201, Two Bridges, and Ocean Hill-Brownsville.

Each one will be discussed.
By the Spring of 1967, plans were set to test the concept of

community participation in the schools.

After receiving the Board

less than hearty approval, the communities moved quickly to hold

s
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elections for community school boards
and to start implementing some
changes in the education programs of
the schools.

Complex had

a

The I.S. 201

governing board of twenty-one persons:

ten parent

representatives, two from each school; five
teacher representatives,
one from each school; one administrative
representative; and five

community representatives.

Each representati ve was chosen by the

group to which (s)he belonged (Wasserman,
1969).

committees were also set up.

many responsibilities:

A number of

The governing board quickly assumed

setting educational policy for the schools;

determining the curriculum; and selecting the staff.
point that

a

It was at this

bitter struggle between various groups ensued:

on the

one hand, the parents and community and on the other hand, the

teachers'

union and the Board of Education.

Because the issue in

New York also concerned decentralization of the massive educational

bureaucracy, it is difficult to isolate only issues of parental
involvement.

Suffice it to say that, in each of these cases, over-

whelming power on the part of the Board of Education and the United
Federation of Teachers was able to crush these grassroots movements
when they became

a

threat to the status quo.^

Nevertheless, some

substantive changes took place in the schools and in the relations
between school and community which were to spark future struggles
and from which we can draw examples of effective parental decision-

making.
The first accomplishment of I.S. 201 was

community involvement:

a

redefinition of

.

.
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One crucial aspect of our idea of community
involvement was that community involvement includes more
than merely voting for officers, attending PTA
meetings, and organizing cake sales. To us in
201,
involvement meant daily participation, often even
increased employment opportunities within the
school s 78

There was

a

marked increase in the involvement of parents and community

in the daily life of the school,

particularly in decision-making.

The

governing board also set up sub-committees to deal with specific
issues.

There was, for example, an Education and Research Committee

which was always on the look-out for new and experimental programs.
The members of this committee took frequent trips to other schools,
even to other cities, to check out new programs.

Thus, innovation

was another important accomplishment (Wasserman, 1969).
school was able to involve parents by producing

a

Finally, the

"Community Informa-

tion Manual" which was distributed to every parent in the community
and

"Facts and Figures of Education" of the district.

a

documents served as

a

These two

springboard for further parental action in the

schools (Wilcox, in Rubinstein, 1970).

The most far-reaching

accomplishment of I.S. 201, however, was in changing an oppressive
environment by including new decision-makers in the schools.
et al

.

describe

the process:

The emergence of direct action is a legitimate
expression of parti cipatory democracy, especially an
an instrument necessary to achieve social change.
The old system taught blacks to adjust to an
unjust social system, to a negative environment
that stunts or distorts human growth and developThe new objective is to introduce the
ment.
learner to a kind of behavior that will foster his
taking a part in reconstructi ng negative aspects
of the environment so that it can affect human
°
development posi tively 7

Fantini,
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Ocean Hi

11

-Brownsvil 1 e,

a

Black and Puerto Rican community
in

Brooklyn, was the stage for the most
controversial of the community
control

experiments.

Here, the governing board was elected
in August,

1967 and was composed of sixteen members:

seven parents, one from

each school, elected by popular ballot; five
community representatives,

selected by the parent representatives; two
representatives of the

supervisory personnel, elected by the supervisors; one
college
representative and the unit administrator, both non-voting
members
selected by the governing board.

teacher representatives

,

In

addition, there had been seven

chosen by the teachers.

However, because

of basic disagreements with the concept of community control, they

dropped out soon after the governing board began operation (Oliver in

Marcus and Rivlin, 1970).
Much has been written concerning the controversy surrounding
Ocean Hill-Brownsville.

Again, because the struggle was not only

concerned with community control but also with decentralization, many
issues were raised.

Parents, through the governing board and sub-

committees, for the first time had the responsibility of staffing,

determing policy, and prioritizing educational programs within the
district.

Many conflicts occurred because of these new powers.
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The focus of the present study is to determine how parental decision-

making particularly among Puerto Rian parents affected the educational
environment.

Countless articles concerning Ocean Hill-Brownsville

assert that it was here for the first time that
program was established.

All

a

voluntary bilingual

agree that the only reason

it

was
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established was because parents wanted it (Fantini,
et

al

.

,

1970;

Marcus and Rivlin, 1970; Rubinstein, 1970; Fantini
and Gittell,
1969).

This, in spite of the fact that the federal government
had

had bilingual

education legislation on the books for two years.

The

first Puerto Rican principal in New York City, Luis Fuentes,
was
instrumental in setting up the program.

In a

conversation with

Rubinstein, Fuentes explained how the bilingual program came about:
Well, what did we do? We formed a committee of
parents.
Now mind you, none of this could have
taken place, as far as I am concerned, if it were
not for this community involvement, community
control.
The spirit started permeating.
Parents
were involved in a policy-making position.
When
I
reported to Mr. McCoy [unit administrator], he
said, "What do they want?"
I
said, "They want their
own school. "81
.

The bilingual program was set up as
Bilingual

a

mini-school

.

in April,

1968.

education was but one program in which Puerto Rican

parents were involved.

Ocean Hi! 1 -Brownsvi

1 1

e

was

a

truly experi-

mental district in which many new programs were tried for the first
time.

It is enlightening to note,

however, that most of the energy

of Puerto Rican parents was spent in establishing and defining

bilingual program for their children.

a

As is usually the case, when

Puerto Rican parents organize, the first demand is for bilingual
education.

Once it was initiated, parents helped in the selection

of the staff and in determining the focus of the curriculum.

ten-point program for Ocean

Hi

1

1

-Brownsvi

certain recommendations for the district.
this issue:

1

1

e,

In a

Rhody McCoy outlined

One dealt directly with

,
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The right to create, develop, and implement
curriculum
germane to the needs of the pupils in this district is
insisted upon. a ^

The implications of this involvement as far as the present
study is

concerned are important indeed.
The third setting in which community control was to be tried
was that section of Manhattan known as Two Bridges, basically between
the Williamsburgh and Manhattan Bridges.

Eighty per cent of the

population is bilingual, Puerto Rican and Chinese (Fantini, et
1970).

Two Bridges as

a

al

.

demonstration district never really materialized,

for reasons which do not directly concern us here.

Nevertheless,

the seeds were planted fora future confrontation in which the

community was again pitted against the interests of the United
Federation of Teachers and the New York City Board of Education.

Although the "Decentralization Law" was passed

by the State

Legislature in 1969, many of the strong points of the I.S. 201 and
Ocean Hill -Brownsvill e experiments were watered down or even discarded. Thus, decentralization basically weakened community control

(Fuentes, 1973).

As a result, pressures for community control

eventually quieted down and it was again business as usualy

most

in

districts, with the only exception being that community school boards

were now popularly elected.

Two Bridges, which had not taken

a

leadership role in the community control controversy, became District
1

under the decentralization law and soon took center stage in the

fight for the rights of parents and community.
quickly
Once the decentralization law took effect, the U.F.T.
board elections.
took an active and energetic part in community school
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Whereas it had been hoped that these
elections would provide

rich

a

diversity of backgrounds, experiences,
and assets in individual
candidates, the U.F.T., from almost the
beginning, chose to establish

entire slates of candidates, all committed
to teachers' rights, and
to spend huge sums of money to finance
these candidates (Fuentes, 1976).

This made it almost impossible for community
people, with no resources
and no funds, to be effective candidates.

Nonetheless,

committed parents and community organizers in District
the community school

board elections as

the community once again.

a

a

1

group of
seized upon

way of securing power for

Once they controlled

a

majority of the

seats on the community school board, they made immediate changes. The

first was to hire Luis Fuentes as community superintendent.

with Fuentes, other sweeping changes took place.
the parents had three priorities:

the community;

a

a

Together

According to him,

board that ethnically represented

board that would respect the rights of parents to

have decision-making power in all areas of the educational program,*

and

a

board committed to

a

series of specific educational priorities.

These included bilingual education,

a

systematized reading program,

and an emphasis on the hiring of minority personnel

(Fuentes, 1976).

The controversy between the overwhelmingly Third World community
and the U.F.T. went on for several years.

It is particularly

interesting to note the contempt with which teachers and other school
personnel, through the U.F.T.
parents in the schools.

,

In an

viewed the involvement of minority
editorial preceding community school

board elections, Albert Shanker, then president of the U.F.T., decried
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what he called "extremism, racism
and patronage"

in an area that is

more than 90% Puerto Rican, Chinese,
and Black:
A

P°sted ona school building on East
Houston
and Columbia Streets gives the flavor
of the
District.
"SUPPORT PUERTO RICAN, BLACK, AND
CHINESECONTROL OF SCHOOLS IN DISTRICT 1," it
urges.

This editorial fails to mention, however,
that of the nine candidates
on the U.F.T.

slate (the so-called "Brotherhood Slate"),
eight were

white and only one had

a

child in the public schools.

In the same

editorial, Shanker called for the election of "people
of good will"
to the community school

of the U.F.T.

,

boards.

It became obvious that,

in the eyes

the overwhelming majority of people of good will were

white and middle class and supported the interests of the professionals
in the schools.
It was

against this backdrop that District

indeed flourished as an educational experiment.

innovative programs were started.

1

struggled and

Many new and

For example, 120 bilingual teachers

(Chinese and Hispanic) were hired to work in bilingual programs
(Bard, 1974); committees made up of parents and students (included for

the first time in the history of the N.Y.C. public schools) chose

principals and other personnel; and

a

school

lunch program was

selected and supervised by parents (Fuentes, 1976).

As in the case of

Ocean Hill-Brownsville, where Puerto Rican parents were involved, the
bilingual

program was given top priority by the parents.

were encouraged to take part
selection of materials.

in

Parents

curriculum decisions and in the

Most of these programs were dismantled
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after the U.F.T. finally was able to
muster

a

majority of the school

board seats through its very effective
and well financed campaigns.
What, then, was accomplished by these
experiments in community

control?

Although most of them were eventually
defeated by powers

outside the community, they provided valuable
experience to parents
and other community people on the effects
of parental decision-

making on the education of children.
all

Gittell

sums up the effects of

these attempts at community control:
At a minimum it attacked the structure on the delivery
of services and the allocation of resources.
At a
maximum it potentially challenged the insti tutional ization of racism in America.
It seriously challenged the
"merit" civil service system which had become the
mainstay of the American bureaucratic structure.
It
raised the issue of accountability of public service
professionals and pointed to the distribution of power
in the system and the inequities of the policy output
of that structure.
In a short three years
the Ocean
Hill -Brownsvill e district and I.S. 201, through such
seemingly simple acts as hiring their own principals,
allocating larger sums of money for the use of paraprofessional s transferring or dismissing teachers,
and adopting a variety of new educational programs,
had brought ail of these issues into the forefront of
the political arena. ^5
,

,

There are several

implications from these examples of parental

and community decision-making that are important for the present study.

These implications have to do with the perceptions of the community
versus those of professionals; the nature of the origin of community

participation; and the ways in which parents can be effective as

decision-makers, particularly in bil ingual programs.

Each one will

now be analyzed briefly.

There is often

a

mi smatch between community and administrative

definitions of parental decision-making.

Several

studies uphold this
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view.

A study by the Institute for
Responsive Education (Citizen

Ac tion in Education

,

Vol

V, n.

.

Jan., 1978) surveyed attitudes

1,

about citizen participation through

a

questionnaire.

School

administrators, college faculty, parent and
citizen organizations,
and others responded.

Although most respondents felt there was
too

little participation, 34% of the school
administrators thought it
was

just about right."

In fact,

one administrator replied that

citizen participation "stalls practice, inhibits
decision-making.
and wastes many man hours."
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.

And, in keeping with our contention

that administrators are often at odds with the issue of
decision-making,

when asked what barriers were most difficult to overcome, 54%
of the

respondents answered "resi stance by professionals."
In

another study, the Puerto Rican Congress,

a

local

self-help

organization in Trenton, New Jersey in 1972 interviewed supervisors
and principals in twenty-one school districts in New Jersey with

significant Puerto Rican enrollment (THE PUERTO RICAN EXPERIENCE:
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH STUDY).
on the attitudes of school

AN

Interviews of over three hours focused

professionals towards Puerto Ricans and

on their perceptions of parental

involvement.

Sixty-six per cent

of those surveyed insisted that Puerto Rican parents viewed their

children's schooling favorably; this conclusion was completely un-

warranted by the responses gathered from the parents' questionnaire.
In terms of parental

decision-making, most professionals encouraged

what has previously been termed the "window-dressing" variety of
participation; that is, parents were encouraged to help their
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children with homework, provide enrichment
experiences such as trips,
books, and obedience training, join
the P.T.A., discuss progress of
their children with teachers, and so
on.

These activities, for the

majority of principals and superintendents,
represented meaningful
parental

involvement.

However, all matters of curriculum
development

and policy making were reserved for the
professionals.

In spite of

the limitations that they themselves imposed,
all the educators

without dissent stated that there was

a

lack of interest and involve-

ment on the part of parents in the education of their
children.

Another interesting finding was that while most administrators
did
not encourage parental involvement, 70% were quite anxious to
have

parents share accountability.
This particular study provides

a

vivid example of the differences

in perception between the professionals and the Puerto Rican community.

While parents often want real decision-making power and in fact see
this as the only way in which the education of their children can be

affected in any appreciable way, administrators usually emphasize
those roles which poor and oppressed people are least able to
provide:

travel, so-called "cultural enrichment" (trips to museums,

concerts, etc.) and other educational resources which cost money
(books, magazines, etc.).
In a

more recent study (Monteiro, 1975), the researcher

attempted to identify potential sources of school -communi ty conflict
in Black and Puerto Rican communities by examining and comparing the

perceptions of Education Coordinators in Community Action Agencies
and principals of public schools. Through the use of

a

perceptionnaire,

84
he found that the attitudes of
each group were often at odds.

For

example, 75% of the principals agreed
that community representatives
should act only in an advisory capacity
in the decision-making process
in the school;

idea.

the majority of community people were
opposed to this

The majority of principals also felt that
parents should not

make the final decision in the selection of

a

reading program or

a

lunch program or that community representatives
should evaluate

either teachers or principals.

In

terms of curriculum content, more

than 75% of the principals felt that the curriculum should
not reflect

the values of the immediate community (Black and Puerto Rican),
but

rather the values of the broader society.

In all

of these cases,

community representatives differed with principals.

In fact,

the

only principals to generally agree with community representati ves on
the issue of parental decision-making were Black and Puerto Rican.

of these findings again provide us with

a

All

clear example of differing

interests among community people and professionals in the schools.

Monteiro concludes:
The issue of parent and community involvement in
educational policies and in the decision-making
process in the school seemed to pose the greatest
potential source of school -community conflict in
Black and Puerto Rican communities in New York
City. 87
A similar study (Gottesfeld, 1971) attempted to explore educa-

tional

issues from two viewpoints:

in a low-income area.

the educators and the community

The researcher found differing belief systems

of the two groups to be the basis for the different emphasis given by
go

each to several educational

issues.

The major finding indicated
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that parents rated community involvement
and strictness/standards

higher than did the teachers.

Both parents and teachers, however,

saw the need for innovative programs within
the schools.

Because

of the findings, the researcher was able to
conclude:

Militant parents who stress only the one issue of
community involvement will not win over any segment
of educators and be strenuously opposed by equally
militant teachers. However, community involvement
in a context with other innovative programs will
find support among a number of teachers and could
form the basis of collaborative grograms between
community people and educators. 89
This recommendation will provide some direction for the present study
in terms of parent/school

cooperation.

From the previous studies, as well as from the case studies
cited, it is clear that parents and educators often have different
meanings attached to the term "parental involvement."

These differences

in definition have further added to the alienation felt by parents

when attempting to change the schools in positive ways for their
children.

This is especially so of poor and oppressed people who not

only have no power in the schools, but also have no power in any of
the other institutions affecting their lives.

The second implication, really an outgrowth of the first, is
the finding that those programs initiated by the community are

generally the most effective (Gittell and Hollander, 1968; Averch,
et al., 1972; Davies, 1976).

In

other words, when frustrated by the

unresponsiveness of school systems, parents have organized and

struggled to change the schools from the outside.

And now, there is

even more concern than before of the danger of co-cptation of parent
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groups because of recent state and federal
mandates for parental

participation. Gittell

citizen organizations.

(1978) visited ten large cities to look at

She found that there was

a

general apathy

among minority activists probably due to
government-initiated

participation.

In summing up her findings,

she says:

Tentative and impressionistic evaluation of those
programs which imposed mandatory participatory
structures suggests that these new structures
channelled citizen energies in directions which
were less productive, less likely to change
institutions, and less likely to improve delivery and services than self-initiated citizen
organizations. 90
Davies (1978) echoes this view, arguing that, although participation is now mandated, professionals still control boards of education

and make all major decisions.

Furthermore, little if anything is

done to ensure that parents are truly involved.

Thus, professionals

are willing to accept participation as long as there is no change
in power relationships.

Most often, there is no change.

Schools have rarely, if ever, provided the mechanisms for real
parental decision-making on their own.
school
1971).

The tenacity with which the

holds onto its culture has already been mentioned (Sarason,

Mann sums up the reasons for this resistance on the part of

schools by saying:
Thus, it is difficult for schools to respond to
community demands--especial ly when those demands
come from new groups--when the changes involved
are substantial and professional educators often
In those
do not agree with what is being asked.
cases, the impetus for improvement must often come
1
from outside the school.

87
A few schools have taken steps to involve
parents, but the

results have usually been far from significant,
as reported in

a

survey of education for Puerto Ricans in New Jersey:
Even when school systems make vigorous attempts of
communicating to Spanish-speaking parents (bilingual flyers, bi-lingual meetings, bi-lingual
counselors, etc.), the fact remains that even these
"sensitive" systems are engaged in at best a oneway flow of information. The real question for all
local public education systems in our state and
country is:
Participation by whose terms and
definition; participation where and when; participation at whose initiation ?^ 2

At this point, it is important to see where this implication leads
the present study.

If schools respond only to outside pressures,

why develop procedures that the school itself can use to involve
parents in decision making, when these can be subverted to the window-

dressing variety of involvement? Admittedly, this can happen.

Never-

theless, what must be emphasized is that the school has to respond
to the needs of the community it services.

In

other words, the

school's responsibility lies not simply in reacting to the public,
but in initiating mechanisms which anticipate needs and fulfill them.

Secondly, although pressure from the outside has always had

a

positive educational effect on those involved in struggles, these

movements usually are time-consuming and frustrating.
parents end up doing the job of the school

,

Often, the

but. with no compensation.

Our view must be that schools should take the responsibility for
implementing the educational programs which the community wants.

In

addition, the procedures to be developed here would hopefully be

implemented by those working closely with the community in order to

,
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promote effective parental decision-making.

Only in this way would

parents respond in positive ways to the school.
Of course, if the school does not take the
initiative, it is
the responsibility of the parents and community to
put pressure on the
school

in any number of compelling ways.

The procedures developed in

this study can also be used to organize the community
effectively in

order to exert needed pressure.
mind past experiences:
work.

It is beneficial, though, to keep in

outside groups have had to make the schools

It is now time to make these groups "insiders," pushing out

from within and demanding direct participatory power.

Another implication from the case studies presented here is that
there is

a

need for new structures within the schools to provide for

meaningful parental participation.

It is clear,

for example, that

traditional P.T.A.s or school-appointed committees will not move

parents toward real decision making.

Historically, these structures

have had little or no decision-making power and have served only to
give the illusion of power.

Lisser makes this point when he says:

In the past, controversies centered on the process
Parents and community leaders attempted
of education.
to influence education decision-making, but usually
accepted the basic power structure within which the
Today the focus of the struggling
decisions were made.
is in changing the institutional structures 93
.

The new federally mandated parent advisory committees will like-

wise not make any difference in school policy if they remain advisory
in character.

In a

study by Yin, et

al

.

(1973), the researchers

found that only about half of the citizen involvement mechanisms

which had just advisory status succeeded in getting agency implementa-

—

1

tionof new ideas.
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However, almost 70% of citizen boards with
governing

authority got their agencies

to

accept new ideas.

Sarason (1971) also

agrees with this viewpoint in discussing curriculum changes
within the
school.

Because the present study centers on curriculum specifically,

his concerns provide

that

a

particularly appropriate insight.

He states

new curriculum should concern more than simply development and

a

implementation:
It should confront one with problems that stem from
the fact that the school is, in a social and professional sense, highly structured and differentiated
a fact that is related to attitudes, conceptions, and
regularities of al
who are in the setting. Teaching
any subject matter, from this viewpoint, is in part determined by structural or system characteristics having
no intrinsic relationship to the particular subject
matter.
If this assumption is even partly correct, any
attempt to change a curriculum independent of changing
some characteristic institutional feature runs the risk
of partial or complete failure. 94

There is, then,

a

general consensus among many who have been

involved in citizen participation experiments that there is

a

need for

new structures if parental decision-making is to fulfill the goals

previously mentioned (cf.

p.

50 passim

.

)

Thus, for example, we saw

.

that in Crystal City, when new mechanisms were developed, not only the

educational system changed, but indeed all
positively.

institutions were affected

The potential for affecting power relationships within

the schools and the wider society and for developing

a

political

awareness on the part of oppressed groups depends upon the structures

within the schools.

Whether these structures are initiated by the

schools or by the outside community is
is that

a

moot point.

What is ciear

involvement will be meaningless until it moves to

a

level

of

at least shared control.

The final

implication from these case studies
focuses on the

ways in which Puerto Rican and other
linguistic minority parents have
been effective in decision-making
in the past.
This will form the
basis for the development of appropriate
procedures for involving

Puerto Rican parents in the next chapter.

Looking over all the case studies presented,
the following roles
of parents in decision-making were gleaned:
.

Screening and hiring staff and administrators

.

Working in schools as aides and monitors

.

Selecting and supervising

.

Serving on school boards

.

a

new lunch program

Serving on educational sub-committees chosen by
school boards to recommend new, innovative, and
experimental programs for the school

Establishing

a

bilingual

program

.

Developing educational objectives

.

Influencing instructional methods

.

Developing curriculum materials
Selecting curriculum materials
Introducing culture, history, and language of the
community into the curriculum

.

Changing the perspective or viewpoint of the
curricul urn.

Judging from the above, experiments in parental decision-making and

community control produced
parents.

All

a

host of options for viewing the role of

of these roles are valid and indeed necessary.

The
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present study, however, will focus only on those
options relating

directly to curriculum, the last seven.

These seven examples of

parent participation will then provide the data upon which
the

procedures in Chapter

3 will

be developed.

Concl usion

This chapter reviewed literature of three types.

First, the

influence of the family environment on intelligence and academic

achievement was investigated.

This provided

decision-making in the schools.

a

rationale for parental

The second review centered on the

child-rearing practices of the Puerto Rican community.

This review

was done in order to identify cultural characteristics that the
school

should be aware of in order to involve Puerto Rican parents

effectively in school decision-making.

It also provided the basis

for identifying several areas of miscommunication between the home
and the school.

The third review focused on the past involvement of

Puerto Rican parents in school decision-making.

First,

a

rationale

for community control and parental decision-making was presented.

Different models of community participation were reviewed and
critiqued.

Case studies of Native American, Chicano, and Puerto Rican

people were presented.

Finally, the implications of these case

studies were spelled out and
successful

developed.

in terms of

a

list of ways in which parents had been

decision-making in the case studies was

These examples were included in order to provide

a

sound basis for developing procedures for involving Puerto Rican

parents in decision-making in the future.
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CHAPTER III
1.

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to design procedures
for helping

elementary schools relate to Puerto Rican parents.
will
1-

These procedures

be of two types:

Selected Procedures for Obtaining Information from Parents
The procedures selected for this are

interview.

a

questionnaire and

a

parent

The former will be used for determining the per-

ceptions of the parents toward the responsiveness of the school

curriculum to their children.

The interview will be used for

gathering specific information about the learning needs of

particular children.
2.

Selected Procedures for Involving Puerto Rican Parents in

Curriculum Decision-Making
These procedures will be in two stages.

The first will center

on ways of disseminating information to parents so that their

work can be more effective.

The second will

suggest

a

specific

mechanism for bringing parents into the schools and initiating
their role in curriculum decision-making.
Each of these procedures will be described in detail.

In addition,

information about the initial construction, revisions, and final

development of the instruments will be discussed.
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PROCEDURES for obtaining information from parents

DEVELOPING A QUESTIONNAIRE

a.
In

order for

a

school

based on specific data.

curriculum to be effective, it must be

For example, a curriculum must take into

account the learners' needs, interests, and background.

It

must also

reflect the objectives which the particular community has for its
young.

Very often, this is neglected when dealing with children who

are not from the dominant culture.

As we saw in Chapter 2, the

resulting mismatch between home and school expectations can be

disastrous, especially for the children.

For all these reasons, it

becomes clear that the first step in involving parents in the
educational decision-making process of the school must be to obtain

information from them concerning their perceptions about the school
curriculum.

In other words,

what must be ascertained

is

whether the

school curriculum is responsive or unresponsive to the needs of

Puerto Rican children.
A questionnaire format was chosen as the most effective and

pratical way of obtaining this information.

In

order to avoid

confusion or fuzziness in the results, forced choice type

Five variables were chosen as the most likely to offer

were used.
insight into
school

questions

a

responsiveness or lack of it on the part of the

vis a vis Puerto Rican children.
1.

Linguistic Responsiveness

2.

Cultural Responsiveness

3.

Curriculum Adaptabil ity

These variables are:

.
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4.

Resource Availability

5.

Responsiveness to Parents

These particular variables were chosen as
of literature in Chapter

2

a

result of the review

concerning Puerto Rican child-rearing

practices. The items under each variable were carefully designed
to measure that particular variable as seen by parents.

clear, for example, in variable #2 (Cultural

This is

Responsiveness) in such

questions as the following, which was taken directly from the
1

iterature:
My child has been punished for cheating when (s)he
has been working together with other children.

Other items were gleaned indirectly from the literature.

The following

statement from Variable #5 (Responsiveness to Parents), for example,
centers directly on the mismatch between home and school as discussed
in Chapter 2:
In this school, they let me know when my child is
doing wel 1

The review of literature concerned with the past role of Puerto Rican

parents was also taken into consideration.

This particular body of

literature gave rise to such questions as:
Variable #3 (Curriculum Adaptability):
Parents are never asked to give ideas for
teachers' lessons.

Variable #5 (Responsiveness to Parents):
In this school, parents are involved in planning
what their children are going to learn.
In

order to develop meaningful items for each variable, the
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variables were first defined.

In

addition, some were compared to

and differentiated from the others in order
to avoid confusion.

The

variables can be defined as follows:
l

*

By

linguistic responsiveness is meant the willingness of the

school

not only to accept but also to use the child's first

language.
2*

Cultural

responsiveness means the willingness of the school to

consciously include the cultural values and life-style of the
Puerto Rican people in the curriculum and in the general

environment of the school.

The Puerto Rican values and child-

rearing practices discussed in Chapter
3.

2

would be included here.

Curriculum adaptability is the willingness of the school to
adjust curriculum to reflect the child's history and culture.
It is a more specific manifestation of cultural

responsiveness

(above) because it centers on only curriculum.
4.

Resource availability refers to the extent to which the school
is

willing to provide materials and other resources (including

human resources) which reflect Puerto Rican history and culture.
It differs from

curriculum adaptability (above) in that it

concerns resources other than the basic curriculum (i.e., extra

materials, class trips, etc.).
5.

Responsiveness to parents means the willingness of the school
to incorporate in the curriculum information from parents about

their children's needs.
For each variable, ten statements were written.

positive, although some were worded negatively.

Most were

They were also
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translated into Spanish. The original questionnaire (both
Spanish
and English versions) can be found in Appendix A

.

When all fifty statements were ready, they were reviewed and

revised in several ways.

Following is

initial construction reviews.

a

description of each of these

A description of the action taken on

each begins on page 108.
1.

Two Puerto Ricans were asked to check the Spanish for correct

usage and syntax, especially as used among Puerto Rican people.
2.

Each statement was placed on a card.

They were placed to-

gether in piles of ten, according to each variable.

Each set of ten

cards was given to six Puerto Rican parents in the PAC (Parent

Advisory Council) in

a

small Western Massachusetts city.

They were

told orally, in Spanish:

These cards have statements that will be placed on
a questionnaire.
The questionnaire will be to see
You
if the school responds to your child's needs.
me
let
but
just
don't have to answer the questions,
tell
Also,
questions.
good
know if you think they're
include.
should
others
that
I
me if you think of any
In

addition, the parents were asked to perfect thelanguage used in

the statements.
3.

with

a

The statements were written in the form of an instrument,
box marked T and one marked

was then given to three educators.

_F

next to each.

The instrument

Two of these are Puerto Ricans,

one an expert in research and evaluation and the other with
deal

of experience in community work.

expert in research and instrumentation.

a

great

The other educator is an
The two Puerto Ricans were

one.
given the Spanish version in addition to the English

All
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received the following instructions:
The following questionnaire is being
prepared for use
with Puerto Rican parents.
It is intended to find out
how responsive the school is to Puerto
Rican children
Hopefully, schools would use the results to
begin
involving Puerto Rican parents in curriculum
decisionmaking and to adjust the educational environment
so that
the school can more effectively meet the
needs of Puerto
Rican children.

The questionnaire includes five variables.
1-10.
11-20.
21-30.
31-40.
41-50.

They are:

Linguistic Responsivness
Cultural Responsiveness
Curriculum Adaptability
Resource Availabil ity
Responsiveness to Parents

Please look the questionnaire over. As an educator,
please indicate the usefulness of these items.
Are
some superfluous?
Should others be added? Are any
unclear? In addition, if you are Spanish-speaking,
please feel free to suggest changes in wording or
syntax of the Spanish version.
I
appreciate your feedback and look forward to
hearing from you soon.

A telephone number was included so that the educators would know

where to reach me.
4.

In

order to verify the validity of the items within each

conceptual variable, three other educators were given the cards with
the following instructions:

You have been given a stack of twenty-five cards.
On each is a statement concerning some aspect of
the school's responsiveness to Puerto Rican children.
In addition, you have been given five cards, each
of which names and defines a variable (linguistic
Place
responsiveness, cultural responsiveness, etc.).
each,
Under
these five at the top of your desk.
please the cards from the stack which you think belong
under that heading.
Each educator was given

a

different stack of twenty-five cards twice.
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This was done so that they would not have to
deal with so many at
once.
5.

To randomly place the variables, the advice of
an expert

in research was sought.

The results of this initial revision were as follows:
1.

The two Spanish-speaking reviewers recommended changes in

wording for #20, 26, 41, and 44.
made in other items.

All

In

addition, minor changes were

of these changes were incorporated into the

questionnaire.
2.

The six parents from the PAC who reviewed the questionnaire

were generally quite favorable, often mentioning as they read the
items that these were matters that the school should indeed be

attending to.
parents.
a.

There were two specific recommendations from the

These were:

There should be an item which reads:
"The school offers workshops to all

school

personnel

on Puerto Rican history and culture."
b.

It was suggested that #46 be changed to:

"Parents can visit classrooms at any time to see the

progress of their children in school."
Both recommendations were followed.
3.

items.

The three educators recommended changes in several of the

These changes included additions, changes in wording, and

separation of statements into two items.

The suggested changes were

usually made to simply clarify the items, not to change them substantially.

Qualifying words such as sometimes

,

usually

,

some

,

or
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many were recommended for inclusion in items
#1,

3,

and 25.

In

addition, the educators recommended that items #33,
37, and 44 be

separated into two distinct questions.

They also suggested that

items #14, 16, 18 and 26 be followed or preceded by

a

similar item,

cases to help differentiate the treatment given to Puerto

in all

Rican youngsters as compared to non-Puerto Rican youngsters.

change was the recommendation that
included

in addition to the

a

column labeled

"True " and

"

"

A major

Don't Know " be

False " columns.

This would

alleviate uncertainty on the part of parents in responding, especially
to items #41-50.

suggested.

And, finally, additional relevant items were

Most of these centered on "Cultural Responsiveness" and

"Responsiveness to Parents."
a.

There are Spanish-speaking aides in this school.

b.

Puerto Rican parents are treated courteously by the
school staff.

c.

Parents are often criticized for keeping their children
out of school for family illness or when their children
must help with problems in the Welfare office or other
agencies.

d.

My child is punished when (s)he misses school
out at home.

e.

This school helps my child to make up work that my
child has missed because of absences due to family
illness or other emergencies.

In

all

The suggested additions were:

to help

most of the cases, appropriate changes were made reflecting

of these suggestions.

In

some of the cases, however, specific

recommendations were not followed, as, for example, in the case

where additional

items were recommended but items already present

could not be deleted because of their importance.

Thus, for example,
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if there were as many as fifteen items in

a

particular variable, the

researcher made the final decision about which
to retain and which to
omit.
4.

The other three educators chose the correct
statements under

each variable the following number of times (out of
50):

Educator #1
Educator #2
Educator #3

-

36
38
- 41
-

The percentage of correct responses ranged from three out of five to

four out of five.

Thi

s

was judged to be quite an acceptable number,

considering the potential overlapping of many items.

Thus, there is

some evidence that the items did measure what they purported to

measure.
The highest number of errors occurred in two areas:
#2 (Cultural

variable

Responsiveness) and variable #4 (Resource Availability).

These were the areas which had been expected to cause some problems
because #2 was difficult to define in precise terms and #4 would
tend to overlap with #3.
5.

Random placement was not judged to be an important consideraThere

tion in the questionnaire by an expert in instrumentation.

were two reasons for this.

First, the variables followed

a

logical

order, proceeding from the most minimal responsiveness to the greatest

responsiveness to Puerto Rican children on the part of the school.
addition, the items within each variable also followed
sequence.

a

In

logical

Therefore, it would have been counter-productive to

separate some items because they related directly to one another.

other words, if they were separated, the respondent might well be

In

Ill

confused about the meaning of some items in
isolation.

Because of

these reasons, the format and order of the
instrument remained the
same.

The final questionnaire, after revisions, can
be found in

Appendix

B.

Field-testing of the instrument, the key for responses,

and the scoring procedure used can all be found in
Chapter

B.

4.

DEVELOPING A PARENT INTERVIEW
Once the school determines whether its curriculum is responsive

or not to the needs of Puerto Rican children, it must investigate

what the learning needs of specific children are. This should be done
so that the curriculum to be developed really reflect these needs.

If

not, a totally new curriculum, just as unresponsive as the former

one, may be the result.

In

addition, it became clear from the review

of the literature in Chapter Two that children who are not from the

dominant culture may have different learning styles which often reflect
the cultural milieu in which they are being raised.

disregarded by the school.

Often, this is

The purpose of the parent interview is

to assess the learning needs of particular children as perceived by

their parents and reflective of their particular cultural context.
The format chosen for the parent interview was
this booklet, schools would have all

conduct thorough interviews.

a

booklet.

Using

the necessary information to

The components of the parent interview

booklet are:
1.

Introduction

2.

Making Contact with the Family

3.

How to Conduct the Interview

4.

Interview Questions

5.

Key for Collecting Data

6.

Method for Reporting Out Data

PARENT INTERVIEW:

LEARNING NEEDS OF PUERTO RICAN CHILDREN

Developed by
Sonia Nieto

(c)

1978
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INTRODUCTION

I.

A school which is responsive to the
needs of Puerto Rican

youngsters

is

probably one in which the parents have some say
about

the curriculum.

The school can take several steps to determine

whether this is so or not in their particular situation.
of doing this is to conduct

a

One way

survey to determine if the school

curriculum is responsive or unresponsive to Puerto Rican youngsters
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE developed by Nieto, (c) 1978].

[CF.
a

After this,

parent interview can be conducted to determine the perceptions

parents have of their children'^ learning needs.
This interview booklet has been developed to elicit information

from Puerto Rican parents about the specific learning needs of their
children.

It is

therefore the second in

a

series of steps designed

to involve Puerto Rican parents more meaningfully in school decision-

making.

Usingthe results of the interview, parents can become in-

strumental

in developing a curriculum more responsive to the needs

of their children.

"Making Contact With

This booklet contains several sections.

the Family" describes some steps in initiating communication with

Puerto Rican parents.

"How to Conduct the Interview" describes

the conditions under which the interview should be conducted, the

different types of questions used, and ways of recording the answers.
Following the actual
data.

detail

interview questions is

a

key for collecting

Finally, the method for reporting out data is described in
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II.

MAKING CONTACT WITH THE FAMILY
Families who take part in this interview
should be contacted

initially by the school.

This initial contact can be through the

children's teacher, the guidance counselor, the
community liaison,
the PAC (Parent Advisory Council) or some other
parent or official

group within the school.

A suggested format for an initial

follows:

Dear

:

Recently you filled out a questionnaire about the responsiveness of the school to Puerto Rican children.
We hope to use the results for two purposes:
1.
2.

to develop a more responsive curriculum
to
involve more Puerto Rican parents in making
decisions about what their children should learn

Before we can do this, however, we need to be aware
of the learning needs of your child.
This will help
us and the parents who will work on this by giving
us the information we need to develop a curriculum
that is responsive to your child.
We need help in getting this information. A Spanishspeaking interviewer can go to your home to talk to
you.
The interview will take about an hour.
Please
indicate below what day, date, and time you are
available.
Choose two different times so that we
Send it
do not have a conflict with another family.
back to your child's teacher.
We look forward to seeing you soon and appreciate
your help in this important endeavor.

Yours truly,

letter

.

Monday, Oct. 9, 1978
Tuesday, Oct. 10, 1978
Wednesday, Oct. 11, 1978
Thursday, Oct. 12, 1978
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12 p.m.
9 a.m.
12 p.m.
9 a.m.

p.m.
11 a.m.
2 p.m.
ll a.m.
2

4 p.m.
1

8 p.m.
3 p.m.
8 p.m.
3 p.m.

p.m.

4 p.m.
1

p.m.

A Spanish version of the same letter
appears below.

Estimado
:

Recientemente Vd. relleno un cuestionario sobre como
la escuela responde a ninos puertorriquenos.
Esperamos usar los resultados con dos propositos:
1.

2.

para desarrollar un currriculo que responda mas a
las necesidades de su hijo(a)
para envoi ver a mas padres puertorriquenos en el
proceso de hacer decisiones sobre que deben
aprender sus hijos.

Pero antes de hacer esto, tenemos que estar conscientes
de las necesidades de aprendizaje de su hijo(a).
Esto
nos ayudara a nosotros y a los padres que van a estar
trabajando en el proyecto, dandonos la informacion
que necesi tamos para desarrollar un currfculo que responde
a su^ hi jo (a )

Necesitamos su ayuda en buscar esta informacion.
Una
persona que hable espanol puede ir a su casa para
hablar con Vd.
La entrevista tomara como una hora.
Por favor, indique en el espacio apropiado que dia,
fecha, y hora serfan nta s convenientes para Vd.
Escoja
dos horas distintas para que no haya conflicto con otra
familia.
Mcfndeselo al maestro(a) de su hijo(a).
Esperamos verle pronto y agradecemos su ayuda en este
esfuerzo tan importante.
Atentamente,

1978
lunes, 9 de oct.
12 p.m.
2 p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
9
11
1978
martes, 10 de oct.,
p.m.
miercoles, 11 de oct., 1978 12
2 p.m.
9 a.m. 11 a.m.
jueves, 12 de oct., 1978
,

4 p.m.

8 p.m.

1 p.m.
4 p.m.
1 p.m.

p.m.
8 p.m.
3 p.m.
3

:
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The times indicated are intentionally
flexible so that parents

who are not home during the day can be included
in the sample.
At this point, the personnel
be chosen.

to conduct the interviews should

The following criteria shoul

d be'kept

in mind in choosing

the personnel
1.

Spanish-speaking

2.

Culturally aware and sensitive to the Puerto
Rican community

3.

Familiar with interviewing techniques

(a

workshop

can be developed for this purpose).

Parents, community people, college students, or other school personnel
are all

potential

interviewers.

Once the personnel has been chosen, they should get together to

coordinate interviewing schedules.

They should attempt to schedule

the times parents indicated whenever possible.
call

A follow-up telephone

or letter should be sent to each parent reminding them of the

interview.

III.

HOW TO CONDUCT THE INTERVIEW
The parent interview should be conducted in the home of the

respondent.

The respondent will usually indicate the most appropriate

place for the interview.

Although the setting should be as relaxed

and calm as possible, the interviewer should expect interruptions

from young children, other adults in the household, and so on.
As an introduction, the interviewer should explain the object

of the visit.

(S)he should also describe how the results of

t-he
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interview will be used.

The introduction should stress the
need for

this information as the first step in making
changes in the school

curriculum.

In

addition, the respondents must be assured of
the

confidentiality of theinquiry.

There should also be some indication

of the length of the interview.

In this case,

respondents can be

told that the interview will last no longer than
one hour.

The use of

a

cassette tape recorder is highly recommended.

Its

function and practicality should be explained to the parents before

beginning the interview.

If they have any reservations about its use,

the interviewer should eliminate it and record the interview by hand
only.

The interviewer should keep in mind the following points in

conducting the interview:
1.

Be thoroughly familiar with the layout of the interview
so that the sequence flows smoothly.

2.

Ask the questions exactly as they are written.

If the

respondent does not understand the question, it can be
repeated.
3.

Try to relate one question to the next so that there
is a logical

flow.

4.

Don't read the respondents' answers back to them.

5.

Use the pre-coding schedule whenever possible.

longer answers, rely on
6.

a

For

tape recorder.

Make sure the parent does not lose sight of the
original question.
If

Bring back on focus, if necessary.

(s)he has no answer, record it as such.
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7.

Several different types of
questions are used in this

interview.
each.

Below is

a

description and example of

The interviewer should be familiar
with each

type in order to record responses
correctly.
A

—ECK 0FF
~

*

QUESTIONS are used to obtain factual
information.

Question #1 is an example of this type of
question.

The

interviewer simply has to check off the
appropriate
col umn.
B

*

SCALED QUESTIONS offer forced choice alternatives.

A

whole battery of such questions are grouped together
and then analyzed as

a

group.

Question #5 is an example

of scaled questions.
C.

OPEN QUESTIONS give the respondent no clue as to what

answer the interviewer expects.

The respondent is

allowed more freedom in this type of question than in
any other.
in

The answer should be recorded verbatim and

its entirety, either on tape or by longhand.

Question

#12 is an example of an open question.
D.

CLOSED OR FORCED-CHOICE questions offer all the alternative answers to respondents.

A modified example of

this type of question is #6.

Many of the questions in this interview are
of the above four types of questions.

a

combination

Thus, although some

questions may be forced-choice, they allow for more alternatives when they include such terms as "other," "Please

explain," and so on.

.

IV.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (English
Version)

(

1.

2.
3.

b)

(c)

(d)

How many children do
you have
in this school?

What grades are they in?

^

3

1-2

3-4

5-6

1-2

3-4

5-6

4 or more

This particular interview
will
center on only one of your
children.
What grade is (s)he
in?

4.

For how long has your child
been in this school?

less
than
1

5.

I'm going to read you some
things that parents have said
about schools.
Tell me whether
or not you feel the same way.
a.

My child has progressed
lot since being in this
school

b.

My child's teacher knows
what my child should be
learning.

c.

I
have often been told how
my child is doing in school.

d.

I
have often been asked
how I feel my child is
doing in school.

e.

I
think teachers should ask
me more about my child.

f.

Puerto Rican children have
some learning needs that are
different from other
children.

a

year

AGREES

1

year

2

years more than
2 years

DISAGREES

DOESN'T
KNOW

6.
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What word would you use to express
whether or not you are satisfied
with the progress your child is
making in school?
7.

a.
b.

c.
d.

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Other

(b)

(c)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

If you are dissatisfied with
your child's progress in

school
a.
b.

c.
d.

8.

,

explain why.

Can't read
Misbehaves
Can't keep up with school
work
Other

What word would you use to
express whether or not you are
satisfied with what your child
is learning in school?
a.
b.

c.
d.

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Other

10.
9.

If you are dissatisfied with
what your child is learning
in school, explain why.

no bilingual

program
poor bilingual program
Too 1 ittle Engl ish
c.
d.
Other
Please explain
a.

b.

What do you think your child
should be learning that ( s ) he
Why?
is not now learning?

?

11.

Have you ever told this to
anybody in your child's
school
Why or why not?

12.

If so, what was done?

13.

What do you think you as a parent
can do to make sure your child
learns what (s)he needs?

Which of the following do you feel
your child needs to learn to do
well in school?
a.

Learn to speak well

b.

Learn to read well

c.

Learn mathematics

d.

Learn to behave well

e.

Learn to get along well with
others

f.

Learn more about Puerto Rican
history and culture

g-

Other
Please Explain

YES

NO

,
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14.

Of those you chose, which is your
child
now doing well?

15.

What do you think the school should do
to make sure your child learns what
(s)he needs?

16.

Are they now doing these things?

YES

Do you know why or why not?

17.

I'm going to read you some things
that parents have said about their
children.
Tell me whether or not
your child is like this.
a.

My child likes to sit and listen
to
the teacher instead of
working alone.

b.

My child prefers to study and
talk with other children while
working.

c.

My child learns better when (s)he
does homework.

d.

My child likes to teach or learn
from other children.

e.

My child often needs help from
the teacher.

f.

My child prefers to work alone.

g.

My child likes to compete
other children.

AGREES

DISAGREES

DOESN'T
KNOW

1

with
1

f

h.

My child prefers to cooperate
with other children.
J

i

—
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (Spanish
Version)

1.

2.

3.
5.

4.

t

Cuantos hijos tiene Vd. en
esta escuela?

iEn

que'

grados estan?

Esta entrevista sera de solo
uno de sus hijos. <j En
qud' grado esta el (el la)?

cPor cuanto tiempo ha estado
su hijo (a) en esta escuela?

Le voy a leer algunas cosas que
han dicho padres de las
escuelas.
Digame si esta^ de

(a)

(b)

(c)

1

2

3

4 o mas

K

1-2

3-4

5-6

K

1-2

3-4

5-6

menos
1 aho

1

ano

Mi hijo (a) ha progresado
mucho desde que esta en
esta escuela.

b.

maestro de mi hijo (a)
sabe lo que debe estar
aprendiendo mi hijo (a).

c.

A^enudo

d.

A menudo se me ha
preguntado como yo creo
que esta progresando mi
hijo (a) en la escuela.

DESACUERDO

El

se me ha dicho
como esta progresando mi
hijo (a) en la escuela.

e.

Creo que los maestros me
deben preguntar mas
acerca de mi hijo (a).

f.

Los ninos puertorriquenos

tienen algunas necesidades
de aprendizaje que^son distintas de otros ninos.

anos mas de
2 anos

En

DE ACUERDO

acuerdo o no.
a.

2

(d)

r

NO SABE

6.
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<;Que termino usaria Vd. para
expresar
si esta satisfecho o no con
el
progreso de su hi jo (a) en la

(

a

)

(

a

)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

escuela?
7.

a.
b.

c.
d.

Muy satisfecho
Satisfecho
Disatisfecho
Otro

Si
8.

Vd. esta disatisfecho con el
progreso de su hi jo en la escuela,
explique por que.

c.

No puede leer
Se porta mal
No entiende el

d.

Otro

a.
b.

trabajo

9.

d.Que termino usaria Vd. para expresar
si estci satisfecho o no con lo que

est£ aprendiendo su hijo(a) en la
escuela?
a.
b.

c.
d.

11.

Muy satisfecho
Satisfecho
Disatisfecho
Otro

Si Vd. est£ disatisfecho con lo que
esta aprendiendo su hi jo (a ) en la
escuela, explique por que.
a.
b.

c.
d.

No hay programa bilinglie
Hay un programa bilingue flojo
No hay suficiente ingles

Otro

10.<iQue cree Vd. que su hijo(a) debe estar aprendiendo que no
aprendiendo ahora?
d Por que?

iVd. le ha dicho esto
Por que' o por

que'

a

no?

alguien en la escuela?

esta^

.
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12

.

13.

d

d

Que cree que Vd
su hi jo aprenda

como padre puede hacer para
asequrar que
que necesita?

io

Cuales de los siguientes cree Vd. que su
hijo(a) necesita
aprender bien en la escuela?
A.

Aprender

a

hablar bien

A

B.

Aprender

a

leer bien

B

C.

Aprender matematicas

C

D.

Aprender

a

portarse bien

D

E.

Aprender

a

llevarse bien con los demas

E

F.

Aprender mas de la historia y cultura
de Puerto Rico

F

G

Otro

G

.

Expl ique, por favor.

14.

15.

De los que escogio,

esta haciendo bien su hijo(a) ahora?

dQue cree Vd. que debe hacer la escuela para asegurar que
su hijo(a)

16.

cual

aprenda lo que necesita?

^ Estan haciendo estas cosas?

Sabe Vd. por que o por que no?

SI

NO

.
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17 .

Le voy

a

Digame

si

leer algunas cosas que padres han
dicho de sus hijos.
su hijo(a) es asi o no.
EN

DE ACUERDO
a.

A mi hijo(a) le gusta escuchar
y prestar atencion al maestro
en vez de trabajar solo.

b.

Mi hijo(a) prefiere estudiar
y hablar con otros ninos
mientras trabaja.

c.

Mi

DESACUERDO

NO
SABE

hijo(a) aprende mejor
cuando hace su tarea en
casa.

d.

A mijiijo(a) le gusta

ensenarle o aprender de
otros ninos.
i

e.

necesita ayuda
menudo del maestro.

f.

Mi

g.

A mi hijo(aMe gusta competir
con otros ninos.

h.

Mi

Mi

hi jo (a)

a

hijo(a) prefiere trabajar
solo(a)

con

hijo(a) prefiere cooperar
otros ninos.
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description of the instrument
There are basically three types of questions in
this interview.

Whereas some questions are purely descriptive,
others will reveal
the parents'

children.

perceptions concerning the learning needs of their

Still

others will

reveal

cerning the role of the school vis
needs.

the parents' perceptions cona

vis their children's learning

Below are the classifications as well as, in some cases,

suggested answers for the interview questions.

A.

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS

Questions #1, 2, 3, and 4 are purely descriptive in nature.
The answers to these questions will simply help in identifying some

particular characteristics of the respondents' child.

These can

later be compared for any significant difference.
B.

PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS:

LEARNING NEEDS OF CHILDREN

Questions #5f, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, and 17 focus directly on
parents' perceptions of the learning needs of their children.

Al-

though the answer to #8 should be either (a) or (b), the others are

substantially open-ended and no answer
In

is

either right or wrong.

reporting out the data, however, these classifications can be

coded and interpreted.
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C.

PARENTS'

—

PERCE PTIONS:
ROLE OF THE SCHOOI
ATTENDING to learning needs of children

Questions #5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5e,
role the school

6,

7,

15, and 16 bear on the

11,

is playing in attending to the
learning needs of Puerto

Rican children.

The remainder are open-ended and subject to
inter-

pretation after the interview.

VI.

METHOD FOR REPORTING OUT DATA
The reporting of answers to this parent interview would
probably

be most worthwhile if done at three levels:

individual child,
school.

a

a

report for each class, and

report for each
a

report for each

These reports would be descriptive and narrative in nature

and would indicate answers to the interview questions.

The data could

then be summarized by response to individual questions.
In

terms of the analysis of data, these extensive interviews

could serve as the basis for changes in curriculum, not only for
individual needs, but also for pointing out patterns of learning needs
not being met at the class or the school levels.
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III

PROCEDURES FOR INVOLVING PARENTS

CURRICULUM DECISION-MAKING

IN

IN

BILINGUAL PROGRAMS

The parent questionnaire and parent interview described
in the

first part of this chapter provide schools with specific
information
they must have in order to relate to Puerto Rican parents.

They are,

nevertheless, only the first step in attempting to involve Puerto
Rican parents with meaningful decision-making power in schools.

Therefore, the purpose of this next section is twofold:

first, to

briefly describe seme specific ways the schools can disseminate
information to parents in order to make their role in decision-making

significant (what Mann calls "nurture"); and secondly, to describe in
some detail one specific way in which parents can begin to make

important decisions about the school's curriculum, that is, the

Curriculum Collective.

After the parent questionnaire and interview

have been conducted and analyzed, it is hoped that the subsequent

procedures follow
minimal

to

a

a

sequential order so that they proceed from the

maximum level of involvement and control on the part

of Puerto Rican parents.

A.

DISSEMINATING INFORMATION TO PARENTS
While describing waysin which the school can disseminate in-

formation to parents, it is also necessary to define the types of
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issues that parents are most interested in.*
this study, the school

issues here will be limited to curriculum.

It seems both logical
°"f

s chool

objectives

and reasonable that parents be informed

objectives and, if within
.

In

Because of the nature of

a

bilingual program, the program

cases where these do not exist on paper, it is

a

good

idea to delineate some preliminary thoughts which can be revised
by

parent groups and later be elaborated upon by the Curriculum

Collective (see

p.

138).

Only by having explicit and expressed

objectives can the parents begin to work with something tangible,
not just with idealistic but vague goals. Program objectives also can
be used to determine the effectiveness of a particular school

or

program.

Parents can be informed of school and program objectives in
several ways.

However, to be most effective, the setting should be

informal and the group should be kept small.

for several reasons.

This suggestion is made

First of all, meetings called by the school

generally tend to draw only

a

small

number of parents.

Even then,

these meetings are generally dominated by the professionals.

especially Puerto Rican parents, often feel
the shuffle.

Parents,

intimidated and lost in

Secondly, small meetings give people the opportunity

to dialog together and to make some collective decisions.

To begin the process, several

of the parents would be ideal.

small meetings in homes

These would be coordinated by

*Some methods of dissemination are appropriate for some issues
Thus, the issues will be defined
and quite inappropriate for others.
seems
in the context of the method or methods of dissemination which
most fitting.

.
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the parent in whose home the meeting was to
take place.

The facilitator

could be

a

school.

Basically, the facilitator's job would be to inform the

community liaison or another representative from
the

parents of the school objectives and to explain each one as
clearly
as possible.

The parents, in turn, could use this opportunity to

make their own feelings known concerning these objectives.

They

could, for example, eliminate or expand some; they could clarify
others.

At the end of the session (and, sometimes, this would take

more than one meeting), the parents would have
objectives

for that particular group.

a

recommended set of

It is at this time that a

arge school meeting would be called so that the diverse ideas from

1

all

the small groups could be ironed out.

approach proves to be too cumbersome,

a

"

If this

town meeting "

representative from each

committee can be chosen to work out the objectives in
commi ttee

a

smal

1

.

It is

apparent that this method of informing parents shows

much greater commitment than simply sending home
in a note from the principal.

a

a

list of objectives

However, dissemination of information

here means not only giving information, but also interacting with
and reacting to those who receive it.

In this

way the school can

begin to see parents as active participants and not simply as passive

recipients

Another area of curriculum

in

which parents should have up-to-

date information concerns successful or unsuccessful school programs.

Very often, children are evaluated and placed in special programs
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(some examples are special education, classes
for emotionally disturbed

children, classes for intel lectualy gifted children,
and so on) while
parents are simply not informed of the purpose, methods,
or outcomes
of the program.

This lack of information or misinformation on the

part of the school has had some tragic results:

children being

placed in hearing impaired classes when they simply couldn't understand or speak English; children being diagnosed as mentally retarded

because they were tested in English instead of in their dominant
language; math programs which have been maintained, not because of

promising results, but because all the equipment and materials were
costly and had been purchased already; and so on.

Information is

thus often kept from parents and theiradvice is often ignored or

simply not sought.

In

addition, parents are usually not told how

successful or unsuccessful certain programs are.

Because of this

lack of information, they are often given no choice but to let their

children go through

a

series of special programs, many of which may

be doing more harm than good.

One effective way of communicating information concerning special
school

programs is through

to the parents.

a

newsl etter which is sent periodically

Newsletters are not very difficult to put together,

do not require the attendance of parents at more meetings, and

insure that those who are unable to attend school meetings receive

current information.
Each newsletter can be devoted to

a

particular school program,

stressing such things as objectives, implementation, and results.
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Any controversial features of such programs
should also be spelled
out so that parents are truly informed of the
issues.

In

other

words, the school newsletter should not become the
official voice
of the principal's policy, but rather should be

discussion of divergent views.

a

forum for

When equipped with this information,

parents can make better decisions concerning the programs which

should be promoted and those which should be eliminated.

Many parents are confused about school policy as it affects

curriculum because they have simply not been given the facts.
is the case,

testing

,

for example, with the issues of tracking

and intelligence testing

.

In some school

,

This

achievement

systems, children

are grouped homogeneously according to their achievement test
results; in still others, they are grouped heretogeneously without

regard to tests. However, parents are usually ignored in this process
and are seldom given reasons for the placement of their children.

In

the case of Third World children, the results of tracking and

testing are obvious: most of these children end up in the lowest
track and with the least academic work.

It is to the benefit of

Puerto Rican parents to investigate this situation further.

It

is

also to the benefit of the schools to provide this information to

parents in order to have input from those who are traditionally

short-changed by the system.
Several

procedures could be used for this type of interaction.

Workshops in which parents are first informed of the issues can be
a

preliminary step.

Complete and precise information should be

provided so that parents are fully and fairly informed.

These could
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be conducted by school

nurse, or counselor.

a

of the households.
site.

the principal, school

psychologist,

Once parents are aware of the major issues,

debates could be held.
radio, if there is

personnel:

These would be particularly effective on the

popular evening program which is heard in many
If not, a community center would be an appropriate

Through this procedure, the controversial features of many of

these policies would become more clear-cut to the parents.
then work in

a

They could

unified and consistent manner to effect changes, if

necessary, in school policy which is unresponsive to the needs of

their children.
There are other curriculum issues which come up from time to time
and about which parents should be informed.

For example, if

a

new

reading technique or program is being contemplated, parents should know

about it.

If teachers are concerned about including culture in the

curriculum, parents, who have

a

take part in their discussions.

-great deal

to offer in this area,

If the help of parents

is

should

sought in

coordinating schoolwork and the home, parents should be informed.
all

In

of these cases, training sessions can be provided, some for parents,

some for parents and teachers, and some given by parents for all school

personnel.

This is an ad hoc way of dealing with important issues as

they arise.

These, then, are some of the issues about which parents should
be informed as well

as some suggested methods for disseminating the

information effectively.

Admittedly, much more can be done and

many issues remain untouched.

Nevertheless, using only these few

procedures, most Puerto Rican parents would undoubtedly learn more
children's
in a few days than they had ever learned about their
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school.
real

B.

These procedures are suggested merely as
stepping stones to

interaction between the school and the home.
THE CURRICULUM COLLECTIVE

Once parents have been given ample information
concerning the
school curriculum and have been welcomed into the
school, their role

should become more meaningful.

Following the ladder suggested by

Arnstein (1969), their involvement would have progressed from
mani pul ation up to citizen control.

The next steD is to provide

a

mechanism through which parents

along with teachers can control the basic curriculum decisions made
by the school.

The framework proposed here will be the CURRICULUM

COLLECTIVE.

a

all

By

curriculum collective is meant

a

group of people,

of whom share an interest in bilingual education and in the

education of the children in the schools.

However, no actual

participants are suggested aside from the logical ones of teacher
and parents.

The core group itself would decide who should be part

of the collective.

Thus, it is conceivable that bilingual curriculum

collectives would vary from school to school.
access to informa-

A curriculum collective also implies equal

tion, equal control of the process, and equal

respect within the

group; at the same time, it assumes that the overall objectives of
the group are similar and that education is to be

experience.

a

liberating

For this reason, "curriculum collective" was preferred

to "curriculum committee" on two counts.

First, curriculum committees

function within the already existing structures of many school systems
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and yet have failed to provide
any meaningful role for
those who
should be most central. And second,
"curriculum committee" implies
a

passive, hierarchical, and bureaucratic
structure.

By changing

language, we can start changing
perspectives.

Because parents are in daily contact
with the children and
tne community, their part as

curriculum collectives can be

catalytic agent for forming these

a

a

crucial one.

This would entail

identifying those sectors of the community
who are vital to the
process; these, in turn, would suggest others.

It would be hoped that

the structure of the collectivebe fairly flexible
to provide for

new forces from without to influence the group.

This constant

renovation of the collective would help make curriculum itself
more
dynamic.

Once the collective was formed, the members would have to

decide on

a

forming

learning group in curriculum development; starting

a

course of action.

Some preliminary directions might be:
a

seminar in bilingual education; developing stable lines of communication with other parents and teachers and the larger community.

Each

of these activities would help in defining the role of the collective
as a working unit.
is an essential

participants.

This preparatory stage to curriculum development

one because it is grounded in dialogue of all the
Thus, the very structure of the group, the tasks it

sets for itself, and its political

perspective are all defined at

this stage.

Following this preliminary stage, other tasks would probably
become evident.

The first one concerns the division of labor within
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the collective.

By defining the tasks, the group would be able
to

divide the work up so that it be manageable for all concerned.
tasks might be:

Some

determining the needs of the learners; compiling data

about appropriate content; identifying community resources; developing
learning experiences inside the school and out; integrating the

curriculum areas, etc.

These are, naturally, decisions that would

have to be made by the collective.

Probably all the members would

be involved in setting the priorities, the general goals, and the

political

perspective of the curriculum.

divided as the group saw fit.
to the tenor of bilingual

The other tasks could be

It would be contradictory,

however,

curriculum collectives to divide the

tasks simply along professional /community lines.

It is hoped,

for

example, that teachers might be involved in identifying community

resources and parents in compiling content data.

In any event,

to

eliminate the reinforcement of old stereotypes and to promote growth
of all

concerned,

a

rotating division of labor would be ideal.

The implementation of the curriculum, although largely in the
hands of teachers, could also be influenced by the collective.

For

example, ongoing meetings between the curriculum collective and

other parents and bilingual teachers could be set up to compare and
evaluate objectives, content, and materials.

These meetings would

also help determine the extent to which the general goals of the
school

are being met and the integration

to grade.

of curriculum from grade

The role of the other parents and teachers would be

a

orders.
fundamental one, for they would not simply be carrying out
the curriculum
Rather, they would be interacting with and influencing
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collective which, after all, would be
responsible to the larger

community of parents and teachers.

Thus, the process would be

a

reciprocal one.
How would curriculum be evaluated in

structure? Because it would be

as well

school with this

dynamic curriculum, the assessment

a

would have to be an on-going endeavor, even
process.

a

a

built-in day-to-day

Thus, in teacher meetings with the curriculum
collective
as

in

community meetings with the curriculum collective,

information would be exchanged that would shape the emerging
curriculum.
No

curricular decisions could be made without this evaluation because

it would prove static and thus counter to the very nature of
the

proposed curriculum for bilingual classrooms.

Naturally, this kind

of on-going evaluation of content and outcomes is

one than simply administering

a

pre-test and

a

a

far more difficult

post-test.

At the same

time, it is far more relevant to the nature of the curriculum

collective and to effective emerging curriculum decisions that make
schools more responsive to people.
In

terms of evaluation of the bilingual curriculum collective

itself, what is proposed here is

a

process of constant criticism and

analysis to determine growth and development of the group as well as to

determine the effectiveness of the methods followed.

This would

ensure that assessment of the bilingual curriculum collective be an

on-going venture and an ever-perfectibl

e one.

At the same time, the

critical consciousness of all members of the collective would be

developed through this process.

The Curriculum Collective,
as proposed here, would
be both a
culmination and a beginning.
It would be the last in
a series of
steps to ensure meaningful involvement
in curriculum decision-making
by Puerto Rican parents.

At the same time, it would mark
the beginning

of consistent and on-going work
by those who have traditionally
been
denied access to the schools.
This chapter has focused on procedures
for relating to Puerto

Rican parents in schools.

The first set of procedures were designed

to elicit specific information about
the school

curriculum and about

ohe learning needs of their children from
parents.

questionnaire and
described ways

m

a

parent interview.

a

Rican parents in

These included ways of disseminating

information to parents as well as
In the

These were

The second set of procedures

which to actually involve Puerto

curriculum decision-making.

Collective.
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a

description of the Curriculum

following chapter, the field-testing of one of

these procedures, the questionnaire, will be described.

CHAPTER

IV

INTRODUCTION
The following chapter will

report in detail the results of the

field-testing of the questionnaire described
in Chapter

—

an<^

App e ndix B).

3

(CF. Appendix

These results will be of two types: first,
the

actual analysis of the data collected through
the questionnaire; and

second, those results which will help in giving
direction to changing
the instrument and/or the procedures followed in
administering it.

Of the procedures developed in Chapter 3, only
the questionnaire

was chosen for field-testing.
In the

There are several reasons for this.

first place, because the results of the questionnaire would

provide schools with valuable information in attempting to become

responsive to their Puerto Rican youngsters, only schools which have

committed themselves to working with Puerto Rican parents should

undertake it.

Thus, the results pointed out here would indicate what

such an intial commitment would entail.

described in Chapter

3

Secondly, the other procedures

can easily be carried out once the results

of the questionnaire are known.

The questionnaire was thus chosen not

only as an initial procedure in involving Puerto Rican parents in

decision-making, but also as
First,
be described.

a

a

crucial

step in that process.

scenario of what an ideal situation would be like will
This scenario will be used asa yardstick by which to
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measure the results of the questionnaire
in two settings.
small

Western Massachusetts city and the other
is

chusetts college town.

One

is a

Western Massa-

a

Each of these locales will be described
in

terms of Puerto Rican population and the
history of cooperation or
lack of it between the community and the
schools.

The procedures for

field-testing as well as the conditions under which
field-testing took
place will be defined.

Finally, the results of the field-testing will

be enumerated and analyzed.

I.

SCENARIO
The questionnaire developed in Chapter 3 attempts to determine

the responsiveness of the school to Puerto Rican parents in five

distinct areas:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Linguistic responsiveness
Cul tural responsiveness
Curriculum adaptability
Resource ,availabil ity
Responsiveness to parents

A school which makes an effort to respond to only one of these needs
or one which attempts to respond in only

responsive to the total child.

a

superficial way is not

On the other hand,

school which

a

attempts to include all of these considerations in planning its
instructional program is responding to the child as

a

complex of

abilities and needs and is thus more able to provide

a

meaningful

education.

Naturally, no school can provide for every child in every way.

Constraints of resources, personnel, and time limit the possibility
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of dealing with all cultural groups so
completely.

what follows is
model

a

Neveretheless,

scenario of an ideal situation and wil

for other schools to follow.

It will

1

serve as

also be useful as

a

a

comparison with our real-life situations to be
described later

in

this

chapter.
In

describing our scenario, the variables cited above will
be

used as a point of departure for

a

description of the school's

responsiveness to several aspects of needs of Puerto Rican children
and their parents.

A.

LINGUISTIC RESPONSIVENESS
A linguistically responsive school will

the child's first language.

Recognizing that

speaking child comes to school with

enthusi^ical ly accept
a

Puerto Rican Spanish-

wealth of experiences and per-

a

ceptions which have been developed in Spanish, such

a

school would

attempt to build on these early experiences by using the child's first
language wherever possible. Although
ideal manifestation of

a

a

bilingual

program' would be the

linguistically responsive school, other

aspects of the school's environment would be just as important.
in such a school,

Thus,

teachers other than the bilingual teachers would

speak Spanish or would at least be learning to speak it.

Children

would be allowed and even encouraged to speak Spanish, not only during
recess or lunchtime, but also during class time.

The school, to

demonstrate the value it placed on the language of the children,
would offer Spanish as an academic subject to other youngsters
school.

in the

And, finally, the linguistic responsiveness of the school

would best be seen in the progress of the
Puerto Rican children themselves; if the children enjoy Spanish, do well

in

it,
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relish the

opportunity to study it as well as to speak it, and
finally, feel
proud of their language and the culture it represents,
the school can
be said to be linguistically responsive.

B.

CULTURAL RESPONSIVENESS
A school which is culturally responsive will

try to include as

much of the cultural values and life-styles of the children as it can
in the general

environment, instructional methods, and personal

interaction of teacher and students.

This necessitates, first of all,

providing in-service training and other opportunities for the
personnel to initially become aware of and interested in the culture
of the children.

After this preliminary introduction, teachers and

other personnel would demonstrate their cultural sensitivity by not
imposing their own ethnocentric values on the students.

Thus, the

way in which children show respect, love, and obligation would be
accepted.

In

addition, the child-rearing practices and values of the

parents would be respected and used as
home-school relationships.

a

bridge to build more solid

Finally, the respect of teachers for the

culture of their students would be evident in the arrangement,

decoration, and general environment of the classroom.

This would be

so not only during "Puerto Rican History Week," but throughout the

year.
At this point, it is helpful
a

to turn to

researcher by the name if Isais calls

a

a

description of what

"home-school

linkage program.

1
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In

describing this program, he also touches on
some important

characteri sties of what would be considered here

a

culturally

responsive school:

Understanding and respect for cultural differences
and similarities between the two cultures will
lead
to a number of positive effects. For the learner
the
process of schooling is placed within his/her cultural
world.
The human interaction of both worlds enhances
a more positive view of the school culture and
the
home culture.
The family and community continue to be
environments where legitimate knowledge is being
transmitted.
The role of teacher takes an interesting
redirection. The teacher is transformed from a conveyor
of alien knowledge and authority to a sharer in the
process of learning.
The teacher participates in the
discovery of the home/community culture.
_

C.

CURRICULUM RESPONSIVENESS
The curriculum of

youngsters would be

a

a

school

responsive to Puerto Rican

flexible, dynamic, and emergent one.

Those

historical, cultural, and everyday realities of the Puerto Rican

experience, both here and in Puerto Rico, would form an integral part
of the curriculum.

Thus, the children would not only be exposed to

Puerto Rican history a few days

a

year, but throughout the year.

Rican culture would not be relegated to

once

a

year or

be an on-going,

a

a

meal

Puerto

cooked by the parents

short story of the Three Kings on Christmas, but would

in-depth study of the cultural values of

throughout their history.

Children in such

a

a

people

school, both Puerto

Rican and non-Puerto Rican, would be able to speak confidently about

major events and people in Puerto Rican history.
children would demonstrate

a

Most of all, the

sense of pride in their Puerto Rican

heritage and an eagerness to share their knowledge with children of

other backgrounds.
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D-

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY
A school which is responsive to Puerto
Rican children would

make every effort to provide adequate
resources both in the classroom and in the school

in general.

These would include, for example,

quality books reflective of the background of
the children as well
as films and slides of the island and of
the children's experiences
in the United States.

Spanish-speaking aides would be hired as

visible link between the home and the school.

Most of the schools'

commitment in terms of resources, however, would entail
cost.

a

a

negligible

These would include inviting people from the community to

share their talents and their experiences with the children; school
trips which would enhance the children's knowledge of their history
or culture; exhibits or bulletin boards in the halls which explain
or describe an aspect of Puerto Rican history; special programs or
cultural events open to the students, teachers, and parents; and
so on.

E.

RESPONSIVENESS TO PARENTS
A school

responsive to parents would at all times attempt to

include the parents in any decisions affecting the education of their
children.

These would include school meetings, meetings with

counselors and teachers, as well as decisions affecting the
educational materials used by the children and the school curriculum.
At the same time, such

a

school would do this with the culture and

experiences of the parents in mind.

For example, teachers would

not only call parents in when their children were misbehaving, but also

.
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when they were progressing.

In

addition, Puerto Rican parents would

be treated with the respect they expect.

Finally, Puerto Rican parents

would be encouraged to take an ever greater role
in all school matters.
Returning to Isais, in his paper for the Cross-Cultural

Resource Center (1978), the author proposed that certain
assumptions

must be accepted by school personnel if there is to be
learning environment.

total

a

Because these assumptions concern the role of

parents and community and are particularly relevant in terms of the

present discussion, they will be cited here.

According to Isais, parents and community must be viewed as:
1.

equal

in status to the teachers as conveyors of

knowl edge
2.

legitimate contributors to the schooling process

3.

instructional and cultural resource personnel in

teaching cultural content and learning styles of

children for the classroom teacher
4.

cultural

transmitters

5.

cultural

innovators

6.

both cultural and political brokers

7.

participants of Advisory Boards

8.

evaluators, monitors, and researchers.

Only when

a

school

accepts all of these assumptions as

a

first step

can it be said to be responsive to the parents of the children being

served by the school
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF TWO COMMUNITIES
Two different settings were chosen for
the field-testing of the

parent questionnaire. The two, which will
be described below, are

quite different in population, background,
and programs with respect
to the Puerto Rican community.

They were chosen precisely for this

reason, both to investigate the validity of the
instrument and to

compare the strengths and weaknesses of each setting for
parental
involvement.

A.

Countyville
Countyvil 1 e is a small city in Western Massachusetts.

Its

population is approximately 32,000, almost 1,000 of whom are Puerto
Rican.

2

Of these, over a hundred are in the public schools.

Approximately forty families have children
Originally
city with

a

a

mill

financial

in the schools.

town, Countyville is now

base that is quite diverse,

bustling

a

small

a

well-known college,

many small businesses, some agriculture, and some manufacturing.

The

majority of the population is middle-class or working-class.
Although

a

handful of Puerto Ricans settled here over fifteen

years ago, it was not until the late 60s that the population started
to grow.

They came first as seasonal farm workers, contracted

directly through Puerto Rico.
island after the summer months.

The great majority returned to the
Some, however, stayed.

Now that

direct contracting through Puerto Rico has come to an end, the influx
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of Puerto Ricans during the
season has gone down to

a

trickle.

Nevertheless, there is now migration
from New York City as well as
from the bigger cities in
Connecticut and Massachusetts to
Countyville. Basically, the migrants
are looking for a small city in
which
to settle and educate their
children.

When it became apparent that Puerto
Rican youngsters were

experiencing
a

bilingual

Bilingual

a

great deal of difficulty in English-speaking
classes,

program was initiated, in compliance with Law
71a, the

Education Law of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

program, however, has not had

a

The

great deal of support either from the

parents or from the school personnel

in general.

School

people tend

to think it provides special treatment to children who
should learn

"the hard way," like everybody else.

Parents, on the other hand, are

dissatisfied because the program has tended to emphasize English,
has received few resources, has not consulted parents on major issues,

and has not demonstrated that their children have progressed academi-

cally in either language.

They are, in

a

word, dissatisfied not with

the aims of the program, but with its administration.

The PAC (Parent Advisory Council) of Puerto Rican parents,

group existing on paper until
active.
a

a

a

year ago, has now become much more

They have held weekly meetings for several months, have held

number of meetings with the superintendent, and have made their

dissatisfaction known to the School Committee.
filed

a

In

addition, they have

complaint with the OCR (Office of Civil Rights) claiming that

their children are being denied their civil rights because the
bilingual program is so poor.

An investigation is currently underway.
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B.

COLLEGEVILLE

Collegeville is

a

small

town in Western Massachusetts with

resident community of approximately 22, 000.

3

a

This number swells to

over 30,000 during the school months when
students go to one of three

colleges in town.

The Puerto Rican population probably varies from

200 to 600, depending on the time of year. 4

Although the majority are

undergraduate students living on campus, quite

a

few are graduate

students and the remainder are college faculty and staff as well
as

married undergraduate students with children.

During the school

months, there are some thirty Puerto Rican or other Hispanic children
in the elementary schools of the area from twenty-four families.

of their parents are students.

Most

Thus, the Puerto Rican population in

Collegeville

is

highly educated and tends to come from the upper

middle-class

in

Puerto Rico or upwardly mobile working-class from

New York and other urban ghettoes.

This is in sharp contrast to the

Puerto Rican community in Countyville, which is primarily working
class and has had little formal schooling.

Although the majority of Puerto Rican children attending

elementary schools in Collegeville speak some English, their parents
have recently become disheartened and upset with the fact that they
are fast losing whatever Spanish they know as well as whatever ties

they have to their cultural background.
took

a

For this reason, they under-

dialogue with the school system to provide some sort of

cul tural /I anguage enrichment for their children within the regular

school

program.

population.

They first did

a

survey of the Spanish-speaking

When it became clear that a majority favored this type of
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program, the parent leaders took their
proposal to the school.

The

response, all the way to the superintendent's
office, was quite
positive.

It was not until

the proposal came-up for

a

vote at the

monthly school committee meeting that it
was surprisingly and
decisively defeated.
The parents are filing suit with several
state agencies and are
still attempting to begin some sort of program
within the lab school

of one of the colleges of the area.

The decision of the school board

has been both a source of anger and a rallying point
to organize

parents.
From the foregoing, it is apparent that Countyville and

Collegeville have very different Puerto Rican communities
education, housing, and jobs.

in terms of

Income, however, is probably not very

different, for although those in Collegeville are highly schooled,
they are for the most part students living on loans, teaching
assi stantshi ps

,

and the like.

Nevertheless, both communities are

faced with school systems that tend to be unaware of or unwilling
to accommodate the needs of Puerto Rican children.

one of the locales has

a

And, although

bilingual program, it is the source of

great dissatisfaction on the part of the parents.
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III.

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD-TESTING
PROCEDURES
The actual field-testing of the
instrument took place in the
summer of 1978.
In Countyville, the first
group of respondents was
the PAC, al 1 of whom have children
in the Bilingual Program.
Sub-

sequently, other Puerto Rican parents in
two housing developments were
given the questionnaire.

The questionnaire was, in most cases, read

like an interview and parents were asked
to answer "Agree," "Disagree,"

or "Don't Know."

This was done, first, to clear up any confusion

concerning the questions, and secondly, to avoid
non-comprehension by
those with little or no reading skills.

The questioner indicated on

each instrument whether or not the respondent had children
in the

Bilingual Program.

All

of the questionnaires in Countyville were

conducted in Spanish.

According to the most recent census by the PAC (1978; CF.
Bibl iography)

,

there are forty Puerto Rican parents with children in

the public schools of Countyville.

There is no clear indication,

however, of the exact number of families with children only in the

elementary schools.

Because the census also indicates that there

are thirty-three children between the ages of five and ten, the

researcher concluded that there were probably between twenty-three and
twenty-seven families with children in elementary schools (thus

accounting for two or more children in some families).

Of this number,

the researcher was able to give the questionnaires to nineteen

families.

Because the community was thoroughly canvassed and because

,

.
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the questionnaire was conducted
by the researcher on the
spot, the
rate of return was 100%.

The percentage of completed
questionnaires

for the entire sample was therefore
between 60-75%.
In

Collegeville, there was no school census
available because

there is no PAC or no Bilingual program.

However, the group of

coordinating parents which had conducted the
preliminary survey in
the fall of 1978 (CF.
had done

a

SURVEY OF HISPANIC FAMILIES

IN

COLLEGEVILLE)

thorough job of locating all the Spanish-speaking
parents

with elementary school-age children in the area.

The number of

families in the sample in Collegeville was twenty- four.
The field-testing in Collegeville also took place during the

summer of 1978.

All

respondents were contacted directly, usually in

person at their place of work (one of the colleges) or at home.

In

the case of Collegeville, the questionnaires were simply handed

over to the respondents, who were asked to fill them out by following
the written instructions.

responded.

Thirteen families were contacted.

All

Thus, the rate of return was also 100% in this case.

50% of the entire sample completed the questionnaire.

Over

Approximately

three-quarters of those responding did so in Spanish; the remainder
used the English version of the questionnaire.

IV

SCORING PROCEDURES
A score for each of the five variables will

be taken.

The

number of correct responses in each variable will be the actual
score.

The key for scoring can be found in APPENDIX

questionnai re)

B

(revised
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V.

RESULTS OF FIELD-TESTING
This section will

report on the results of the
field-testing

of the parent questionnaire.

These results will be of two
types.

The first will be the actual data
collected through the questionnaire.
Each of the two communities will
be reported on separately.

Later,

these results will be compared.
The second type of result will center
on ways of perfecting the

instrument and the procedures used in
administering it.

These

results will have come from any problems
that are immediately apparent
in the data as well

as through observation and participation
of the

researcher in the actual administration of the
questionnaire.

A.

DATA ANALYSIS
I

.

Countyville

When the scores of all nineteen respondents in Countyville

were averaged, not one variable had
on the part of the school.

a

score indicating responsiveness

According to the data, only one variable

had a mean score of over three points (cultural

responsiveness).

The lowest score was 2.3 (curriculum adaptability).
of

a

possible ten.

50 points.

These were out

The mean total score was 13.8 out of

(See Chart #1, p.

156.)

a

possible
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CHART

KEY

:

1:

Countyville

M = Mode
R =

Range

cc

o
o

ness

ness

lity

lity

Parents

M=4

M=6

M=2

M=2

M=2

R=0-6

R=0-8

R=0-7

R= 1-8

R=0-9
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Needless to say, as perceived by the parents,
the schools

of

Countyvil 1 e are not responding to the needs of
Puerto Rican children
in any meaningful

way.

In fact,

the data would indicate that they are

actually neglecting these needs.

Within this broad framework, some

interesting patterns emerge.
First of all, the schools of Countyville, while rated poorly on
all

the variables developed in the questionnaire, seem to respond

more to the cultural needs of the children than to any other.

In

fact, questions #13 and 15 (with 12 and 13 correct answers respectively

out of 19) are close to unanimous in the affirmative.

This may be

because either the school has adapted its behavior in recognizing the

culture of the children or because the school has always stressed
these same values, with Puerto Rican as well as non-Puerto Rican

youngsters.

It seems then that, at least according to the perceptions

of the parents

,

the school

s

emphasize collectivity and respect, two

of the values usually emphasized as well by Puerto Rican parents.

finding came as

a

This

surprise because it had been assumed that cultural

responsiveness would fare worse than the other variables.
The next variable, curriculum adaptability, was no surprise at
all.

The mean score was 2.3, the lowest of all the variables.

#23, 27, and 29 scored the most poorly (2, 1, and 2).

clear
in

that parents believe the school

Questions

It is thus

is doing practically nothing

adapting its curriculum to reflect the history and culture of

Puerto Rican children.
two reasons.

This is

a

particularly important finding for

First, the emphasis of the present study is specifically
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the role of the parents in curriculum change.

Thus, it is evident

that this focus is indeed on target, for it is the area
in which most

attention is needed.
provide

a

Secondly, it is an area where parents can

great deal of direction because of their background and

experiences.
In fact,

more

a

the only high scores in this variable are probably

result of the work parents have done with chi 1 dren than the

work the school has done.

Question #25, for example ("My child some-

times takes objects from Puerto Rico to share with the other children
in the classroom")

implies that parents make an effort to bring some

aspect of their culture into the classroom.

Likewise, #28 ("My child

recognizes the major symbols of Puerto Rico"), while it may reflect
work on the part of the school, may also reflect previous work done by
the parents.

As

a

matter of fact, quite

a

number of parents madeit

clear, during the administration of the questionnaire, that if it

were not for them, their children would not even know what the Puerto
Rican flag looked like.

Although all of the other variables had very low scores, some
questions had either very high or even lower scores. Those not already

mentioned will be analyzed below.
First is question #4, which had 16 out of
of the teachers in this school

a

possible 19 ("Some

speak Spanish to my child").

This can

be easily explained bythe fact that fifteen children are in the

bilingual program where they are indeed supposed to receive instruction
in Spanish.
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Another question with

a

high score

Spanish-speaking aides in this school").
aware that there was

a

bilingual classrooms.

affirmative.

was #36 ("There are

Most of the parents were

Puerto Rican paraprofessional

in one of the

Because of this, thirteen answered in the

Many were quick to point out, however,
that there was

only one, and there was

a

great need for more.

particularly evident in terms of

a

This need is

community liaison (the only aide

works in the classroom, not in the community).

Question #47, with 17, had the highest score of all the

questions ("Parents can visit classrooms at any time to see their
child's progress in school").

It seems that the parents were almost

unanimous in their awareness of the school's accessibility to parents.
In

spite of this, variable #5 ended up with

a

dismal

score of 2.5.

This would seem to indicate that permitting parents to visit the
school at any time is simply not enough.

It

would seem that the school

must open up for more concrete purposes (as outlined in the other

questions of variable #5) in order to become more responsive to
parents.

only

a

Accessibility to the school, while important, seems to be

first step.
On the other extreme of scores, there were many questions

which received only two points or lower.
areas in which the school
Rican children.
38,

is

These would indicate those

most unresponsive to the needs of Puerto

Questions which scored two were #2,

6,

23,

29,

and 50. The questions which scored even lower than two will

analyzed below.

31,

be

32,

.

-
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Question #7 ("In this school, they have
signs in Spanish
offices and in the hallways") scored one
point.

most

in

This researcher has

confirmed the same observation through
experiences in the Countyville
schools.

The sole respondent who answered in the
affirmative was

respondent #18, who scored correctly more than
twice as often as
the average score (more will be said about this
particular respondent
later)
"In this school, they sometimes serve Puerto Rican

cafeteria" (#20) likewise scored one point.

food in the

Again, respondent 18 was

the sole exception. Here again, the researcher has never seen evidence

of Puerto Rican food being served in the lunchrooms.

As a possible

explanation, the respondent who answered in the affirmative may have

considered rice, salad, and other generally common foods to be Puerto
Rican, although they may not be prepared in the Puerto Rican way.

Question #27 ("In this school, they teach Puerto Rican history
and culture on other days also") also scored one point.

seem to suggest that, although

contain

a

a

bilingual

This would

program is supposed to

strong cultural component, and although most of these

parents have children in the bilingual program, very little if anything
is

being done to teach the children their culture and history.*

Need-

less to say, the Puerto Rican children who are not in the bilingual

program are receiving even less instruction in this area.

This

observation is confirmed by the results of #30 ("My child can name
some important historical events in Puerto Rican history").

Not one

parent could answer in the affirmative.
*However, there may have been some confusion about this
particular item (CF., p .194 )
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Although question #37 ("Some of the
textbooks in my child's

classroom are about Puerto Rican history")
only scored one point, it
is

also evident that many parents were
unaware of the actual materials

in use in the classroom.

Because of this, fully eight respondents

of the nineteen answered "Don't Know."

Thus, it is not clear whether

this is a completely unresponsive area or
whether the parents simply

did not know.

Even in the latter case, however, the school
must be held

accountable for not having made this information available
to the
parents.
Not one of the respondents reported that his or her child had

ever seen or participated in an assembly program about Puerto Rican
people (#40).

presentations.

In fact,

many of the parents expressed interest

in such

Because it was clear that many of them would participate

enthusiastically in such programs, this would probably be

a

good

mechanism for schools to use to initially involve the parents

in their

children's education.
Only one parent reported that the school held workshops on

curriculum for the parents (#46).

Again, this was respondent 18.

However, this researcher never saw nor heard of any such workshops in
any of the schools in Countyville.
Finally, the score for question #48

(

"Parents are hardly ever

asked to review books and other materials that they think would be
good for their children") was zero.

This probably reflects the fact

that the parents of the PAC, several months before, had on their own

initiative reviewed and recommended materials for the bilingual program.
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The school

reacted slowly and grudgingly
in purchasing some of
these

materials.

The parents thus became acutely
aware of two things:

first, the school did not have
any inclination to initiate
this

process; and second, that even if
parents did review materials on
their
own, the reaction of the school
was a negative one.
The spread of scores provides an
interesting contrast. Although

scores ranged from a low of four to
all

a

high of thirty-one, the mean of

the scores, 13.8, is much closer to the
former.

factors which could help explain these differences.
a

score of four, does not have

Thus,

(s )he

had

a

a

There are several

Respondent 10, with

child in the bilingual program.

score of zero on variable #1 (linguistic responsive-

ness), whereas the mean score for this variable for parents
with children
in the bilingual

program was slightly higher than that for parents with

no children in the program (see Chart #3).

For this reason also, the

child probably would not be exposed to anything having to do with Puerto
Rican history and culture, which presumably is covered in the bilingual
program.

For this parent, the school

is

virtually completely un-

responsive to the needs of Puerto Rican children.

Respondent 18, on the other hand, with
provides

a

sharp contrast.

a

score of thirty-one,

This respondent is also in the minority,

having no child in the bilingual program.

Nevertheless, the score

outdistances any other, the next closest being twenty-one.
for this deviation is

a

mystery.

Several

What accounts

hypotheses will be mentioned.

Respondents 17, 18, and 19 were interviewed by an association
of this researcher.

This associate may have given the questionnaire

to the respondents without readingit to him/her, thus creating the
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possibility of miscomprehension on the part of
the respondent.

Another

possible theory is that this respondent did not
understand the directions,
thus choosing the answers that (s)he thought would
describe an ideal
school.

And, finally, the respondent may simply be out of
sync with

the rest of the community and may sincerely believe that
the school
is

responding well to the needs of Puerto Rican youngsters.
The responses of parents in the PAC (Parents Advisory Council)

and those not in the PAC also present some interesting differences

(Chart #2,

p. 164)

.

To understand these differences, it is first

necessary to have some background of the Countyville Bilingual PAC.
Before 1977, the PAC had existed largely on paper.

It was at

that time that several community workers began organizing some of the

Puerto Rican parents in

a

more cohesive way.

September, 1977 saw the

beginning of weekly meetings which were held to discuss the bilingual
program, make suggestions to the school system, and generally to become involved in the schools.

different activities:

These meetings centered on many

reviewing and recommending materials; inviting

guests from other communities; visiting bilingual programs in other

cities and towns; and meeting with school personnel.
parents became involved in the schools.

In a

word,

This involvement, although

mostly peripheral, helped the parents become aware of the responses
of the school

system to pressure.

resisted any attempt to change.
this resistance.

It

In

almost all cases, the school

Parents were met at every step with

is not surprising then,

that these parents should

react quite differently to the questionnaire than those parents who

were not involved in the PAC.
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CHART

2:

COMPARISON BETWEEN COUNTYVILLE PARENTS
AND PARENTS NOT IN PAC

IN

PAC

Parents not in PAC

Parents in PAC

M=Mode
R=Range

LU
Cd

o
o
m

ness

ness

ty

ability

Parents

M=2
R=1 -6

M=2
R= 1-3

M=2
R=0-3

M=1 -2
R= 1-2

M=1
R= 1 -2

M=4
R=0-6

M=6
R=0-8

M=2

M=3
R=l-8

M=3
R=0-9

R= 1-7
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The most striking differences
between the two groups are found
in

variables

2

(responsiveness to culture) and

4

(resource availability),

where the non-PAC group scored at least
twice as high as the PAC group.
There are some instances where this can
be easily explained.

Question

34, for example, concerns the availability
of books about Puerto Rican

people in the school.

All

PAC members asserted that these were unavail-

able, while five of the remaining thirteen
respondents claimed they

were available.

Since the PAC had been involved in reviewing and

ordering materials and also has much more contact with the
schools,
it is safe to assume that they would be closer to the
truth on this

particular item.

Nevertheless, the opposite holds true for #39.

Fully

eight of the non-PAC respondents claimed that their children had

brought home books in Spanish from the school.
claims the same.

Only one PAC member

The library does indeed have some books in Spanish;

however, the number is so low that most people are unaware of them or

consider them to be insignificant.
Question #12 ("My child has been punished for cheating when
(s)he has been working together with other children"), also deserves

some mention.

Not one of the PAC parents answered correctly, while five

of the remaining thirteen non-PAC parents did.

However, it is

interesting to note that of the six PAC respondents, five answered
"Don't Know" to this question.

It

would seem that these particular

parents, having haa much more experience with the school, are skeptical
of its claim to treat all

children fairly.

The non-PAC parents, on the

other hand, seem willing to give the school the benefit of the doubt
or to place greater faith in the good will of school

personnel.

The
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same can be said of Questions
#13, 14, 15, and 16, all of which
concern
the schools' treatment of Puerto
Rican children or parents.
In all of

these cases, the non-PAC parents scored
much higher.

Chart #2 also illustrates marked differences
in most of the other
variables.

Question #44, concerning responsiveness to
parents,

good illustration.
school

is a

Whereas only three of the PAC parents said that
the

lets them know when their child is doing well

(and,

in fact,

one

of these three classified his/her answer by writing
in the column,

"Sometimes"), seven of the non-PAC parents claim this is the
case.
Again, these parents seem to accept the "modus operandi" of the
school

much more than the PAC group, who generally would like more information
and reports on their children, not only at report card time.

The only variable which is not markedly different in the two

groups is linguistic responsiveness. This is probably because all of
the PAC parents have children in the bilingual
feel

that if the school

all, it is in language.

is

program and therefore

dealing with the needs of

t Ji sir

children at

This responsiveness, however, is also minimal.

Probably what can be said about the differences between the two
groups is that the PAC parents, through their involvement with the
schools, have become more frustrated and alienated than those parents

who have had no contact with the school.

At the same time, they expect

more commitment and responsiveness on the part of the school.

It

shoul d be cautioned in reading the data, however, that neither group of

parents sees the school system as responsive to the needs of its
children.

The highest score of all

is

4.2, hardly a ringing endorse-
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ment of the school.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to see how
even

this perception of minimal

responsiveness diminishes markedly once

parents have to deal directly with the school
system.

Some might even

infer from this that the way to ensure
non-participation on the part
of parents is to involve them in the school!

This researcher, however, feels that the continuous
frustrations

encountered by parents in this particular school system were
the cause
of their alienation.

enough.

Once again, it is clear that involvement is not

If the school

does not do its part in terms of facilitating

genuine involvement, the parents will probably become more alienated
and more negative about the school and their role in it.

This is not

to say, of course, that alienation and frustration are not effective

organizing tools.

In fact they often are,

strong organization,
involved.

especially if there is

controversial issue, and

a

a

a

large mass of people

This is what often happened during the community control

controversies of the '60s.

However, if we

are concerned with

seeking long-term, sustained, and significant involvement on the part
of the parents, it becomes clear that the school must play an important

and often catalytic part in this process.

Chart

#3

(

p

.1

68

)

compares the responses of parents with children

in the bilingual

program with those of parents who do not have children

in the bilingual

program.

If the school

is doing

its job,

these

scores should be quite different because bilingual classes are presumably

better able to respond to the needs of Puerto Rican children.
ly, this was not the case.

the opposite held true.

In fact,

Unfortunate-

in three of the five variables,

That is, parents with children in bilingual
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classes scored even lower than those who
had no children in the
bilingual program. Nevertheless, these
comments must be tempered with

caution because the number of respondents
who do not have children in
the bilingual

program is so small

(four).

The only educationally significant differences
can be found in

variable #2 (cultural responsiveness), although
variables #4 (resource
availability) and

5

(responsiveness to parents) also provide some good

contrasts.
In terms of the

school's responsiveness to the culture of the

children, the hypothesis that the school is dealing more effectively

with the children in the bilingual program holds true.

The score for

parents with children in the bilingual program is almost double what
it is for children not in the bilingual

program.

This is especially true

for questions 14 and 15 both of which concern the treatment of parents

or children when school

is

missed because of family obligations.

Variable 4 (resource availability) provides

a

surprise, although

the scores are not markedly different (3.2 and 2.3).

Here, the parents

who do not have children in the bilingual program perceived that the
school

providedmore resources than parents with children

bilingual program.

in the

This perception may be due to the fact that they

are outsiders looking into what seems

a

wealth of resources in the

bilingual classes (while their children have none of these resources).

Parents with children in the bilingual program, however, are probably

more aware of the reality of the bilingual program and thus respond
little more negatively.

a

s
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Variable

concerns the school

5

1

responsiveness to parents.

Once

again, those parents with children in the
bilingual program scored

almost

a

point lower than parents who have no children
in the program.

While bilingual education as

a

movement has always held one of its major

objectives to be involving the parents in school matters,
the opposite
seems to have occurred in Countyville.
the bilingual

Parents who have children in

program perceive the school to be even more unresponsive

to their children.

Two points about the findings in Chart #3 must be reiterated.
In

the first place, the number of respondents who do not have children

in the bilngual

program is very small.

clusions can be reached.

Thus, no hard and fast con-

Secondly, although there

may be some

differences between the scores of the two groups, the fact remains that
parents in all groups (PAC, non-PAC, in bilingual program, not in
bilingual

program) perceive the school as almost totally unresponsive

to the needs of their children.

From our analysis of the data in Countyville, the findings can
be summarized as follows:
1.

The general consensus of the Puerto Rican parents of County-

ville is that the schools are virtually unresponsive to
the needs of their children.
low.

All

scores were extremely

The mean of scores for all variables is between 2.3

and 3.5, out of

a

possible 10.

The spreadof total

scores

score of 13.8, out

was between 4 and 31, with

a

mean total

This is

a

fairly strong indictment of

of

a

possible 50.
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the Countyville school

system in general and its bilingual

program in particular.
2.

The highest score was for the variable which measured
cultural

responsiveness.

very low (3.5).
a.

b.

3.

This score, however, was also

This higher score probably reflects either:

the school is attempting to adapt its values
and behavior to that of the Puerto Rican
community; or
these values were never very di fferent to begin
with, and Puerto Rican children are treated
the same as all other children.

Unresponsiveness was most evident in the extent to which the
schools adapt their curriculum to reflect the history and

culture of Puerto Rico.

In general,

parents felt that the

schools were doing practically nothing in terms of developing a curriculum which reflects the history, culture, and

life-styles of the Puerto Rican people.

Very few parents

could say that their children had learned anything about
4.

Puerto Rican history or culture in their classrooms.

The

only high scores in this variable are probably more reflective
of teaching done in the home and commitment on the part of

the parents than in work done by the school.

This was

a

particularly important finding because (l)it proves that the
focus of the present study (parental

involvement in

curriculum development) is indeed the crucial problem
meaningful
and (2) it is an area where parents can have very

involvement because of their background and experiences.

Although most of the respondents have children

in

the
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bilingual program, the score for linguistic
responsiveness
was very low.

This, in spite of the fact that most
said that

their children’s teacher spoke Spanish to
them (16 out of
19 affirmative).

This finding seems to highlight the fact

that providing a bilingual program per se does not
guarantee

linguistic responsiveness on the part of the school.
school

If the

does not reflect the same concern and commitment to the

language of the children as the individual classroom does,
the total effect is unresponsiveness.
5.

Almost every single parent was aware of the fact that they
could visit their children's classroom whenever they wished.
In

spite of this almost unanimous score, the variable in

which this question was placed (responsiveness to parents)
scored only 2.5.

This finding would seem to suggest that

opening the school to parental visits is far from enough.

Providing mechanisms for involving parents in more concrete
ways (meetings, workshops, review of materials, curriculum
revision, and so on) would probably go much further in making
the school more responsive to parents than simply allowing

them to visit classrooms.
6.

In all

Council

cases, the scores for parents in the Parents Advisory
(PAC) was lower, sometimes substantially so, than

for parents not involved in the PAC.

This contrast probably

reflects the frustration and alienation felt by parents who
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have attempted to have an impact in the school

in some way

only to be met with resistance on the part of
the school.
Also, because these parents probably expect more of

ment on the part of the school

a

commit-

(as a result of studying

issues in bilingual education, visiting other bilingual

programs in other cities and towns, reviewing materials,
and so on), they would tend to perceive the responsiveness
of the school

lower than other parents.

Nevertheless, the

highest score for the non-PAC group was only 4.2, thus not
providing any significant positive perception of responsiveness on the part of the school for this group either.
7.

In

general, parents who do not have children in the bi-

lingual

program perceive the school

a

little more positively

than those who have children in the bilingual program.

This

was especially true in terms of resource availability and

responsiveness to parents.

This finding would seem to

highlight the failure of the Countyville bilingual program
in two areas:

dealing with the specific needs of Puerto

Rican youngsters and involving Puerto Rican parents in
school.

Nevertheless, these findings must be treated

cautiously because of the very small number of respondents
who do not have children in the bilingual program.

8.

From the foregoing, we conclude that one-way involvement
is not enough.

That is, parents trying to penetrate an

unresponsive and inflexible school system may make some
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significant changes, but ultimately end
up frustrated and

alienated from the institution which they
are trying to
influence.

It is clear that the school

must be pressured

to respond to these needs. Once it has
begun to respond,

however, the school must take

more parents in

a

a

leading role in involving

meaningful way.

best be described as

a

This relationship can

dialectic one

in

which the two often

opposing roles of school and parents must be synthesized,
i

his in turn can only be achieved when parents can control

the educational
2.

process.

COLLEGEVILLE
The Puerto Rican parents in Col 1 egevi

1 1

e,

although very critical

of the schools in some key areas, indicated overwhelmingly that the

schools are responsive to parents.
ranged from

a

The mean scores for each variable

low of 1.5 (linguistic responsiveness) to

(responsiveness to parents) out of
scores was from 10 to 30 with

possible 50 points.

a

possible 10.

a

high of 6.7

The range of total

mean total score of 15.8, out of

a

a

The general conclusion would seem to be that the

parents perceive the schools as very unresponsive to their children's
needs, but receptive to parents.
and discussed (Cf.

Chart 4,

p

-1

7 5)

Each variable will be briefly

analyzed

-

According to the parents in Collegeville, the school is virtually

unresponsive to the linguistic needs of its children.

The lowest score

of all the variables, it seems to indicate an unwillingness on the part
of the school

to focus on ethnically and linguistically different

0
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children.
bilingual

It is evident from these scores
that the school has no

program, thus providing no institutional
support for Spanish

language study for Hispanics.
three scored zero.
(

In

my child

s

Of the ten items in variable

1

,

ful ly

These centered on the school's support of Spanish

notebook,

I

have seen

a

lot of work done in Spanish',"

"In this school, the children are encouraged to
speak Spanish whenever

they want") and Spanish for communication purposes ("In this school,
they have signs in Spanish in most offices and in the hallways").

The

irony is that in spite of this lack of support for teaching language to
the Hispanic children in the school, the school is proud of its program
to teach Spanish to non-Hispanic children.

Question #3 documents this

fact and accounts for the highest score in this variable
In terms of cultural

(7

out of 13).

responsiveness, the schools of Collegeville

scored better, although the score remains quite low (2.9).

The

parents perceive the physical environment as the most negative aspect
of the school's responsiveness to their culture.

Thus, question 19

("My child's classroom reminds me of Puerto Rico") had

a

score of zero,

as did #20 ("In this school, they sometimes serve Puerto Rican food in

the cafeteria").

Items having to do with interpersonal

relationships

between children, children and teachers, and teachers and parents,
however, scored relatively well.

These included #13 ("My child is

learning how to work collectively with other children in her/his classroom"); #15 ("My child is punished when (s)he misses school to help
out at home"), which was, with 10 out of 13 respondents answering

correctly, the highest score; #16 ("My child is punished when (s)he
is disrespectful

to anybody in school"); and #18 ("In this school.
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children are not taught to respect their teachers").

These findings

would seem to suggest that the school is sensitive
to some of the values
of the Puerto Rican family and is thus willing
to modify its behavior

somewhat.

It may also mean that the school

treats all children,

Puerto Rican and non-Puerto Rican alike, in the same way.

Nevertheless,

no concessions are made when it comes to tangible support,
that is,

the physical environment, ethnic-food in the cafeteria, and so on.
In terms of

curriculum adaptability, the parents seem to feel

that the schools of Collegeville are sometimes willing to teach the

history and culture of Puerto Rico on special days or to incorporate
into their lessons ideas suggested by parents, or objects brought to
school

by the children.

These three items thus scored highest.

Parents

also said that most of their children recognized the major symbols of
Puerto Rico.

In

many cases, this was because of non-school reasons,

that is, they learned at home or were aware of them before coming to

The poorest scores were those having to do with enrich-

this country.

ment activities ("My child has learned songs and games from Puerto
Rico during school time") and with consistent teaching of their ethnic

background ("My child has learned about Puerto Rican history in
school"; "My child has learnedabout Puerto Rican culture in school").
Item #27 with

a

score of zero ("In this school, they teach Puerto

Rican history and culture on other days also") confirms the perception
that the parents have: that is, Puerto Rican history and culture are

reserved for special days, as reminders of quaint customs and values,
and are not seen as

an

on-going part of the school curriculum.*

It. is

*However, thTs item was subsequently deleted because there was
some confusion in understanding it.
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probable, although only conjecture at
this point, that all ethnic and
cultural history is treated in the same
way by the schools, being

lumped together under the rubric of "Cul
tural Pluralism" to be brought
out on holidays only.
The schools of Collegeville scored dismal
ly in variable 4, resource

availability (1.9).

Item 32, which somewhat refers to the
physical

environment as did variable

2,

was expected to score low; it got

a

zero

("When you walk throughthis school, the Puerto Rican
presence can be
seen in many places:

on the bulletin boards, in exhibitions, and in

other articles of our culture in the halls, classrooms,
auditorium,
cafeteria, and library").

Another zero score was #38, which refers to

trips offered by the school. Two variables scored only one point:

concerning textbooks and Spanish-speaking aides.

those

On the other hand,

almost half of the respondents claimed that Puerto Ricans from the

community are sometimes asked to go in and share their experiences with
thechildren.

This would seenrto indicate that the school

use those resources readily available:

community.

parents and people from the

However, it is very rare that the school provides any other

services or resources above and beyond these.
school

is happy to

In

other words, the

has not made a conscious effort to provide Puerto Rican children

with additional resources which their parents may feel they need.
It is

in the last variable,

schools of Collegeville shine.

responsiveness to parents, that the

With

a

mean score of 6.7 and

a

mode

score of 8, it is by far the highest scoring variable. The school's

effectiveness in communicatingwith parents is particularly high.

Thus,
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three items scored 12 out of
13 ("In this school, they let me
know

when my child is doing well"; "Parents
can visit classrooms at any time
to see their child's progress in
school"; and "In this school, there

are frequent meetings wi th the parents
and teachers to discuss how our

children are doing in school and at home").
items scored below

5.

At the other end, only two

One of these ("If parents are unhappy about
how

the children are being taught, the principal

takes some action to

improve the situation") may simply reflect the fact
that most parents
have never had to resort to the principal, dealing primarily
with the

teacher to resolve any problems.

The other ("In this school, they have

workshops on curriculum for the parents") has more serious implications,
for it may mean that parents are informed and involved, but not in any

meaningful decision-making capacity.
In

general, the Puerto Ricans of Col 1 egevi lie seemto feel that

the school

responds to parents.

The glaring contradiction between this

and the other scores again points up to the fact that being responsive
to parents!

s'

simply not enough.

When this questionnaire was first

constructed, it was felt that the variables ranged from minimal re-

sponsiveness (linguistic) to maximum responsiveness (sensitivity to
parents).

Now, it seems that responsiveness to parents is not the last

step, but the first step.

In

other words, before parents can be

involved in schools in any meaningful way and before the needs of their

children can truly be met, the school must be sensitive and responsive
to parents.

school

It is only then that decisions affecting curriculum and

policy can reflect the wishes of the parents and deal with the
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needs of the children.

In the case of

Collegeville, the schools seem

to have taken this tentative first
step.

Their unwillingness to carry

this responsiveness further, particularly
in language and in resources,
seems to confi rm what many Puerto Rican
parents feel:

that is, the

schools of Collegeville are responsive to parents,
treating them all

alike and making few concessions to differences.

It is as if the

schools felt that, by treating parents or children
differently because
of their different needs, they would be unfair to
others.

However,

it is clear that Puerto Rican children have different
backgrounds,

perspectives, and needs than their non-Puerto Rican peers.

Thus,

schools cannot even begin to be effective until they first accept these

differences and then provide for them.
The findings in Collegeville can be summarized as follows:
1.

Parents in Collegeville generally perceive the schools
as unresponsive to Puerto Rican children.

score for each variable ranged from

(linguistic responsiveness) to
ness to parents).

low of 1.5

high of 6.7 (responsive-

The range of total scores was from 10

to 30, with a mean total
2.

a

a

The mean

score of 15.8.

The linguistic responsiveness of the school was dismally
low (1.5).

This may reflect the fact that there is no

bilingual program and therefore no institutional support
for the language of the children.

It may also indicate

an unwillingness on the part of the school

to treat

ethnically and linguistically minority children differently
from others.

On the other hand, non-Hispanic children are
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taught Spanish as part of the FLES program
(Foreign

Languages in the Elementary Schools). The
illogical

conclusions we must reach from this
in

is

that the schools

Collegeville value the acquisition of

a

foreign

language from scratch but do not support the maintenance
of a native language which has
3.

al

ready been mastered.

The score for cultural responsiveness was also quite low
(2.9).

Parents perceived that the schools were more

positively inclined to respond culturally in interpersonal areas, that is, relationsamong children, between

teachers and students, and between parents and teachers.
However, they indicted
cultural

the school

for its lack of

responsiveness in the physical environment.

Thus, it would seem that concrete support is not given
in responding to the cultural

needs of the children,

although moral or emotional support may be.
4.

Curriculum adaptation also scored quite low (2.8),
probably highlighting the fact that the schools are willing
to teach a smattering of the history and culture of

^

ethnically different children on holidays and for special
occasions.

This willingness, however, does not extend to

the incorporation of these into the everyday curriculum.
It is likely that all
in the same

minority ethnic groups are treated

way in the curriculum of Collegeville, but

this can only be conjectured.
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5.

According to the Puerto Rican parents of
Col legevil le,
the school

has made very little attempt to provide

appropriate resources for the needs of their children.
The score, 1.9, is one of the lowest and
probably

reflects the unwillingness on the part of the schools
to, as they see it, single out Puerto Rican children
in

their allocation of resources.

Those items which

scored lowest were those which would indicate
on the part of the school

a

commitment

to make many and varied

resources available as part of the on-going school
program; those which scored highest were those which

would indicate that the school is using to some extent
those resources which are already available or very easy
to get.
6.

The highest score in Collegeville, 6.7, reflects the
parents'
them.

perceptions of the school

's

responsiveness to

Those items which focused specifically on the school's

effectiveness in communicating with parents scored highest.
Those which centered on curriculum workshops for parents
and the responsiveness of the principal scored lowest.

The former may imply that the schools of Collegeville are

responsive to parents only as far as communicating and

disseminating information is concerned.

It may be that

these schools are not seriously interested in parental

decision-making and thus provide few mechanisms which might
foster it.
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It is clear from all

7-

the data that responsiveness
to

parents is not enough to meet
the needs of children or

involve the parents in meaningful
decision-making.
Instead of being the last in

should be the first.

a

series of steps, it

The schools of Collegeville seem

to have taken this first step.

the other variables are

a

However, the scores of

clear indication that much

more must be done for the school to be
responsive to its
Puerto Rican children.
will

not suffice.

Treating all children equally

Only when the school comes to grips

with the fact that Puerto Rican children have
some needs

which are different, and, in fact, starts to respond
to
those needs, will the perceptions of the parents change
to any considerable degree.
3.

COMPARISON OF COUNTYVILLE AND COLLEGEVILLE
This next section will compare some of the major findings in

Countyville and Collegeville.
those instances which provide

great degree of contrast.

finding (CF.

An effort will
a

be made to look at only

great degree of similarity or

a

Some hypotheses will be offered for each

Chart #5, p.184).

Before attempting to compare the two communities, however, it

must be emphasized that the numbers in both communities are limited
so that no hard and fast conclusions can be reached.

Because the

development of the instrument is at an exploratory level, it is
necessary to temper these comments with some caution.

0
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The parents of Countyville
scored slightly higher than
those
of Collegeville in three
out of five areas.
These (linguistic and
cultural responsiveness and
resource availability) probably
reflect
the fact that there is a
bilingual program in Countyville,
thus

providing
a

a

modicum of institutional support.

school with

well

a

We would tend to expect

bilingual program to be linguistically
responsive as

as culturally responsiveness.

What is surprising is not that

Countyville scored slightly higher, but
that it scored so low in spite
of the fact that it has

a

bilingual

program.

This low score is

probably some indication of the perception that
the parents have of
the quality of the program.

We should keep in mind that, despite these

slight differences in scores, the scores for all
three variables in
both communities were very low, indicating some very
basic dis-

satisfaction on the part of both groups.
The two variables where the parents of Collegeville scored

higher were curriculum adaptability and responsiveness to parents.

The

former, however, was only very slightly higher and probably does not

signify

a

at all,

it is that the school

great deal.

If anything can be said about this difference
s

of Collegeville at least make some

effort to include some aspects of the children's history and

culture in the curriculum, although it may be on

a

superficial level

The one score which is markedly different centers on responsiveness to parents.

Here, the parents of Countyville have provided

stinging indictment of the school system's lack of sensitivity to
parents, while the parents of Collegeville seem generally pleased

a
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with the efforts of the school system to respond
to their presence,
at least as a first step.

The reasons for this great difference are

not readily known, but some guesses can be ventured.

Our hypothesis concerns the social class and level of

schooling of the respondents.

Those in Countyville are solidly working

class, poorly educated, usually more recent arrivals, and with

poor command of English. School systems

a

are often insensitive to

working class and poor people, very seldom attempting to involve them
in school matters in any significant capacity.

people simply believe that people from

a

In fact,

community such as this are

incapable of contributing anything to the system.
is

many school

The irony of this

that the children from these communities are usually the ones

with the most tensions, academic as well as emotional, which would
respond well to
the home.

a

close

working relationship between the school and

The schools are therefore not only guilty of being un-

responsive to parents, but through this unresponsiveness, of not
responding to the needs of the children either.
The Puerto Rican parents in Collegeville, on the other hand,
tend to be highly educated.

Although many are from working class

backgrounds, they have usually had some experience with institutions
and are better able to negotiate within them.

This experience may

range from working within the bureaucracy to confrontation.

Thus,

these parents have developed more organizational skills and are

a

power to reckon with.
The other side of the coin, in both cases, is the school
system.

The Collegeville schools are traditionally middle and upper
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class and liberal

in their attitudes towards
parents.

They tend to

welcome parental participation, if not control,
and are seemingly
interested in attracting
educational

issues.

initiate parental

broad range of people to discuss

a

This does not mean, of course, that they

involvement, but only that they open the door.

This open door, in turn, is

a

clear message to parents that they can

work to some extent within the school system. This open
invitation,
nevertheless, is often

a

two-edged sword:

not only are parents

involved to scme:degree, but they are also given the illusion of more
power than they have and are thus effectively co-opted into the
system.

Nevertheless,
school

or

a

district.

the same cannot be said of the Countvyille

There, parents tend to be seen as either

group to be ignored in determining school policy.

true at least for the Puerto Rican community.

It

a

menace

This has been

clear then that

is

their perceptions of the school's responsiveness will be quite

different from those of their counterparts in Coll egevi lie.
of their very different scores in variable

5

In spite

the mean average score

of Collegeville was not substantially higher (15.8 for Collegeville

and 13.8 for Countyvil

1

e)

,

suggesting that there is

a

basic dis-

satisfaction with the school systems in both communities.
In

summary, it is evident from

a

comparison of the results of

the two communities that parents in both are generally dissatisfied

with the job the school system is doing.

This dissatisfaction is

apparent in both communities in every variable but one.

In

fact, the

.
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parents from these widely different communities seem to
be sending
the same message:

the schools are not dealing effectively with the

linguistic and cultural needs of their children; they are not making
any meaningful attempts to modify the curriculum to reflect the

reality of their children's lives; and, furthermore, they are not

providing many resources which would help their children fulfill their
needs.

In

addition, the school system of Countyville was blasted for

its unresponsiveness to parents.

optimism in the data:

in Col

1

Here we find the only note of

egevil

1

e,

parents indicated

a

fair

degree of satisfaction with the efforts the school system is making
to respond to parents.

However, because parents in Collegeville also

seem very dissatisfied with the school's efforts in all other areas,
we can conclude that responsiveness to parents alone is not enough
in

ensuring that children's needs are met.

B.

Perfecting the Instrument
In

attempting to perfect the parent questionnaire, two types of
look at problems which

information will be analyzed.

First, we will

actually pop out of the data.

Each of these problemmatic areas will

be reviewed.

Secondly, problems which became apparent during the

administration of the instrument will be reported.

Based on

of both of these, certain changes in the questionnaire will

a

review

be

suggested
Of the problems immediately apparent in the data, the most

pervasive one centers on the number of "Don't Know" responses.
from
Countyville, the number of "Don't Know" responses ranged

In
a

low of
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four to

a

two to

nineteen.

high of twenty-four; in Collegeville,
the range was from

naire in Countyvil

slightly to 10.8.

The mean number of these responses per
question1

e

was 10.4; in Collegeville, this number rose

(The fact that the questionnaire was administered

like an interview in Countyville, thus providing
more clarity and

direction to the respondents, no doubt is the cause of
this difference).
This means that approximately one-fifth of the answers
could not be

accurately assessed.

Nevertheless, the solution to this problem does

not seem to lie in eliminating the "Don't Know" column, for some

parents legitimately do not know some of these items and would either
leave blank or answer incorrectly, thus confusing the data.

The

answer seems to lie instead in eliminating some of those questions

which had an inordinate number of "Don't Know" responses across both
communities.

Only those items which more than one-half of the

respondents answered "Don't Know" will be discussed.
Before moving on to that, however, it is fair to say, looking
at the problem from another perspective, that the "Don't Know"

responses indeed do tell us
school.

a

lot about the responsiveness of the

As a matter of fact, they can be interpreted as an indictment

of the school

in not making

information generally available to the

publ ic.

The first question which scored

a

large number of "Don't Know"

responses across both communities was question #6 ("In this school,
some of the teachers are interested in learning Spanish").

It was

found that very few parents actually knew the answer to this and often
had to guess based on their own perceptions and attitudes.

It was thus

"

"

"
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felt by the researcher that this particular
item would best be

changed.

The new item based the answer on fact, not
on the per-

ceptions of the parents:

"In this school, there are Spanish
classes

for teachers.

Question #17 ("Other children are punished when they are
disrespectful to my child") also had
responses.

Because this is

of unless told by

tlieir

a

a

great many "Don't Know"

situation which parents cannot be aware

'children and which contains too many nuances

for most childrento perceive, this question was

el

iminated.

from the initial questionnaire was put in its place:

An item

"My child is not

encouraged to invite other members of our family into the

cl

assroom.

The final question which more than half the parents in both

communities didn't know was #34 ("The library in this school has books
about Puerto Rican people").

Although many parents in both communities

were aware of the fact that the schools had books in Spanish, they
seemed to be unaware of whether or not they had books about Puerto
This can probably be explained by the fact that books

Rican people.
in

another language are more visible.

It is also doubtful

whether

either school district informed parents about their library collection.
because this measures an important dimension of the

Nevertheless,

resources available to Puerto Rican youngsters, it should remain in
some
to

form. Again, putting it in terms of the child, we change item 34

"My child has read books about Puerto Rican people in the library

in this school
In

.

addition to these questions, there are others which had an

excessive number of "Don't Know" responses in only one of the
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communities.

Although they will not be eliminated due
to the fact

that this occurred in only one site in each
case, all of these items
will

be discussed and analyzed.

The first item in this category is question #10 ("In
this
school, the children are encouraged to speak Spanish
whenever they

want

),

to which over one-half of the parents in Countyville
answered

"Don't Know," whereas only one-third of the parents in Col 1 egevi lie
did so.

interesting to note, however, that one-fourth of the

It is

parents in Countyville answered in the affirmative, while not one

parent in Collegeville did so.

Thus, it. seems that the "Don't Know"

responses in this case can be read as "I'm not sure" on the part of

most of the parents (the fact that Countyville has

a

bilingual

program in itself should mean that the children are encouraged to
speak Spanish).

In

Collegeville, however, because there

institutional support in terms of

a

bilingual

is no

program, almost all the

parents assumed that their children were not encouraged to speak

Spanish on

consistent basis.

a

The next item in this category is #12 ("My child has been

punished for cheating when (s)he has been working together with other

children"), to which almost all of the respondents in Collegeville
answered, "Don t Know," as compared to one-third of the respondents in
'

Countyville.

The reason for this is unknown.

Perhaps it can be

explained by the fact that the parents in Collegeville, because there
is no bilingual

program, are not as involved in the schools as the

parents of Countyville,

Perhaps also it has to do with the fact that

i
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Countyvi

1 1

e the children, who

are in the bilingual program,
are

treated with more cultural sensitivity
than those in Col legevil le.
This, however, is only speculation.
Until the instrument is tested
again in settings similar to Collegeville,
the item cannot be deleted.

Question #14 ("Parents are often criticized
for keeping their

children out of school for family illness
or when their children must
help with problems in the Welfare Department
or other agencies") had
a

little over half the parents in Collegeville
responding "Don't Know"

compared with only one-fifth of those in Countyville.
Again, the
reason for this is not known, but two possibilities
can be suggested
here.

One is that these particular parents, because of their
relatively

privileged status, do not have economic problems to the same extent
as in most Puerto Rican communities; thus, many do not have to
keep

their children home from school to help out.

Another possibility is

that these parents simply do not keep their children home from
school

because their command of English is very good and they there-

fore need no interpreters in agencies.

The opposite is the case

with the parents in Countyville.
Item #45 ("If parents are unhappy about how the chilren are

being taught, the principal
also had

a

takes some action to improve the situation")

little over one-half of the parents in Collegeville answer

"Don't Know," while only one-fifth of those in Countyville did so.
At the same time, the score in Collegeville was higher (4 out of 13)
than in Countyville (3 out of 19).
to feel

that the school

is

The parents in Collegeville seem

more responsive to their needs.

Thus,
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their "Don't Know" responses can
possibly be interpreted as "I'm
not certain" or "I don't know because
I've never had the occasion to

speak to the principal about this."

The parents in Countyville,

however, seem to be much more certain, and
negative, about this

situation in their schools, even if they've never
run across

similar situation
item will

a

Because the responses were so different, the

.

be retained until

further testing is done.

To summarize, some items in the questionnaire presented

a

problem in terms of the large number of "Don't Know" responses.
has been discussed and analyzed.

Each

As a result of this analysis,

several questions were changed or eliminated.

Another problem which became apparent in the data was whether
some items really measured Puerto Rican cultural values.

These

questions have to do with respect, collective work, cooperation, and
family responsibilities (#13, 14, 15, 16, and 18).

In both

County-

ville and Collegeville these scores were relatively high compared
to other scores.

It seems fairly safe to assume,

then, that the

schools, at least on the surface, try to emphasize similar values as
those of the Puerto Rican family.

If this is

indeed so, there should

be very little alienation on both the part of the children and the

part of the parents.
It must thus

true.

give
In

a

However, it is clear that this is simply not
be assumed that there are other items which would

truer picture of the mismatch between home and school values.

addition,

a

question directly asking the parents' perceptions on this

point should be included.

The following changes were thus made:
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#13.

El

imintated.

New Item:

#17.

The people in this school
Puerto Rican culture.

respect

Previously Eliminated.
New Item:

My child is not encouraged to invite
other
members of our family into the classroom.

Another problem in the data centers on item
#26 ("In this
school, they teach Puerto Rican history and
culture only on special
days or holidays").

It

became apparent that the question was mis-

understood, for many parents in both communities answered
correctly
(

False

days!"

)

in an attempt to say "They don't even teach it
on those

Because of this confusion, the question was changed to:
"In this school, they teach Puerto Rican history and
culture on special days or holidays."

Consequently, #27 became illogical and was eliminated.
new item would only measure

a

Although the

minimal responsiveness on the part of

the school, it was preferable to the previous question which had

caused so much confusion.

In place of the previous

item, the

following was substituted:
"My child has learned something about Puerto Rican
music in this school."

The foregoing discussion has highlighted the three most

apparent problemmatic areas in the data.

These were:

the inordinate

number of "Don't Know" responses for some questions; whether or not
some items actually measured Puerto Rican cultural values and whether

certain cultural characteristics might suggest additional or different
items; and, the confusion caused by one item purporting to measure

curriculum adaptability on the part of the school.

The next section
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Will

focus on problems which became
apparent not as a result of the

data, but rather as

a

result of observation and
participation on the

part of the researcher.

The first problem concerns the way
in which the instrument

should be administered.

Originally, the questionnaire was to
be

simply handed over to parents who
would respond on their own.
created

a

This

problem, however, in Countyville, where
some of the parents

were confused by certain items and other
parents didn't understand
the questions.

In

order to alleviate the problem, those who
could

worked in small groups to help others.

In

addition, in gathering most

of the remaining questionnaires, the researcher
read the instrument to
each respondent.
been

a

Although this was time-consuming, it seems to have

much more effective way of administering the questionnaire

because it caused less confusion and less tension on the part of the
parents.
In
a

Collegeville, the researcher simply gave each respondent

questionnaire and asked him/her to complete it.

two reasons.

This was done for

First of all, there was no group meeting of parents

as there had been in Countyville, thus allowing for small

work together.

groups to

Secondly, it was felt that the parents in that

community, because of their high level of schooling, would have no

difficulty in answering the items.

This was partly true.

it became clear that the number of "Don't Know"

higher in Collegeville, was most likely

a

or confusion on the part of the parents.

However,

responses, somewhat

result of misunderstanding
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To help eliminate this problem, it is
suggested that the

instrument be either read to the respondents or
that they work to-

gether in small groups in answering

it.

In the

absence of either

of these approaches, it is recommended that the
interviewer point

out and explain beforehand certain questions which
might cause

problems, including the desirability of having as few "Don't Know"

responses as possible.

Another factor which caused

a

problem in the administration of

the instrument was the negative wording of some items.

Those which

were particularly apparent were items #11 (only in Countyvil
48.

In #11,

1

e)

,

39, and

fully one-third of the respondents in Countyville answered

correctly ("False"), although in talking with them, it became clear
that they meant the opposite.

In

fact, this researcher has

never

seen or heard of any workshops on Puerto Rican history and culture

being offered to the teachers of Countyville.

Because all three

questions were somewhat clumsy in construction due to the negative
form, they were all changed to positive statements.

This section has focused on some of the problems associated

with the administration of the instrument.

The two main problems

encountered were the method of administration and the confusion
caused by wording some items in the negative.

Each of these was

discussed and recommendations were made to help eliminate the problems
in future use of the instrument.

The revised questionnaire, re-

flecting all of the changes recommended, can be found in APPENDIX

C

.
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VI.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has reported the results of the field-testing of
the parent questionnaire developed in Chapter

these results in an appropriate framework,
ideal

3.

In

order to put

scenario of what an

a

situation would be like was described.

In

it the school was

defined according to each of the five variables which the instrument
was to measure.

Certain characteristics of

a

responsive school

*

were described in each variable.
Following the scenario was
sites.

a

description of the actual field-

Each of the two sites was described in terms of general

population, Puerto Rican community, number of Puerto Rican children
in the schools,

services provided in the schools, and the history of

cooperation or lack of it between the schools and the Puerto Rican
community.

In addition,

similarities and differences were highlighted

in both communities.

These included

Field-testing procedures were then explained.

initial contacts with respondents and the actual administration of the
both communities, over half of the total

questionnaire.

In

was contacted.

The rate of return for these was 100%.

procedure was

a

simple one:

The scoring

reporting out the number of correct

responses, both in each variable and in the questionnaire as
whole.

sample

The key for scoring can be found in APPENDIX

B

.

a
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The results of the field-testing
were reported in two stages.
First, the actual data was analyzed.

This was done for each community.

Later, the results of the two sites
were compared.

which became apparent as

a

Second, problems

result of the data or as

a

administration of the questionnaire were
reported.

result of the

This was done in

an attempt to perfect both the
instrument and the procedures in

administering it.
In

general, it is apparent that the great majority
of parents

in both Countyville and Coll egevi lie
are dissatisfied with the schools.

This is true in both cases in all variables with
the notable exception
of one:
Col

1

in terms of responsiveness to parents,

respondents in

egev ill e perceive that their schools are doing

a

good job.

Nevertheless, in every other variable, there seemed to be general

agreement that the schools were almost completely unresponsive to the
needs of Puerto Rican children.
several key points.

This finding would seem to suggest

First, responsiveness to parents is clearly not

enough in responding to the needs of children. Second, providing
bilingual

a

program per se is likewise not enough if the rest of the

institution is unaware, unresponsive, or negative.
informing parents or involving them in only

a

enough to ensure that their involvement will

children's schooling.

For example, in all

Third, simply

peripheral way is not
have any effect on their

items relating to parental

involvement in curriculum, the scores were extremely low.

Thus, it

would seem that if parents could determine the curriculum, the
education of their children would be directly and profoundly affected.

For parents, the route of
curriculum involvement and innovation
is
probably the most fruitful one
to follow in terms of making
schools
more responsive to their children.
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FOOTNOTES- -CHAPTER IV

Ra ° u
E
A Minority Perspective on a Cultural
:.^ ais :
Approach
i
to D
Parent Participation
in Bilingual Cross-Cultural Education."
j_

Sacramento, CA.: Cross Cultural Resource Center,
Calif
University, May, 1978, p. 8.

State

2

The 1970 census states that there are 144 Puerto
Ricans in the
However, the community has grown tremendously since then.
The
number cited here is an estimation by the researcher based
on
observations and on the results of the PAC census (Spring,
1978).
town.

^1975 State Census.
4

The 1970 census, which is the last time this information was
gathered, is very outdated and places the number at 70. The
estimation cited here is based on the researcher's observations and
her experiences in the Puerto Rican community of Col 1 egevil le.

CHAPTER

V

The purpose of this final chapter is twofold.
serves as

restated.

summary of the study.

a

Following,

a

First, it

The problem and the purpose are

summary of the review of literature which was

done in Chapter Two is presented.
in Chapter Three are reviewed,

All

of the procedures developed

both in method and in purpose.

Particular attention is paid to the parent questionnaire.

Finally,

the results of the field-test of the questionnaire are summarized.

The second purpose of this chapter is to make recommendations

based on the findings.

These recommendations are of three types.

first set of recommendations concern further needed research.

The

Second,

suggestions are made concerning how schools can best use the type
of information gathered from this study.

Third, recommendations are

made concerning the responsibilities of parents for communicating

with schools about the needs of their children.

I

.

SUMMARY
A.

PROBLEM AN D PURPO SE

Despite the gains of bilingual education

in

recent years,

Puerto Rican parents are still largely uninvolved in any meaningful

way in school decision-making.

This fact is

a

direct contradiction

of the very reason why so many parents and other community people

fought for and won the right to have their children educated
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a
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bilingual

setting; that is, they felt that, being
closest to their

children not only physically and emotionally
but culturally as well,
they could best determine the objectives of
their children's schooling.
This close involvement between home and school,
however, has for the

most part not occurred.

The onus must therefore fall on the schools

for failing to make a commitment to involve parents
in decision-

making.
a

The role of the school has tended to be

a

defensive one, not

catalytic one of spurring community interest and involvement.
The purpose of this study, then, was to design selected

procedures through which the school could involve Puerto Rican parents
in decision-making for bilingual

curriculum for elementary school

children.
The specific research objectives of the study were:
-to describe the influence of family environment on
achievement and intelligence
-to identify the role of Puerto Rican parents in child-

rearing
-to identify cultural characteristics that the school
should consider in relating to the Puerto Rican family
-to identify past involvement of Puerto Rican parents in
school decision-making
-to design selected procedures for obtaining information
of two types from parents:
1.

2.

perceived ways the school curriculum is
responsive or unresponsive to the needs of
Puerto Rican children.
specific information about the learning needs
of particular children.

-to design selected procedures for involving parents in
curriculum decision-making for bilingual classrooms.
-to field-test one procedure for obtaining information from,

parents

B.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A review of selected literature
was undertaken in order to

provide

a

rationale for the involvement of Puerto
Rican parents in

curriculum decision-making in bilingual
programs.

The review had

four distinct steps:
1.

Review of the literature centering on the influence
of
family environment on achievement and intelligence.

2.

Review of the literature describing the role of Puerto
Rican parents in child-rearing.

3.

Analysis of the above review to determine the cultural
characteristics that the school should consider in relatif
to Puerto Rican parents.

4.

Review of the literature describing past involvement of
Puerto Rican parents and other bilingual parents in
school decision-making.

A summary of the findings of each of these steps follows.

The literature indicates that the influence of family environ,

ment is indeed

a

crucial factor in the development of intelligence

and in the academic achievement of children.

The working definition

of environment accepted in this study related to

experiences.

a

particular set of

Thus, we were not limited to the physical environment,

socioeconomic status, or what have been called "content variables"
in defining environments

(Kifer, 1976).

Instead, the nature of

interactions with families, the aspirations of parents for their
children, in other words, "process variables," were judged to be

most important.

This judgment was based on several studies (among

them, Dave, 1963, and Wolf, 1964), in which process variables were

used and were found to be much more significant in correlating to
school

achievement than were content variables.

Most studies cited
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concurred with these findings.

A primary concern highlighted in this
first review of literature

was the class and cultural biases and limitations
of much of the

research (White and Watts, 1973; Bloom, 1964).

"Effective environ-

ments," for example, tend to be described by many of the
researchers
in

middle-class terms which in fact have very little relevance on
the

lives of Puerto Ricans:

that is, an emphasis on skills of taking

intelligence tests; an abundance of materials or "objects"; "good"
models of language usage; ways of relating to children which are

task-oriented rather than social; and an emphasis on an "objectoriented" rather than

a

"person-oriented" environment.

In

countering

these assumptions, several studies were cited which showed that

Puerto Rican children can, in spite of poverty and lack of resources,

develop both intellectually and academically if their particular
learning styles and abilities are taken into consideration (Anastasi,
1953; Chess, 1967; Thomas, 1967; Zirkel, 1973).

The conclusion

reached after this review of literature was the following:
intellectual development of children takes
of the dominant society, there is

expectations and aspirations.

cooperation can go
all

a

a

a

where

different path from that

mismatch between home and school

However, close home and school

long way in determining the academic success of

children.
The second review of literature centered on the role of the

Puerto Rican family in chi Id- rearing.

The first step in identifying

this role was to define the term "culture."

For the purposes of this

study, culture was defined as the values, aspirations, and traditions
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of

a

given class of society (CENTRO,
1974).

Further, in order to

understand the dialectic nature of
culture, the two cultural subsystems as defined by Ramirez (the culture
of survival and the culture
of liberation) were used (1974).

The dynamic and contraditory forces

of culture were seen in this light, as
were the contradictory

manifestations of child-rearing
In

in the Puerto Rican community.

order to get at the child-rearing practices
of Puerto

Ricans, the values upon which they are built were
first developed.
Each was defined and examples given from relevant
literature.

major values brought out in the review were:

The

authority, respect,

dignity, responsibil ity and obligation, and "capacidad.

"

Using these

as a basis, other pertinent literature which focused on the mismatch

of expectations of the home and the school was reviewed.

From this,

it became clear that there were distinct barriers built up between

the home and the school because of differences in perceptions and in

values.

The major differences in the two settings concerned the

following: the role of teachers; the primary responsibilities of

children; and the differences in the learning environment, emphasizing

either collectivity or competition. The major conclusion reached here
was that only through parental
school

involvement could the failure of the

system to educate Puerto Rican children be reversed.
The final part of the review of literature centered on the

past involvement of Puerto Rican parents in school decision-making.
First,

a

number of models for community participation were discussed

and critiqued.

Most levels of decision-making cited were considered
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unacceptable in terms of the purposes of this
study.

For our purposes,

only shared control or delegating authority
were seen as appropriate
for parental decision-making.
Next,

a

historical analysis of the participation of several

different linguistic and cultural groups was presented.

Here, the

decision was made to include not only Puerto Ricans, but
Native

Americans and Chicanos as well.

One reason for this was the lack of

information of Puerto Ricans alone.

It was also felt that there were

enough similarities among the three groups to provide some meaningful
insights into shared experiences.
three share are:

Some of the similarities that all

they are linguistic and cultural minorities; they

have all been economically, socially, and politically oppressed; all
have been colonized by the U.S. government; and all have struggled

for bilingual education.

After this initial review of previous parental involvement
schools, several

implications emerged.

parents often consider meaningful
a

in

One of these was the fact that

involvement and decision-making in

far different light than most administrators and teachers.

Another

implication that was clear was that those programs initiated by the

community are generally the most effective.

In fact,

schools have

done practically nothing to involve parents in any meaningful way in

decision-making.

Third, there is

a

definite need for new structures

within schools to provide for real parental decision-making.

These

new structures are needed because it became evident that traditional

committees or other school-initiated groups have done practically
nothing in involving Puerto Rican parents.

.
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Finally, the last implication gleaned
from these case studies

focused on the ways in which Puerto Rican and
other linguistic

minority parents have been most effective
past.

in

decision-making in the

Twelve distinct roles of parents in decision-making
were

identified in the case studies.

Six of these, which center directly

on curriculum issues, were used as the basis for
the development of

procedures for involving Puerto Rican parents in decision-making.

C.

DESIGN OF THE PROCEDURES

The procedures designed for helping elementary schools relate
to Puerto Rican parents were of two types.

described below.

In

Each of these will be

addition, information about the initial construction,

revision, and final development of the procedures will be discussed.

1

•

Procedures for Obtaining Information from Parents
The procedures selected were

interview.

a

questionnaire and

a

parent

The former was to be used for determining the perceptions

of the parents toward the responsiveness of the school curriculum to

their children.

It was felt that this was a crucial

first step in

involving parents in the educational decision-making processes of
the school

Five variables were chosen as the most likely to offer insight
into the responsiveness or lack of it on the part of the school.

variables were chosen as

a

These

result of the review of literature con-

cerning the chi 1 d-rearing practices of Puerto Ricans.

Each variable

was defined within the context of the questionnaire.

The five variables.

each of which has ten items, are:
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1-10.

Linguistic Responsiveness

11-20.

Cultural Responsiveness

21-30.

Curriculum Adaptability

31-40.

Resource Availability

41-50.

Responsiveness to Parents

Two versions of the questionnaire were prepared,
one in English and
one in Spanish. The initial questionnaire can
be found in APPENDIX A.

The initial questionnaire was reviewed in several
ways.

Parents as well as experts in different fields of education and

language were asked to check the instrument for several points:
language, appropriateness of items, recommendations for further items,
and appropriateness of items within each variable.
of this initial

Using the results

review, the questionnaire was revised to reflect

changes suggested by parents and educators.

The revised question-

naire, both in English and Spanish, can be found in APPENDIX

B.

The second procedure designed for obtaining information from

parents was an interview.

The interview was to be used for gathering

specific information about the learning needs of particular children.
The purpose of the parent interview is to ensure that the curriculum

developed in the school reflect the needs of the particular children
in that school.

In

addition, as became clear from Chapter Two,

learning styles which are different from the majority are often disregarded by the school.

Through the parent questionnaire, these

needs and learning styles would become manifest and would hopefully
be used as the primary data source for a more relevant curriculum.

.

.
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The format chosen for the parent
interview was

a

booklet.

Using this booklet, schools would have
all the necessary information
to conduct thorough interviews.

The components of the parent interview

booklet developed are:

II

•

1.

Introduction

2.

Making Contact with the Family

3.

How to Conduct the Interview

4.

Interview Questions

5.

Description of the Instrument

6.

Method for Reporting Out Data

Procedures for Involving Puerto Rican Parents in Curriculum

Decision-Making
The procedures suggested for involving Puerto Rican parents in

curriculum decision-making were developed

in two stages.

The first

centered on ways of disseminating information to parents so that
their work could be more effective.

The procedures are described

in conjunction with key issues about which parents must be kept in-

formed by the school
The second stage for involving parents more meaningfully in

curriculum decision-making focused on one specific mechanism which has
been called the "Curriculum Collective."

Through it, parents could

begin to have some control over the basic curriculum decision made by
the school

First, the Curriculum Collective was defined.

It

was then

described in terms of participation, tasks, roles, and division of
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labor.

Lastly, possible evaluation
procedures of the Curriculum

Collective were suggested.
The Curriculum Collective, as
envisioned here, would help

ensure meaningful

involvement in all aspects of curriculum
decision-

making by Puerto Rican parents.
The first procedures developed, that is,
the questionnaire,

was field-tested.
D

.

Some of the main findings are reported
below.

RESULTS OF FIELD-TESTING

Before actually field-testing the questionnaire, an
attempt was

made to describe

a

scenario of an ideal situation. This scenario was

used as a yardstick by which to measure the results of the
questionnaire.

The variables used in the questionnaire were used as

of departure for
to several
In

a

point

a

description of the ideal school's responsiveness

aspects of needs of Puerto Rican children and their parents.

other words, the scenario described the responsiveness of an ideal

school

to linguistic, cultural, curriculum and resource needs as well

as to parent participation.

Two settings were chosen for the field-testing of the parent

questionnaire.

The first, Countyville, is

Massachusetts with

a

a

small

city in Western

population of approximately 32,000.

of these are Puerto Rican.

About 1,000

They are for the most part unskilled

laborers or farm workers, most with little formal education. The vast

majority live

in the

large housing units of the town.

to be economically oppressed.

They also tend

Approximately twenty-five families have

children in the public elementary schools.

Although there

bilingual program in the town, many parents have fel

t

is

a

small

that it is not in
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compliance with the TBA (Transitional
Bilingual Act of 1971, Law 71A).
There has been
school

history of lack of cooperation on the
part of the

a

toward the Puerto Rican parents.

This has resulted recently

in an investigation by the Office
of Civil

Rights of

a

complaint

filed by the PAC.

The second setting, Collegeville, is

Western Massachusetts with

a

a

small

college town in

resident community of approximately 22,000.

The Puerto Rican population varies, probably from 200
to 600, depending
on the time of the year.

year is over.

That

is,

most leave the area when the academic

Those who stay and claim residence in the town are both

undergraduate and graduate students, usually married and with children,
as well

as faculty and staff people who work for one of the colleges

or university in the area.

Most of the Puerto Ricans in Collegeville

are highly educated and upwardly mobile, at least economically.

Approximately twenty-four families have children

in the

elementary schools. There is no bilingual program in the town.
however, some parents have started organizing to develop

a

Recently,

pull-out

type of language and cultural enrichment program for their children.

This plan was twice rejected by the School Committee.

The parents have

filed suit with both state and federal agencies.
The actual field-testing of the instrument took place in the

Summer of 1978.

In

Countyville, the questionnaire was generally read

to the respondents.

All were conducted in Spanish.

were contacted and all agreed to participate.
of the total

sample.

In Collegeville,

Nineteen parents

This represents 60-75%

each respondent generally read

and answered the questionnaire individually.

Thirteen families were
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contacted and, again, all
responded.

Thus, over 50% of the
entire

sample is included in the
results reported here.

In the case of

Col legevil le, approximately
one-quarter of those responding
did so in

English, the remainder using
the Spanish version.
Two general

types of results were reported
out.

the actual data collected through
the questionnaire.

The first was
Each of the

two communities was reported out
separately; results were later

compared.

The second type of result centered
on ways of perfecting

the instrument and the procedures
used in administering it.

Major

findings of both types of results will
be reiterated here.
In

Countyvill e, the parents perceive the schools
as not re-

sponding to their children in any meaningful
way
variables.

in

any of the five

According to the data, only one variable had

of over three points out of

The mean total

a

possible ten.

score was 13.8 out of

a

a

mean score

The lowest score was 2.3.

possible fifty points.

The

highest score was for the variable which measured cultural
responsiveness (3.5).
the school

This slightly higher score may reflect the fact that either
is

attempting to adapt its values and behavior to that of

the Puerto Rican community, or that these values were not very different
to begin with.

Unresponsiveness was most evident in the extent to which the
schools adapt their curriculum to reflect the history and culture of

Puerto Rico.
first,

This finding was particularly important for two reasons:

it proves that the focus of the present study

(parental

involve-

ment in curriculum development), is indeed the crucial problem; second,
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it is an area where parents
can have meaningful

of their background and experiences.

involvement because

Although most respondents have

children in the bilingual program, the
score for linguistic responsiveness was very low.

providing

a

This finding seems to highlight the
fact that

bilingual program in and of itself does
not guarantee

linguistic responsiveness on the part of the
school. Although almost
all

parents answered that they could visit their
child's classroom at

any time, the score for responsiveness to parents
was dismally low
(2.5).

This would seem to suggest that simply opening
up the school

to parents is not enough.

Other mechanisms for involving parents in

concrete and meaningful ways would probably go much further
in

developing responsiveness to parents on the part of the school.
The responses of parents in the PAC are even lower than those
of parents not in the PAC.

Here, the range of scores was from 1.5 to

2.5 of parents in the PAC compared to 2.8 to 4.2 of parents not in the
PAC.

This can probably be interpreted to mean that PAC parents,

through their dealings with the schools, have become more frustrated
and alienated than those parents who have had little or no contact

with the schools.
A comparison was also made of Puerto Rican parents who have

children in the bilingual program and those who do not.

It was felt

that, if the school were doing its job, these scores should be quite

different because bilingual classes are presumably better able to
respond to the needs of Puerto Rican children. The perceptions of the
parents, however, did not confirm this expectation.

In fact,

in

three of the five variables, the scores were higher for parents with
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nc children in the bilingual

program.

This finding, however, should
be

tempered with caution because the
number of respondents who do
not
have children in the bilingual
program was so small.
What should be emphasized here
is that no group-Pac, nonPAC, in bilingual
school

program, not in bilingual
program-perceives the

as responsive to the needs of Puerto
Rican children.

Thus,

although there may be higher or lower scores
in some groups, the fact
remains that, on the whole, the schools
of Countyville have been in-

sensitive and unwilling to deal with the needs
of Puerto Rican children.
The major conclusion to be reached here is
that one-way involve-

ment

is

school

not enough. Although parents trying to penetrate
an unresponsive

system may make some significant changes, more often
than not

they end up frustrated and alienated.

It is clear then that the

school must be pressured to respond to the needs of its charges
if any

long-lasting and consistent changes are to take place.
In

Collegeville too, the parents seem to perceive the schools

as unresponsive to Puerto Rican children. The mean score for each

variable ranged from

a

low 1.5 (linguistic responsiveness) to

of 6.7 (responsiveness to parents).

from ten to thirty, with

a

a

high

The range of total scores was

mean total score of 15.8.

The very low score for linguistic responsiveness may reflect
the fact that there is no bilingual program and therefore no institutional

support for the language of the children.
sponsiveness, the score was also quite low.

In

terms of cultural

re-

Despite the fact that

parents seem to think that the schools are more positively inclined
to respond culturally in interpersonal

areas, they indicted the schools
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for their lack of cultural sensitivity
in the physical environment.
The highest score in Col legevil le,
6.7, seems to indicate that
the schools are quite responsive to
parents.

Those items which

focused specifically on the school's effectiveness
in communicating
with parents scored highest.

Those which centered on the role of

parents in curriculum and on the responsiveness of the
principal scored
lowest.

These findings may lead us to conclude that the schools
of

Col legevil le are interested in a one-way communication
with parents,

but that they are not seriously interested in parental
decision-making
and thus provide few mechanisms which might foster it.

This score

makes clear that responsiveness to parents is not enough.
words, it should be

a

first step, not

the needs of children.

a

final

In

other

one, in responding to

Although the schools of Collegeville seem

to have taken this first step, the scores of the other variables are
a

clear indication that much more must be done for the school to be

responsive to its Puerto Rican children.
In

comparing the results of the two communities, it

is

evident

that parents in both are generally dissatisfied with the job the
school

system is doing.

This dissatisfaction is apparent in both

communities in every variable but one.

The parents from both

communities seem to agree on these fundamental issues:

the schools

are not dealing effectively with the linguistic and cultural needs
of their children; they are not making any meaningful attempts to

modify the curriculum to reflect the reality of their children's
lives; and, they are not providing many resources which would help

their children fulfill their needs.
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Moving on to the instrument itself, two
types of information

were analyzed in order to perfect the questionnaire.

The first were

problems that were almost immediately apparent in
the data.
of these centered on the number of "Don't Know"
responses.
the mean number of

community.

In

The first
In

fact,

Don't Know" responses was slightly over ten in each

order to alleviate this problem, those items which had

the most number of "Don't Know" responses across both communities
were

analyzed.

Based on this analysis, some items were changed and others

were eliminated altogether.

Another problem apparent in the data was whether some items
really measured Puerto Rican cultural values.

These questions have to

do with respect, collective work, cooperation, and family responsibili-

ties.

In

both communities, these scores were relatively high compared

with other scores.

It would seem then that the schools try to

emphasize similar values as those of the Puerto Rican family.

However,

if this were really so, there should be very little alienation on both

the part of the children and the part of the parents.

It is clear that

We can conclude that there are other items

this is simply not true.

which would more accurately measure this mismatch of home and school
values.

Because of this, two items were changed.

Another explanation may be that both the school and the Puertp
Rican home value those behaviors which demonstrate obedience, respect,
and even passivity.

However, in the Puerto Rican home, these

expectations are part of
The children may feel

a

larger and more consistent cultural whole.

that, in the school, there are voiced expecta-

tions (curiosity, activity, spontaneity, etc.) which conflict with
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silent expectations (passivity, obedience,
and quiet).

In

effect,

the children as well as their parents
may be pointing out the contra-

dictions between the expressed and the hidden
curriculum.

Finally,

other minor changes were made in questions which
seemed illogical.
The second type of information which was analyzed
in an attempt
to perfect the instrument were the observations
on the part of the

researcher.

The first problem focused on the way in which the

instrument should be administered.
in administration as well

To help eliminate inconsistencies

as an overabundance of "Don't Know"

responses, it was suggested that, in the future, the instrument either
be read to respondents or that they work together in small groups in

answering it.

In

the absence of either of these approaches, it is

recommended that the interviewer point out and explain beforehand
certain questions which might cause problems, as well as the sparing
use of "Don't Know" in answering.

The second problem which became

apparent in administering the questionnaire was the negative wording
to some items.

Three items were changed to the positive form because

of clumsy construction or confusion.

III.

RECOMMENDATIONS
In this section,

findings will be made.
will be made.

several

types of recommendations based on the

First, indications of further needed research

Second, recommendations on how schools can best use

the information will

be suggested.

And, finally, recommendations will

be made concerning the responsibilities of parents for communicating

with schools about the needs of their children.
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It is evident from the findings
that further research is needed.

In terms of developing procedures,

has been exploratory in nature.

the purpose of the present study

Thus, field-testing was done with

only one of the procedures and in only
several

a

limited community.

However,

procedures were outlined, including the questionnaire,

parent interview, and the Curriculum Collective.

In

a

order to come

to any firm conclusions about the efficacy and
usefulness of these

procedures in promoting Puerto Rican parental decision-making

curriculum, all would have to be field-tested and analyzed.

in
In con-

junction with this, further field-testing of the revised questionnaire
is necessary.

For example, it may be that this final version is not the

best for certain communities.

Some items, previously omitted, may

in fact be more appropriate in selected settings than others.

A third consideration in which further research is recommended

concerns the number and variety of settings in which the procedures are
used.

Because only the questionnaire was field-tested, and this only

in a small,

rural

community, it is clear that the findings cannot be

generalized to the entire Puerto Rican population in the United States.
In fact,

probably no generalizations can be made for even the rural or

small -town Puerto Rican population.

At best what can probably be said

is that these findings hold true for the rural

Rican population in Massachusetts.

In

or small-town Puerto

order to make the results of

this study more valuable for other communities, its validity for

different settings would first have to be established at
level

of confidence.

a

higher

This holds particularly true for large, urban,
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centralized school districts
which provide

a

sharp contrast to the

communities studied here and which
are, nevertheless, the
kinds of
communities where the great majority
of Puerto Ricans live in
this
country.

It is quite possible, due
to the objective conditions
of the

people in these areas, that some
procedures would have to be modified
and others eliminated altogether.
In this connection, a
large-scale
study comparing urban to rural,
centralized to decentralized, and
large to small communities would be
most helpful.

Another problem having to do with the
communities selected
for field-testing concerns the
relationships between these schools
and the Puerto Rican community.

Both communities have

a

history of

lack of cooperation or insensitivity on the
part of the school to the
Puerto Rican children.

This in itself points up the fact that indeed

most school systems are lax in dealing with the needs
of their Puerto
Rican youngsters and often adamant about not allowing
parents any direct
role in school matters.

Nevertheless, the fact that only communities

like these were field-tested may make some of the findings
unreliable.

Granted that school systems which are responsive to the needs of
Puerto Rican children and which have attempted to set up solid

communication between the home and the school are extremely limited
in

number, some of these should be selected for field-testing.

It may

be that some of the procedures suggested in the present study were

indeed followed by them: on the other hand, they may prove to be of

limited use in some communities.

with

a

This can only be known when schools

history of concern and cooperation with the Puerto Rican

community can be contacted and researched.
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A further recomraenation
concerns the cultural characteristics

identified in Chapter Two.

These were used as the basis for
developing

part of the questionnaire as well
as the other procedures.

However, as

became clear from the findings, some
of these cultural characteristics

may not have been the most accurate
indicators of Puerto Rican
cultural values.

It seems,

for example, that the school and the
family

often agreed on items in which these cultural
characteristics were
included.

In

fact, cul tural

reality, however, we know that this is not the
case.

In

differences are usually the greatest source of mis-

understanding between home and school.

There seems to be

need, then,

a

to redefine or refine some of these cultural
characteristics

measured, so that they would more accurately reflect the sources
of
cultural confl ict

i'n

specific cases.

One way of doing this might be to go directly to the community
to canvas people concerning specific instances of cultural

which they have come across.

conflict

Puerto Rican parents would, of course,

be the main source of information here.

However, it would be in-

structive to also include in the sample Puerto Rican community workers,
educators, and sociologists.

In

this way, the cultural

characteristics

identified would be based on actual and concrete experiences and not
simply on generalizations gleaned from the literature.
Four suggestions for further research have been highlighted.

These have concerned field-testing of all the procedures; field-testing
of the revised questionnaire; field-testing the procedures in other

settings, particularly in large

which have

a

urban centers and in school systems

history of cooperation with the Puerto Rican community;
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and using Puerto Rican parents
themselves as a data base for
determining
instances of unresponsiveness to
cultural values.
We now turn to a consideration
of how schools can best use
the

information gathered in this study.

As a first step, it would be

necessary for schools to come to grips
with the problems and attempt
to solve them in some mutually
acceptable ways with the community.

This first step is the most difficult
one and has not even been taken
by the vast majority of schools.

Even then, schools which have

responded have tended to do so only as
the community.

a

result of great pressure from

Becoming aware of the problem and making

a

commitment

to deal with it is thus a giant step in the
process, whether provoked

by protest or self-awareness.

Hopefully, the present study provides

adequate and needed information for this awareness to take place.
A second step would involve providing for the dissemination
of

information to the staff.
study would be helpful as

The type of information included in this
a

become aware of the issues:

starting point in helping the staff

child-rearing practices in the Puerto

Rican home; miscommunication between the home and the school; case

studies of successful

involvement of Puerto Rican parents in school

decision-making; and so on.

A variety of mechanisms could be used for

sharing this information, including workshops, newsletters, staff

meetings, in-service training, and field-trips.

It is hoped that

parents would be involved in all of these ventures, either as

organizers, participants, consultants, or presenters.

were to use the information from the present study

If schools

in only these two

ways, they would be going much further than most schools in facing
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issues pertinent to the Puerto
Rican community.

Nevertheless, in

order to be responsive to the needs
of Puerto Rican children, they
would have to put this information
to use in the day-to-day
operations
and concerns of the school.
The way in which to operationalize the
information from this

study would seem to be in carrying out the
procedures.

The results

could then be used as a basis for reformulating
curriculum priorities
for the school.

However, the procedures could not be implemented
in

vacuum without first having some solid links with
the community.
schools'

a

The

responsibil ity would be to set up contacts with community

members so that

a

flow of communication and discussion could be

initiated and sustained.

Initial

contact is very important in

communicating to the parents the seriousness and sense of purpose of
undertaking such procedures.

Needless to say, many Puerto Rican parents

have become wary of questionnaires, meetings, and promises which have

either led nowhere or else have been used to exploit the community.
If,

however, the community can share control and be assured of

cooperation on the part of the school, some progress can undoubtedly be
made.
In

actually carrying out the procedures, schools should be

careful to keep in mind the characteristics of the particular Puerto

Rican population in the area, since there is no such thing as

monolithic Puerto Rican community (i.e., urban, rural
poorly educated, highly mobile, stable, etc.).

,

a

highly educated,

It would be hoped,

however, that the procedures be carried out in the same order in which
they were developed here so that

a

logical

sequence from initial
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communication to meaningful involvement
would take place.

These

procedures, in fact, can be seen as
stepping-stones to the involve-

ment of Puerto Rican parents in
decision-making, culminating in the

Curriculum Collective.

Information gathered from each of these

stepping-stones would be necessary in carrying
out the total mission.
Several

recommendations for ways in which schools can
use the

information from this study have been pointed
out.

necessary if the study is to become

a

Each of these is

living commitment to curriculum

change, particularly as it applies to decision-makers
in schools with

Puerto Rican children.
The third type of recommendation focuses on the resonsibil
ities

of parents for communicating with schools about the
needs of their

children.

As has so often been true, most schools will

consider issues until
parents.

It

is

a

not even

great deal of pressure is generated from the

therefore the responsibility of parents, both

individually and collectively, to force schools to deal with their
needs by making those needs known to them.

There are two general recommendations here.

The first concerns

the responsibility of parents to establish contacts with specific
school

personnel. Guidance counselors, psychologists, special needs

coordinators, bilingual directors, and so on would fall into this
category.

This

personnel should be aware of any difficulties which

children are encountering in school in order to take appropriate
measures.

They should also be aware of the fact that Puerto Rican

parents will confront them on any issue which they feel is unresponsive
to their children.

By establishing these contacts, some of the more
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flagrant abuses of school systems may be
avoided (i.e., placing

bilingual children in special needs
programs simply because they speak
no English; classifying an inordinate
number of Puerto Rican children
as retarded; and so on).

At the same time, specialized school

personnel would become, if not sensitive to
the needs of children, at

least aware of the fact that they are ultimately
accountable to the

community for their actions.
A second general recommendation considers the need
for parents
to form advocacy groups for themselves in order to
deal effectively with

schools.

Although parents would make up the bulk of these groups,

they could certainly invite other interested parties to work with
them
(i.e., community workers, sympathetic professionals, etc.).

purpose of such

a

The

group would be to provide support and even technical

assistance to parents.

Although ad hoc in nature, the group would be

a

visible reminder to the school that parents are not isolated, either
in problems or in purpose.

The functions of advocacy groups could be manifold.

They might

engage in self-education by having workshops on selected issues of
concern to the particular community.
scores measure?

For example:

what do reading

Why are the reading scores of so many Puerto Rican

children in this school so low?

What is special eduation?

Are the

children receiving adequate instruction in English or in Spanish?
State or federal agencies could be contacted to provide parents with
this type of information.

The group could make itself available especially for meetings
in which the needs of a particular child are being discussed.

This is
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often necessary in core evaluations,
discussions of achievement test
and I.Q. results and report cards, so
that individual parents are not
put on the spot by school

personnel.

Legitimate criticisms of procedures

followed by the school could be brought out at
these times.

Often,

individual parents are intimidated by the institution
of the school

and therefore unable to confront the real issues
facing their children.

The advocacy system provides an unalienating support system
which in
turn can begin to deal with the real problems faced by
children.

Another helpful function of the advocacy group might be to
become

a

watchdog in observing, collecting, and reporting actual cases

of insensitivity or unresponsiveness on the part of the school.

Many

times, parents believe that what their children are experiencing are

individual or isolated acts of racism or unresponsiveness.

Therefore,

they often do nothing about making their concerns known to school
personnel.

Nevertheless, when parents begin to understand the be-

havior, attitudes, and actions of the school as

isolated

pattern and not as

a

occurrences, their power in coping or overcoming these

issues becomes much greater.
Finally, an advocacy group could serve as

a

primary source of

information for community resources, values, and materials for the
school.

In

other words, they could channel the school toward

appropriate community leaders and effective instructional materials
that the school may have bene unaware of.

In addition,

they could

make the school .aware of the cultural values of the family which are
often ignored by the school.

Although they would still be an advocacy

.
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group for parents, they could also be

a

data source for schools

interested in beginning to meet the needs of
Puerto Rican children in

their schools.
What becomes apparent is that schools in and
of themselves will
not

do the job that parents demand.

It is therefore the

responsibility

of individual parents to communicate with schools
about the particular
needs of their children and, as

children in general.

a

group, the needs of Puerto Rican

only then that schools will begin to focus

It is

on these problems in any concrete way.

This chapter has had two purposes.
the study in general.

The first was to summarize

After the problem and purpose were restated,

the results of the review of literature were given.

The methods

used

in designing the procedures were outlined with particular emphasis

on the parent questionnaire.

field-testing.

Following this were the results of the

The second purpose of this chapter was to make several

types of recommendations based on the study.

centered on further needed research.
were advanced.

The first of these

Four specific recommendations

Another set of recommendations concerned how schools

can best use the information from this study.

Several

steps schools

could follow in making the findings helpful for their particular

situation were suggested.

The third type of recommendation focused on

the responsibilities of parents for communicating with schools about
the needs of their children.

connection.
detail

Two general

suggestions were made in this

One of these, the advocacy group, was discussed in more

.
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ihe present study has attempted
to develop procedures for

involving Puerto Rican parents meaningfully
in curriculum decisionmaking.

As was clear from the field-testing
of just one of these

procedures, the schools of two small
Massachusetts towns are almost

completely unresponsive to the needs of Puerto
Rican children.
Assuredly, no set of procedures can reverse this
stifling condition
for it is rooted in not only the school but
also in the economic,
social, and political systems of this country as

a

whole.

Procedures

such as these can, however, begin to expose some of
the most blatant

problems in

a

more public way so that parents become aware of their

role in combatting the system.

Whether individual schools choose to

join in this venture is up to them.
there is

a

They should know, however, that

constant ebb and flow in history and that parents will

soon be either knocking on or knocking down the doors of schools and

other alienating and unresponsive institutions.

The way in which

this action takes place depends in no small way on the schools
themsel ves
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We need your help in finding
out how your child's
school responds to Puerto
Rican children
Because
you are^a parent of a Puerto
Rican chilS; you are the
96
reacts to Puerto R 1can
children
P
h W you think the
school
?
treats^ y
c
1d s ° that this
information
can
be
i._ pr
f
'
°
better for a11 Puerto Rican
children

L*™

,

)

^

^

ea h statement are two
boxes, one
marked T (for °l
True)^ and the other marked F (for
False)
For each statement, put an X
over the box which
best describes your child's school.

TRUE
1.

Information about the school
Engl ish and Spanish.

is

2.

Information about all school
in both English and Spanish.

programs is available

3.

Non-Hispanic children in the school are learning
Spanish as a foreign language.

4.

Some of the teachers in this school speak Spanish
to my child.

5.

In my child's notebook,
done in Spanish.

I

FALSE

available in both

have seen a lot of work
i
,

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

this school, some of the teachers are interested
in learning Spanish.

1

In

i

i

J

In this school, they have signs in Spanish in most
offices and in the hallways.

My child's Spanish is better now than when (s)he
first entered school.

r

*
j

1

In this school, my child is sometimes told to stop
speaking Spanish and to speak English instead.

In this school, the children are encouraged to
speak Spanish whenever they want.

1

The teachers in this school shew no interest in
learning about Puerto Rican culture.
My child is often praised or rewarded when (s)he
helps or works with other children in the classroom.

H
p

1

i

•1

4

.

—

.

i
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TRUE
13.

My child has been punished for
cheating when
isjhe has been working together with
other
children.

14.

My child is not encouraged to invite
other members
of our family into his/her classroom.

15.

My child is learning how to work
collectively with
other children in her/his classroom.

16.

My child is punished when (s)he is
disrespectful to
anybody in school.

17.

In this school, children are not
taught to respect
their teachers.

18.

My child's classroom reminds me of Puerto Rico.

19.

In this school, they sometimes serve Puerto Rican
food in the cafeteria.

20.

My child is punished for averting his/her eyes
when being scolded.

21.

My child has learned songs and games from Puerto
Rico during school time.

22.

My child has learned about Puerto Rican history
in school

23.

My child has learned about Puerto Rican culture
in school

24.

Parents are never asked to give ideas for teachers'
lessons.

FALSE

L

1

—

1

n
i

;

25.

My child often takes objects from Puerto Rico to
share with the other children in the classroom.

i

——

I
i

i

26.

In this school, they teach Puerto Rican history
and culture only on special days or holidays.

27.

In this school, teachers are given time to plan
their lessons during the school day.

28.

My child recognizes the major symbols of Puerto
Rico (flag, coat of arms, etc.).

2S

My child can name some important people in
Puerto Rican history.

rin
1

_J

.

true
30,

My child can name some
important historical
events in Puerto Rican history.

31.

My child has seen films or
slides of Puerto
Rico or of Puerto Rican people
in this school.

32.

When you walk through this school,
the Puerto
Rican presence can be seen on the
bulletin
boards, in exhibitions, and in
other articles
of our culture in the halls,
classrooms,
auditoriums, cafeteria, and library.

33.

The library in this school has books
in
Spanish and books about Puerto Rican people.

34.

Sometimes, Puerto Rican people from the
community are asked to come to school to
speak to the children about different topics
(for example, music, food, their jobs, etc.).

35.

My child's classroom has Puerto Rican games
which the children can play.

36.

Some of the textbooks in my child's classroom are about Puerto Rican history.

37.

Teachers are given time and money to buy
materials about Puerto Rican history and
culture, or materials in Spanish, for their
classrooms.

38.

My child has taken school trips which have
helped him/her learn more about Puerto
Rican history and culture.

39.

My child has never brought home books in
Spanish from school.

40.

My child has never participated in or seen
assembly programs in Spanish or about
Puerto Rican people in this school.

41.

If I tell the teacher I think my child
should be learning something in particular,
(s)he usually includes it in his/her plans.

42.

In this school, they let me know when my
child is doing well

false
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TRUE
43.

Parents are never involved in
establishing the
educational objectives of this
school.

44,

If parents are unhappy
about reading scores
PnnC1Pa tak6S S ° me action t0 improve

them
45.

In this school, they
have workshops on
curriculum for the parents.

46.

Parents can visit the school at
anytime
to see their child's classroom.

47.

The counselors have regular meetings
with the
parents to discuss the progress of their
children.

48.

Parents are hardly ever asked to review
books and other materials that they think
would be good for their children.

49.

In this school
there are frequent meetings
with the parents and teachers to discuss
how
our children are doing in school and at home.

50.

In this school, parents are involved in
planning what their children are going to
learn.

,

FALSE

. .
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-WifitbSr-

Sr
fs sr
»•

r.'n£,„t,:rr;

esta informacion ae „se
para Jiacer que
mejor para todos los ninos
puertorriquerTos

a It

rs

«« ftK.fi fi.ft Sf &!“
S.SK;t°;rss, r;,", its,;:,;-™
VERDAD
1.

2

.

Hay informacion sobre la escuel
espanol

a

en ingles y en

Hay information sobre todos los
programas de la
escuel a en ingles y en espanol.

3.

Ninos^ que no son hispanos estan
aprendiendo
espanol en la escuela.

4.

Algunos maestros(a) en esta escuela le
hablan
espanol a mi hijo(a).

5.

Vo he vis to mucho trabajo en espanol
libreta de mi hi jo (a).

6

Algunos de los maestros(a) en esta escuela estan
interesados en aprender espanol.

.

en la

7.

En esta escuela, hay cartel es en espanol
en casi
todas las oficinas y en los pasillos.

8.

Mi

hijo(a) habla espanol mejor ahora que cuando

empezd en esta escuela.
9.

En esta escuela, a veces^ a mi hijo(a) se le dice
que deje de hablar esparfol y que hable solo
ingles.

10.

En esta escuela, se estimula
espanol cuando deseen.

11.

Lcs maestros en esta escuela no demuestran ninqun
interes en aprender sobre la cultura puertor-

riquena

a

los ninos

a

hablar

FALSO
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VERDAD
12.

13

A mi hijo se le elogia o
premia a muendo cuando
|e ayuda a otros ninos en el
salon o cuando
trabaja junto con ellos.

'

Se
ha casti 9 ado P°r copiarse
ha 6Stad0 traba ando junto
con otros

j!

J’

niHos°
14.

A mi hijo(a) no se le motiva
a invitar otros
miembros de nuestra familia a su
salon de
clase.

15.

Mi

16.

A mi hi jo(a)se le castiga cuando
muestra una
falta de respeto a alguien en la escuela.

17.

En esta escuela, los ninos no
aprenden
respetar a los maestros.

18.

hi jo (a) esta aprendiendo
a trabajar
colectivamente con otros ninos en su salon.

El

a

a

salon de clase de mi hijo(a) me recuerda
Puerto Rico.

19.

A veces sirven comida puertorriquena en
la
cafeteria de esta escuela.

20

.

A mi

21

.

Mi

22

.

Mi

23.

Mi

24.

Nunca se les pide a los padres que den ideas
para las lecciones de los maestros.

25.

A menudo, mi

26.

En esta escuela, ensenanla historia y
cultura de Puerto Rico solo en dias
especiales o festivos.

hijo(a) se le castiga cuando no mira los
ojos del que lo esta reganando.
hijo(a) ha aprendido canciones
y juegos de
Puerto Rico en esta escuela.

hijo(a) ha aprendido sobre la historia de
Puerto Rico en esta escuela.

hi jo (a) ha aprendido sobre la cultura
puertorriquena en esta escuela.

hijo(a) lleva objetos de Puerto
Rico a la escuela para compartir con los
otros ninos en su salon.

FALSO

.

C la * le d
?" tiemp0 a los maestros
curante
durantP el
!i !J5
dia para planear sus
lecciones.
Mi

hi jo (a) reconoce los
simbolos mayores de
Puerto Rico (la bandera, el
escudo, etc.).

Mi

hijo(a) puede nombrar algunos
personaies
importantes en la historia de
Puerto ™co

Mi

hi jo (a) puede nombrar
algunos hechos
historicos importantes de la
historia de
Puerto Rico

Mi

hijo(a) ha visto peliculas o
diapositivas
de Puerto Rico o de
puertorriquenos en esta

escuela.

Cuando uno camina por esta escuela,
la
presencia puertorriquena se hace sentir
en
los tab! ones de edictos, en
exhibiciones y en
otros objetos de nuestra cultura que
hay en
ios pasillos, los salones, el
auditorio, la
cafeteria, y la biblioteca.
En la biblioteca en esta escuela
hay libros
en espanol y libros sobre puertorriquenos.

A veces se les pide a personas de la
comunidad puertorriquena que vengan a la
escuela a hablar con los ninos sobre distintos
temas (por ejemplo, musica, comida, sus
trabajos, etc.).
En el

salon de mi hijo(a) hay juegos
puertorriqueTios que pueden jugar los ninos.

Algunos de los libros de texto en el salon
de clase de mi hi jo (a) tratan de la historia
puertorriquena
A los maestros(as) se les da tiempo
y dinero
para comprar materiales sobre la historia
y
cultura de Puerto Rico, o materiales en
espanol, para sus salones.

hijc(a)^ha dado giras que le han ayudado
aprender mas sobre nuestra historia y cultura.

Mi

rn
i
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VERDAD
39

nCa

'

dl
40.

Mi

41.

St

su^escue™

^

FALSO

"

trai d ° 3 CaSa libros en es
P a7fol
I

hi jo(a)nunca ha visto ni ha
participado en
programas en el auditorio en espanol
o sobre
puertorriquenos.

creo que mi hijo(a) debe estar
aprendiendo

en particular
y se lo digo al maestro(a), casi
siempre lo incluye en sus planes.

al go

42.

En esta escuela, me dejan saber
cuando mi hijo(a)
esta progresando bien.

43.

Los padres nunca estan envueltos en desarrolar
los
objetivos educacionales de esta escuela.

44.

Si

45.

En esta escuela, tienen talleres sobre currfculo
para los padres.

46.

Los padres pueden visitar la escuela cuando deseen
para ver el salon de sus hijos.

47.

Los consejeros tienen reuniones regularmente con
los padres para hablar sobre el progreso de los
ninos.

48.

A los padres casi nunca se les pide que repasen
libros y otros materiales que el los creen serian
buenos para sus hijos.

49.

En esta escuela,

hay reuniones frecuentes con lcs
padres y los maestros para hablar de como nuestros
hijos estan progresando en la escuela y en el
hogar.

50.

En esta escuela, los padres estan envueltos en
planear lo que van a aprender sus hijos.

los padres no estcin contentos con el nivel de
lectura.de sus hijos, el principal toma medidas
para mejorar la situacion.

i
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INTRODUCTION:

The questionnai re which you a re bp inn aci/ori
15 0ne which
1°
could be used by schools in
order in 4nH
nU
f
r
n0t the
are responsive to the needs
^
of Puerto Rican <:hifdrrn °H n
hild S SCh001
but insteaHTbelSg

rV
field^st^n"^^
'

fleld^tSed'MW.
the results of this
1

.

2.

’

^“es^™

to see whether or not your
child's school
to Puerto Rican children; and

is responsive
H

to perfect the questionnaire
itself.

e
>e haS been Perfected, it is hoped that schools
1*1 ?t
wil?
11 use
it ?rhoJr
to better assess and serve their
Puerto Rican children.

Sonia Nieto, researcher

.

.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

We need your help in finding out how
your child's
school responds to Puerto Rican children.
Because
you are a parent of a Puerto Rican child, you
are the
best judge of how the school reacts to Puerto
Rican
children.
Please tell us how you think the school
treats your child so that this information can be
used to make the school better for all Puerto Rican

children.
On the right of each statement are three boxes, one
marked T (for True), one marked F (for False), and
the other marked DK (for Don't Know).
For each
statement, put an X over the box which best describes
your child's school

TRUE
1

.

2

.

Information about the school is usually
available in both English and Spanish

Information about all school programs
is usually available in both English
and Spanish.

3.

Some non -Hispanic children in the
school are learning Spanish as a
foreign language.

4.

Some of the teachers in this school
speak Spanish to my child.

5.

In my child's notebook, I have seen
lot of work done in Spanish.

a
6

.

In this school, some of the teachers
are interested in learning Spanish.

7.

In this school, they have signs in
Spanish in most offices and in the
hallways.

8

My child speaks Spanish better now
than when (s)he first entered this
school

.

9.

In this school, my child is sometimes told to stop speaking Spanish
and to speak English instead.

FALSE

DON'T
KNOW
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TRUE
10.

In this school, the children are
encouraged to speak Spanish whenever they want.

11.

This school never offers workshops on Puerto Rican history and
culture to the teachers.

12.

My child has been punished for
cheating when (s)he has been
working together with other
children.

13.

My child is learning how to work
collectively with other children
in his/her classroom.

14.

Parents are often criticized for
keeping their children out of
school for family illness or when
their children must help with
problems in the Welfare Department
or other agencies.

15.

My child is punished when (s)he
misses school to help out at home.

16.

My child is punished when (s)he is
disrespectful to anybody in school.

17.

Other children are punished when
they are disrespectful to my
child.

18.

In this school, children are not
taught to respect their teachers.

19.

My child's classroom reminds me of
Puerto Rico.

20

they sometimes serve
Puerto Rican food in the cafeteria.

.

In this school,

21.

My child has learned songs and
games from Puerto Rico during
school time.

22.

My child has learned about Puerto
Rican history in school.

FALSE

DON'T
KNOW
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TRUE
23.

My child has learned about Puerto
Rican culture in school.

24.

Parents are never asked to give
ideas for teachers' lessons.

25.

My child sometimes takes objects
from Puerto Rico to share with
the other children in the classroom.

26.

In this school, they teach Puerto
Rican history and culture only on
special days or holidays.

27.

In this school, they teach Puerto
Rican history and culture on other
days also.

28.

My child recognizes the major
symbols of Puerto Rico (flag, coat
of arms, etc.).

29.

My child can name some important
people in Puerto Rican history.

30.

My child can name some important
historical events in Puerto Rican
history.

31.

My child has seen films or slides
of Puerto Rico or of Puerto Rican
people in this school.

32.

When you walk through this school,
the Puerto Rican presence can be
seen in many places:
on the bulletin
boards, in exhibitions, and in other
articles of our culture in the halls,
classrooms, auditorium, cafeteria,
and library.

33.

The library in this school has books
in Spanish.

34.

The library in this school has books
about Puerto Rican people.

35.

Sometimes, Puerto Rican people from
the community are asked to come to
school to speak to the children about
different topics (for example, music,
food, their jobs, etc.).

FALSE

H

DON'T
KNOW

.

.

.

TRUE
36

.

FALSE

DON'T
KNOW

There are Spanish-speaking aides in
this school.
L

37

.

38

.

39

.

40

.

41

.

42

.

43

.

44

.

45

.

46

.

47

.

48

.

Some of the textbooks in my child's
classroom are about Puerto Rican
history

My child has taken school trips
which have helped him/her learn more
about Puerto Rican history and
culture.
My child has never brought home books
in Spanish from school.
My child has never participated in or
seen assembly programs about Puerto
Rican people in this school.
The counselors have regular meetings
with the parents to discuss the
progress of their children.
If I tell the teacher I think my child
should be learning something in
particular, (s)he usually includes
it in his/her plans.

Puerto Rican parents are treated
courteously by the school staff.
In this school, they let me know when
my child i s doing wel 1

If parents are unhappy about how the
children are being taught, the
principal takes some action to
improve the situation.
F

In this school,

they have workshops
on curriculum for the parents.

Parents can visit classrooms at anytime to see their child's progress
in school
Parents are hardly ever asked to
review books and other materials that
they think would be good for their
children.

L
f
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TRUE
49.

In this school,

there are frequent
meetings with the parents and
teachers to discuss how our
children are doing in school and
at home.

50.

this school, parents are never
involved in planning what their
children are going to learn.
In

FALSE

DON'T
KNOW
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INTRODUCTION:

cuestionario que Vd. va a contestar, es uno
que se podrfa usar
por las escuel as para investigar si
responden a las necesidades de
los ninos puertorriquenos o no.
Sin embargo, la escuela de su
nijo no lo esta administrando sino que yo lo
estoy dando para ver si
es un cuestionarioefectivo.
Se espera que los resultados se puedan
usar para dos propositos:
El

1.

para ver si la escuela de su hi jo responde a las
necesidades de los ninos puertorriquerTos o no;
y

2.

para perfeccionar el cuestionario.

Cuando se haya perfeccionado el cuestionario, se espera que las
escuelas lo usen para mejor asesorar y servir a sus ninos
puertorriquenos.

Sonia Nieto, investigadora

.

.

.
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N ec esitamo s

su ayuda en investigar como
la escuela de
jo (a) responde a los ninos
puertorriquenos.
Como
Vd. es el padre de un nino
puertorriquefio, es el que
mejor puede juzgar como le escuela
reacciona a los
ninos puertorriquenos.
Por favor, dejenos saber como
cree Vd. que la escuela trata a su
hi jo para que
esta informacion se use para hacer
que la escuela
sea mejor para todos los ninos
puertorriquenos.
u

hi

A la derecha de cada oracion hay
tres cuadros, uno
marcado V (Verdad), otro marcado F (Falso),
y el
otro, NS (No se).
Por cada oracion, ponga una X
sobre el cuadro que mejor describe la escuela
d* su

hijo(a)

VERDAD
1.

Casi siempre, hay informacion sobre la
escuela en ingles y en espanol.

2.

Casi siempre, hay informacion sobre todos
los programas de la escuela en ingles
y en espanol

3.

Algunos ninos que no son hispanos estan
aprendiendo espanol en la escuela.

4.

Algunos maestros(as) en esta escuela le
hablan espanol a mi hijo(a).
Yo he visto mucho trabajo en espanol en
la libreta de mi hi jo (a).

6.

Algunos de los maestros(as) en esta escuela
estan interesados en aprender espanol

1

En esta escuela, hay cartel es en espanol
en casi todas las oficinas y en los
pas ill os.

i

hijo(a) habla espanol mejor ahora que
cuando empezo en esta escuela.

8.

Mi

9.

En esta escuela, a veces a mi hijo(a) se
le dice que deje de hablar espanol y que

LJ
r
1

hable solo ingles.
r

10.

En esta escuela,

se estimula a los ninos

hablar espanol cuando deseen.

NO SE

1

5.

7.

FALSO

i

a

L_

r

L

.
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VERDAD
11.

En esta escuela, nunca
ofrecen tal 1 eros sobre
la hist °na
y cultura de Puerto Rico a
los maestros(as)

12.

A mi hijo(a) se le ha
castigado por
copiarse cuando ha estado
trabajando
junto con otros niftos.

13.

Mi

14.

Se critica a los padres a
menudo por
no mandar sus hijos a la
escuela cuando
tienen que ayudar con enfermos en
la
0 h cer dil igencias a la
oficina
wu.V'L
de Welfare n u otras agencies.

15.

A mi

hijo(a) esta aprendiendo a
trabajar
cooperativarnente con otros ninos
en us
salon.

hijo(a) se le castiga por faltar
la escuela cuando tiene que
ayudar
con algo en casa.
a

16.

A mi hijo(a) se le castiga cuando
muestra una falta de respeto a alguien
en la escuela.

17.

A otros ninos se les castigan cuando
le faltan el respeto a mi hijo(a).

18.

En esta escuela, los ninos no aprenden
respetar a los maestros.

a

19.

El

20.

A veces sirven comida puertorriquena
en la cafeterfa de esta escuela.

21.

Mi

22.

Mi

23.

Mi

salon de clase de mi hijo(a) me
recuerda a PuertoRico.

hi jo (a ) ha aprendido canciones
y
juegos de Puerto Rico en esta escuela.

hijo(a) ha aprendido sobre la
historia de Puerto Rico en esta
escuela.
hijo(a) ha, aprendido sobre la cultura
puertorriquena en esta escuela.

FALSO

NO SE

.

.
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24.

VERDAD

Nunca se les pide a los padres que den
ideas para las lecciones de los
maestros.
25.

'

A veces, mi

hijo(a) lleva objetos de
Puerto Rico a la escuela para compartir
con los otros ninos en su saldn.

27.
26.

En esta escuela, ensenan la historia
y
cultura de Puerto Rico s6lo en dlas
especiales o festivos.
En esta escuela, ensenan la historia
y
cultura de Puerto Rico en otros dias
tambiln.

28.

Mi

29.

Mi

30.

Mi

31.

Mi

32.

Cuando uno camina por esta escuela, la
presencia puertorriquena se hace sentir
en muchos sitios: en los tablones de
edictos, en exhibiciones y en otros
objetos de nuestra cultura que hay en
los pasillos, los salones, el auditorio,
la cafeteria y la bilioteca.

33.

En la biblioteca en esta escuela hay
libros en espanol

34.

En la biblioteca en esta escuela hay

hijo(a) reconoce los simbolos mayores
de Puerto Rico (la bandera, el escudo,
etc.).
hijo(a) puede nombrar algunos
personajes importantes en la historia
de Puerto Rico.
hijo(a) puede nombrar algunos hechos
historicos importantes de la historia
de Puerto Rico.

hijo(a) ha visto pelfculas o
diapositivas de Puerto Rico o de
puertorriquenos en esta escuela.

libros sobre puertorriquenos
35.

.

a personas de la
comunidad puertorriquena que vengan
a la escuela a hablar con los ninos
sobre distintos temas (por ejemplo,
la mu sica, la comida, sus trabajos,

L

A veces se les pide

etc.

)

L

FALSO

NO SE

.
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VERDAD
36.

Hay ayudantes de maestro que son
hispanos en la escuela.

37.

Algunos de los libros de texto en el
salon de clase de mi hijo(a) tratan
de la historia puertorriquena

38.

Mi

39.

Mi

40.

Mi

41.

Los consejeros tienen reuniones
regularmente con los padres para
hablar sobre el progreso de los
ninos.

42.

Si creo que mi hijo(a) debe estar
aprendiendo algo en particular y
se lo digo al maestro(a), casi
siempre lo incluye en sus planes.

43.

En esta escuela, se trata a los
padres puertorriquenos con respeto.

44.

En esta escuela, me dejan saber
cuando mi hijo(a) esta progresando

FALSO

hijo(a) ha ido a giras que le han
ayudado aprender mas sobre neustra
historia y cultura.
hijo(a) nunca ha trafdo a casa
libros en espanol de su escuela.

hijo(a) nunca ha visto ni ha
parti cipado en programas en el
auditorio sobre puertorriquenos en
esta escuela.

bien.
los padres no estan contentos
de como se les esta enseliando a
sus hijos, el principal toma medidas
para mejorar la situacion.

45.

Si

46.

En esta escuela,

47.

Los padres pueden visitar el salon
cuando deseen para ver el progreso
de sus hijos en la escuela.

tienen talleres
sobre currlculo para los padres.

n
i

i

NO SE
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VERDAD
48.

A los padres casi nunca se les pide
que
repasen libros y otros material es que
ellos creep serfan buenos para sus hijos.

49.

En esta escuela, hay reuniones frecuentes
con ]os padres y los maestros para hablar
de como nuestros hijos estan progresando
en la escuela y en el hogar.

50.

En esta escuela, los padres nunca estan
envueltos en planear lo que van a aprender
sus hijos(a).

FALSO

NO SE
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We need your help in finding out
how your child's
school responds to Puerto Rican
children.
Because
you are a parent of a Puerto Rican
child, vou are the
b
JUd9e
h0W the sch ° o1 reacts to Puerto Rican
nt
children.
Please tell us how you think the school
treats your child so that this
information can be used
to make the school better for all
Puerto Rican
children.

^^

On the right of each statement are three
boxes, one
marked T (for Jrue), one marked F (for False),
and
the other marked
(for Jlon't J^now). For each statement, put an X over the box which best describes
vour
child's school

1.

2.

TRUE

Information about the school is usually
available in both English and Spanish.
Information about all school programs is
usually available in both English and
Spanish.
3.

Some non-Hi spanic children in the school
are learning Spanish as a foreign language.

4.

Some of the teachers in this school
Spanish to my child.

speak

5.

In my child's notebook,
of work done in Spanish.

a

6.

In this school, there are classes in
Spanish for teachers.

7.

In this school, they have signs in Spanish
in most offices and in the hallways.

8.

My child speaks Spanish better now than
when (s)he first entered this school.

9.

My child has told me (s)he is sometimes
told to stop speaking Spanish and to speak
English instead.

10.

In

I

have seen

lot

this school, the children are encouraged

to speak Spanish whenever they want.
11.

This school offers workshops on Puerto
Rican history and culture to the teachers.

FALSE

DON'T
KNOW

—

i

~

i
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TRUE
12.

My child has been punished for
cheating
when (s)he has been working together
with other children.

13.

The people in this school respect Puerto
Rican culture.

14.

Parents are often criticized for keeping
their children out of school for family
illness or when their children must help
with problems in the Welfare Department
or other agencies.

15.

My child is punished when (s)he misses
school to help out at home.

16.

My child is punished when (s)he is disrespectful to anybody in school.

17.

My child is not encouraged to invite other
members of our family into the classroom.

18.

In this

school, children are not taught
to respect their teachers.

19.

My child's classroom reminds me of Puerto
Rico.

FALSE

*

In this school, they sometimes serve
Puerto Rican food in the cafeteria.

21.

My child has learned songs and games
from Puerto Rico during school time.

22.

My child has learned about Puerto
Rican history in school.

—

—

!

1

20.

DON'T
KNOW

r
—

-

"

J

—

1

“1

*
!

1

1

!
!

lj

n
1

23.

My child has learned about Puerto Rican
culture in school.

24.

Parents are never asked to give ideas
for teachers' lessons.

—

-

—

—

H
—

r~

r

i

25.

My child sometimes takes object from
Puerto Rico to share with the other
children in the classroom.

26.

school, they teach Puerto Rican
history and culture on special days or
hoi idays.
In this

i

i

i

—

n
L_j

.

TRUE
27.

The children have learned something
about Puerto Rican music in this
schools.

28.

My child recognizes the major symbols
of Puerto Rico (flag, coat of arms,
etc. ).

29.

My child can name some important
people in Puerto Rican history.

30.

My child can name some important
historical events in Puerto Rican
history.

31.

My child has seen films or slides of
Puerto Rico or of Puerto Rican people
in this school.

32.

When you walk through this school, the
Puerto Rican presence can be seen in
many places: on the bulletin boards, in
exhibitions, and in other articles of
our culture in the halls, classrooms,
auditorium, cafeteria, and library.

33.

The library in this school has books
in Spanish.

34.

My child has read books about Puerto
Rican people in the library in this
school

35.

Sometimes, Puerto Rican people from
the community are asked to come to
school to speak to the children about
different topics (for example, music,
food, their jobs, etc.).

36.

There are Spanish-speaking aides in
this school.

37.

Some of the textbooks in my child's
classrooms are about Puerto Rican
hi

38.

story.

My child has taken school trips which
have helped him/her learn more about
Puerto Rican history and culture.

FALSE

DON'T
KNOW
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TRUE
39.

My child has brought home books in
Spanish from school.

40.

My child has never participated in
or seen assembly programs about
Puerto Rican people in this school.

41.

The counselors have regular meetings
with the parents to discuss the
progress of their children.

42.

If I tell the teacher I think my child
should be learning something in
particular, (s)he usually includes it
in his/her plans.

43.

Puerto Rican parents are treated
courteously by the school: staff.

44.

In this school, they let me know when
my child is doing well.

45.

If parents are unhappy about how the
children are being taught, the
principal takes some action to improve
the situation.

46.

In this school, they have

workshops on
curriculum for the parents.

47.

Parents can visit classrooms at anytime
to see their child's progress in school.

48.

Parents are asked to review books and
other materials that they think would be
good for their childrn.

c

FALSE

—

p
"

49.

In this school, there are frequent
meetings with the parents and teachers
to discuss how our children are doing in

school
50.

ar.d

at home.

In this school, parents are never involved in planning what their children
are going to learn.

DON'T
KNOW

!
i

r

—

—

.

~
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INSTRUCCIONES: Necesitamos su ayuda en investigar
co'mo la escuela
de su nijo(a) responde a los ninos
puertorriquenos.
Como Vd. es el padre de un nino
puertorriqueno, es el
que mejor puede juzgar como la escuela
reacciona a los
mnos puertorriquenos. Por favor, dejenos saber como
cree Vd. cjue la escuela trata a su hijo para
que esta
informacion se use para hacer que la escuela sea mejor
para todos los ninos puertorriquenos.
A la derecha de cada oracion hay tres cuadros,
uno
marcado V (Verdad), otro marcado F (Falso),
y el otro
NS (No se).
Por cada oraci6n, ponga una X sobre el
cuadro que mejor describe la escuela de su hijo(a).

VERDAD
1.

Casi

2.

Casi siempre, hay informacion sobre todos
los programas de la escuela en ingles y en

FALSO

NO SE

siempre, hay informacioli sobre la
escuela en ingles y en espanol.
r

esparlol
3.

4.

Algunos ninos que no son hispanos estan
aprendiendo espanol en la escuela.

Algunos maestros(as) en esta escuela le
hablan espanol a mi hi jo (a).

5.

Yo he visto mucho trabajo en espanol en
la libreta de mi hi jo (a).

6.

En

7.

En esta escuela, hay cartel es en espanol
en casi todas las oficinas y en los

1

1

r~

hijo(a) habla espanol mejor ahora
que cuando ernpezo en esta escuela.

Mi

L L
p—

r~
i

i

i

1

9.

1

esta escuela, hay clases de espanol
para los maestros.

pasillos.
3.

1

r

En esta escuela, a veces a mi hijoU)
se le dice que deje de hablar espanol

I

i

y que hable solo ingles.
!

10.

En esta escuela,
a

se estimula a los ninos

hablar espanol cuando deseen.

r
|

i

i

—
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VERDAD
11

.

En esta escuela, ofrecen
talleres sobre
la historia y cultura de Puerto
Rico a
los maestros(as)
.

12 .

A mi

13 .

En esta escuela se respeta la
cultura
puertorriquena.

14

Se critica a los padres a menudo por
no
mandar sus hijos a la escuela cuando
tienen que ayudar con enfermos en la
familia o hacer diligencias a la oficina

.

hi jo (a) se le ha castigado
por
copiarse cuando ha estado trabajando
junto con otros ninos.

de "Welfare" u otras agencies.
15

.

16 .

A mi hijo(a) se le castiga por falter a
la escuela cuando tiene que ayudar con
algo en casa.
A mi hijo(a) se le castiga cuando
muestra una falta de respeto a alguien
en la escuela.

17 .

A mi hijo(a) no se le estimula
a invitar
otros miembros de nuestra familia al salon
de clase.

18

.

En esta escuela, los ninos no aprenden a
respetar a los maestros.

19

.

20

.

21

.

Mi

22

.

Mi

23

.

Mi

salon de clase de mi hijo(a) me
recuerda a Puerto Rico.

El

A veces sirven comida puertorriquena
en la cafeteria de esta escuela.
hi jo (a) ha aprendido canciones y
juegos de Puerto Rico en esta escuela.

hijo(a) ha aprendido sobre la
historia de Puerto Rico en esta escuela.
hijo(a) ha aprendido sobre la cultura
puertorriquena en esta escuela.

FALSO

NO SE

.
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VERDAD
24.

Nunca se les pide a los padres que
den
ideas para las lecciones de los
maestros.

25.

A veces, mi hijo(a) lleva objetos
de
Puerto Rico a la escuela para compartir
con los otros ninos en su saldn.

26.

En esta escuela, ensenan la historia
y
cultura de Puerto Rico en dias especial es
o festivos.

27.

Los ninos han aprendido sobre la musica
puertorriquena en esta escuela.

28.

Mi

29.

Mi

30.

Mi

31.

Mi

32.

Cuando uno camina por esta escuela, la
presencia puertorriqueffa se hace
sentir en muchos sitios:
en los
tablones de edictos, en exhibiciones y
en objectos de nuestra cultura que hay
en los pasillos, los salones, el
auditorio, la cafeteria y la

hi jo (a) reconoce los simbolos mayores
de Puerto Rico (la bandera, el escudo,
etc. ).
hi jo (a) puede nombrar algunos
personajes importantes en la historia
de Puerto Rico.

hijo(a) puede nombrar algunos hechos
historicos importantes de la historia
de Puerto Rico.

hijo(a)ha visto pelfculas o
diapositivas de Puerto Rico o de
puertorriquenos en esta escuela.

bib! ioteca.
33.

En la bibl ioteca en esta escuela hay
libros en espanol

34.

Mi

hijo(a) ha leldo Ijbros sobre
personas puertorriquenas en la
bibl ioteca en esta escuela.

FALSO

NO SE

.
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VERDAD
35.

A veces se les pide a personas de la
comuni dad puertorriquena que vengen
a la escuel a a hablar con los ninos
sobre distintos temas (por ejemplo,
la musica, la comida, sus trabajos,
etc. )

36.

Hay ayudantes de maestro que son
hispanos en la escuela.

37.

Algunos de los libros de texto en el
salon de clase de mi hijo(a) tratan
de la historia puertorriquena.

38.

Mi

39.

Mi

40.

Mi

41.

Los consejeros tienen reuniones
regularmente con los padres para hablar
sobre el progreso de los ninos.

42.

Si

43.

En esta escuela, se trata a los padres
puertorriquenos con respeto.

44.

En esta escuela, me dejan saber cuando
mi hijo(a) esta progresando bien.

45.

Si

hi jo (a) ha i do a giras que le han
ayudado aprender mas sobre nuestra
historia y cultura.

hijo(a) ha trafdo a casa libros
en espanol de su escuela.
hijo(a) nunca ha visto ni ha
parti cipado en programas en el auditorio
sobre puertorriquerfos en esta escuela.

creo que mi hijo(a) debe estar
aprendiendo algo en particular y se lo
digo al maestro(a), casi siempre lo
incluye en sus planes.

los padres no estan contentos de como
se les esta ensenando a sus hijos, el
principal toma medidas para mejorar la

situacidn.
46.

En esta escuela, tienen talleres sobre
curriculo para los padres.

FALSO

NO SE
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VERDAD
47.

Los padres pueden visitar el salon
cuando deseen para ver el progreso
de sus hijos en la escuela.

48.

A los padres se les pide que repasen
libros y otros material es que el los
creen serian buenos para sus hijos.

49.

En esta escuela, hay reuniones
frecuentes con los padres y los maestros
para hablar de como nuestros hijos estan
progresando en la escuela y en el hogar.

50.

En esta escuela, los padres nunca estan
envueltos en planear lo que van a
aprender sus hijos(a).

FALSO

NO SE

